From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Andi Werboff
Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] Board of Supervisors Jan 24 meeting
Saturday, January 22, 2022 12:05:09 PM

Dear board,
My husband and I own and have rented our home for over ten years. Just about 30 nights/year.
There have never been any problems. Neighbors have never complained.
We urge you to continue with the program as is.
We are retired and we count on this income to keep our home.
This will affect our resale value, and might drive us to sell 0our home.
Thanks for your thoughtful consideration
David and Andrea Bergman
Northstar
AndiArt
_________________
Andi Werboff
650.888.6187
awerboff@gmail.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Leah Rosasco on behalf of Placer County Board of Supervisors
Board Clerk
FW: [EXTERNAL] STR Comment Leter
Friday, January 21, 2022 4:24:19 PM
220120 BOS STR Ordinace.pdf
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Correspondence re: STR attached.
Leah Rosasco
Board Outreach Program Manager
Placer County Board of Supervisors Office
530.889.4040 direct | 530.537.7624 mobile | 530.889.4009 fax
Placer.ca.gov

From: Andrew Ryan <andrew@prdei.com>
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2022 12:00 PM
To: Placer County Board of Supervisors <BOS@placer.ca.gov>
Cc: Cindy Gustafson <cindygustafson@placer.ca.gov>; Stephanie Holloway <SHollow@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] STR Comment Leter
TWICPlease find the attached comment letter for the Board of Supervisors upcoming meeting on 1/25
Thank you
-Andrew T. Ryan

January 20, 2022
Placer Board of Supervisors
175 Fulweiler Ave.
Auburn, CA 95603
RE: STR Ordinance Updates Item 5.A
Dear BOSPlease approve the update to STR Ordinances as recommended in the Staff Report. I would point out to
the Board that this is a first step in a process of providing balance to a sector that has seen unchecked
growth with impacts to housing and that any new management strategies (codes, policies, regulations,
etc.) can be adjusted in the future as needed.
I hope to add some background information on the argument that regulating short term rentals is a
private property rights issue. Within the Board approved Tahoe Basin Area Plan all residential districts
that allow (some prohibit) transient stays in the form of hotel, motel, boarding houses, and bed and
breakfasts require a Conditional Use Permit (CUP). Operating a short-term rental (transient stay, tourist
accommodation unit) is not an entitlement, that is earned at purchase, with a residential property. I
understand that some buyers are upset and feel that a change would be unfair as they had made certain
assumptions when buying a property. The appropriate place for their ire should be with their Real Estate
professionals or with themselves because the clarity on what is allowed and how it may be permitted is
abundantly clear and readily researched within the approved Area Plans. Asking the public, or the
public’s representatives (BOS) to carry the burden of their due diligence seems misplaced.
Lastly, I want to commend the Staff for their work and recommendation on the proposed ordinance.
This is absolutely needed work that is challenging and difficult; doing the right thing is often not easy.
Please approve this ordinance and take a positive step towards restoring balance in the Communities
affected by short term rentals.

Sincerely,
Andrew T. Ryan
Kings Beach, CA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Barbara Sharp
Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] STR
Monday, January 24, 2022 9:45:10 PM

Dear Placer County Board of Supervisors,

I am writing on behalf of the change in the ordinance and the upcoming issues regarding STR.
I have been a homeowner since 2011 and have been renting for the last six years. Since that
time, my home underwent a substantial renovation and is currently a high-end rental and as
such it’s rented less frequently. However, when occupied it’s frequently rented by several
families and has provided the opportunity for family reunions for individuals scattered all
over the United States Our home provided a sanctuary for families and friends who were
sharing a Covid bubble together. Over the last few years, we have received nothing but 5-star
reviews for the services we provided. We have frequently directed people to shops,
restaurants, grocery stores in Truckee and the neighboring lakeside towns, thus supporting
the economics of the area.
In closing, we appreciate your time, and attention to the issue of STR as well as to the
specifics of renewing our permit.
Warmly,
The Sharp Family

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

noreply@civicplus.com
Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] Online Form Submittal: Public Comment Submission
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 8:12:25 AM

Public Comment Submission

Please submit your Public Comment for the Tuesday, January, 25th, Board
of Supervisors Meeting here.

Name

Bev Buswell

Email (Optional)

bevwildflowers@gmail.com

Agenda Item (Optional)

5A Short-Term Rental Ordinance Updates

Comments

I think disallowing new short term permits is reasonable until
there's a natural drop-off due to attrition. But please do not
restrict the ability of current STR owners to pass the permit on to
new owners in case of sale. That will give you a balance and not
be a "taking" of the value of so many properties. Many 2nd
homeowners bought carefully balancing the numbers with being
able to rent it. Above all, do not restrict that. But even
disallowing permits to transfer with the property will greatly
impact the value of their home they so carefully financially
figured out. Second homes are a staple here. Watching so many
sit vacant makes me sick. At least allow them to offer housing to
the visitors that support this community.
I recommend not doing anything else to restrict permits because
it won't be long til no one can afford visiting Tahoe anymore
because the supply & demand creates a typical hotel size STR
to become $400/night. Restaurants and stores will go out of
business here. It WILL happen if this is over-restricted. Hotels
will swoop in and in 10 years this will be a mini South Shore.
Believe me, the complainers at the mtg will like that a whole lot
less than STR's.

Attach a document

Field not completed.

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] Short term rental ordinance changes
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:30:02 AM

From: Katy Daniels <katydaniels96145@yahoo.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 22, 2022 5:01 PM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Short term rental ordinance changes
After reading in the Sierra Sun of the upcoming ordinance hearing and the ability to offer comment I
wish to add on record what should be considered my opinion. Being a 39 year full time resident,
homeowner, longterm rental landlord and neighbors to short term rentals I and my spouse live
through all of it.
For almost 25 years I have owned and operated rental homes on a longterm basis to working locals.
We all clearly know there is a major shortage of these properties.
First I wish to point out what I learned about uses during planning and construction of the three local
properties we currently own. There is residential, commercial, and tourist accommodations. The
latter for housing short term visitors. These uses are governed by the TRPA to control a responsible
use of the Tahoe Basin. Residential uses are not intended to be used as tourist accommodations. It
creates an imbalance that is clearly evident.
Surrounding my primary residence I am the only full time resident. There are three short term
rentals with owners who never stay at the property. There are two homes owned by out of town
individuals currently being remodeled to resell this coming summer and one home used only by the
second homeowner.
Without a limit to short term rental permits I stand good chance of being surrounded by short term
rentals.
At two of these short term rentals I have seen the sheriff for ,but not limited to, outdoor fighting and
outdoor parties at night. There has also been the typical trash and parking problems.
As much as I say there should be no short term rentals in residential areas due to the out of balance
set of uses established by the TRPA I doubt others see it that way.
It is reasonable to adopt limits to the permits though. There are likely too many now and the local
hotel and motel industry would probably agree. After all that is where these visitors belong.
To reduce the number of existing permits fees should be raised, surrendered permits should not be
put back into the system, permits will be cancelled at time of proprty sale, and violators will suffer
cancellation.
Lastly in an effort to add long term housing stock no mother in law or secondary dwelling units
should be eligible for short term rental permits.
Thank you for your consideration, Bryan Daniels.
Sent from Yahoo Mail on Android

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Carl Jones
Megan Wood; Placer County Board of Supervisors; Supervisor Gustafson; Supervisor Gore; Robert Weygandt;
Suzanne Jones; supervisorholmes@placer.ca.gov; Beverly Roberts
SARAH ROBERTSON
[EXTERNAL] Short Term Rental Ordinance
Thursday, January 6, 2022 11:33:48 AM

Dear Placer County Board of Supervisors,

I have been listening and participating in discussions about the STRs in North Lake for years.
There is something always lost in these discussions. When I was growing up I had the
opportunity to visit a house in Vermont on multiple occasions and ski in the winter, hike in
the summer. It was there I found my love of the mountains, skiing, and a commitment to
preserve places like this. When I first visited Alpine Meadows I felt the same family friendly,
laid back feel and I knew I had found my home. I was lucky enough to buy a condo there. As
I spent time there, I was struck by how many places in Tahoe sat empty most of the time. I
knew that I wanted to share this place with others not lucky enough to be able to afford a
second home, when I was not here. Over the years I have hosted many families for whom our
place has become a special place for them and their friends. This is what is missing in these
conversations, "locals" and politicians alike seem to look at visitors to the area as either a
nuisance or a commodity. They are neither, they are families and friends, enjoying the lake
and the mountains, making memories, seeing snow for the first time, and making the Tahoe
area special to them. While some of them are from Placer county many are from further as
well. Tahoe of course does not belong to Placer County, local residents, or homeowners
though we do have the privilege to be caretakers and stewards of a small part of the area. It is
with this perspective I make my comments on the December 14 meeting and the STR debate.

I include a recent note left by a guest from Thanksgiving 2021. In case the photo does not
come through the note says

"No snow but we had a fantastic four days of board games, movies, hikes and a glorious tram
ride in the sunny, crisp mountain air. So great to escape the city and forget about Covid for a
while! We're all happy, relaxed, refreshed...and grateful for family and perfect mountain
cabins like this one. Happy Thanksgiving!"

These are the experiences the Board is discussing taking away, please continue to allow more
than just the very wealthy to have these experiences.

There are already too many people in the basin
During any holiday, winter weekend and the entire summer it becomes clear we already have
too many people, too much traffic, garbage etc.. Converting short term rentals to full time
residences will increase that density and increase risk and make evacuations harder during
wildfire season. The county policies have already overdeveloped the area and some now
advocate for policies converting properties occupied ~30% time as STRs to full time
occupancy. This would drastically increase the already difficult density situation.

STRs are the economic engine of eastern Placer County
I was disappointed in what was presented by the "economist" BAE. There was no economic
analysis presented on the impact STR's have on the economy. However they imply that
there are about 1000 hotel rooms and 4800 STR permits with an average of three bedrooms.
about 3000 condotel units (asume 2 bedrooms), roughly bedrooms. This means hotels are
~5% of the lodging and STRs are about 65% of the lodging rooms.

The data presented showed that an average STR had gross revenue of about $2900 per month.
In my experience that probably equates to about $1500 in income after cleaning and other
expenses. significantly less than half of the mortgage cost and other expenses.
Supervisor Gustafson please stop saying people are "making 35 thousand a year". The failure
to distinguish between gross and net revenue is extremely naive and shows an incredible lack
of understanding of the expense required to provide a short term rental. It's not true and
disturbing to hear you repeating inaccuracies. Thank you for your leadership in this area but
these are exactly the sorts of inaccuracies which polarize the community. In a typical rental
for me, the cleaning fee (paid to locals) is roughly 30%, fees to online platforms take another
percentage, more money goes into extra electricity to heat , firewood, amenities for guests,
paying a local manager, continuous repairs etc... In 12 years of owning my second home in
Placer County, it has never made a "profit" and nearly 100% of the money from STR's has
gone into maintenance, remodeling and amenities, paid to locals.

No two-tiered system
Please do not create a two tiered system for "professionally managed" places. I had a short
term rental prior to the rise of online platforms and experienced the poor service and
outrageous fees these companies would charge for shoddy places with poor upkeep. I would
never allow my property to be "professionally managed". These companies do not pay
anywhere near the attention as I do to my property. In a storm like the recent one in December
they are overwhelmed and cannot attend to all the properties at once. Renters have my
personal cell phone number and I communicate with my guests individually and fix issues for
them within minutes. I have a property manager on site 24/7, who is capable of handling
situations faster and more capably than anything a "professional manager" has available. I see
no reason why my property should be placed in a higher cost category when providing
superior service to renters and for neighbors.

It is clear that STR's have become a scapegoat for broader economic pressures, changes in the
community, and failure of adequate planning and development policies by the county for
affordable housing. I think the Board correctly identified two categories of perceived issues.
1) Nuisance, Safety, and neighborhood character 2) Housing. A) The effect on housing
available to locals and B) the effects on the cost of real estate.

Fire safety complaint - These should be applied to residents and
A) Nuisance, Safety, and neighborhood character
I have heard county staff and others comment multiple times that complaints about STRs often
have actually been complaints about long term, seasonal renters, or owners and not actually
short term renters. There has developed in the community, particularly on social media, a
belief that all problems are the result of tourists, bay area transplants, short term renters etc...
While this may be "human nature" to blame the "other". The Board should guard against this
thinking and focus on solving problems, not trying to divide the community and punish
people who have invested their life savings and providing opportunity for families to visit
Tahoe. All the nuisance issues that have been brought up are not unique to STRs and should
be addressed regardless of the rental status. In my HOA we have an occasional parking
problem, which are easily resolved, however these issues are often seasonal renters with more
people and cars than are available to the unit. We are able to handle this locally and work it
out, however the supposition that all parking issues derive from STR's while not addressing
the number of vehicles at long term rentals is again not attempting to solve the actual
problem. I don't understand why the Board of Supervisors would make one set of fire safety
rules to protect short term renters but would not apply that same logic to long term renters?
Don't locals need safe places to live too? Or is this just a hurdle disguised as a safety initiative
to try and make it more difficult for part time residents to share their homes?

There have been suggestions that STR’s be required to rent above a minimum number of

nights to retain their permit. This idea runs counter to the wishes of many in the community to
reduce the number of visitors in their neighborhoods.

B) Housing Effect on housing available to locals
I believe the data on increase of STR's in the area is inflated over actual numbers. The growth
of STR's by reported certificates covers the same time period Placer county hired the shady
organization Host Compliance (see https://www.vice.com/en/article/j5y8d7/people-paid-todox-airbnb-addresses-host-compliance) to bring more properties into compliance. So of
course, we saw a growth of TOT certificates, that is not evidence of growth of STRs.
Sacramento now has higher rental costs than San Francisco, New York or Seattle. Those
believing that increased rental costs are unique to the Tahoe basin or meaningfully influenced
by the presence of STRs are failing to look deeply at the data. The factors driving up housing
costs in the Tahoe Basin are far greater and more numerous than short term rentals. The idea
that the Board should try and cause a collapse in real estate values in order to make housing in
the basin affordable, while unlikely to be successful, it is irresponsible. The board should
however also be proposing cuts to county budgets and staff in proportion to the desired real
estate value reductions you are seeking if you implement policies for this reason. Currently in
the Truckee area the median income of a 2 person home can afford a home valued at about
$300-350k. In a market where median homes are worth over 1 million dollars it would require
a complete collapse of values to achieve this.

It seems silly that you are targeting STRs to provide long term housing. As BAE and so many
have pointed out, the vast majority of STR’s are second homes that are not available for full
time renters. All evidence to date show that regulations restricting short-term rentals have not
proven to significantly increase the number of long-term rentals. They do however make it
substantially more profitable for those operating current STR’s.

Please
1)      Regulate for nuisance and safety but apply across the board to all properties, there is no
logical reason to apply only to short term residents.
2)      Avoid solutions that put more full-time residents in the basin, this increases fire danger.
3)      Remove and do not replace a separate tier for the type of management of STRs.
4)      Recognize that many STR’s were purpose built to provide temporary housing for visitors
to the area.
5)      Do not place minimum nights on STR rentals.
6)      Do not restrict the number of short-term rentals.

Sincerely
Carl Jones
Homeowner in Alpine Meadows

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Carol Pawlak
Board Clerk; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Supervisor Gore; Robert Weygandt; Suzanne Jones; Teri Ivaldi;
Jim Holmes; Stephanie Holloway; Timothy Wegner; Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine; Jane
Christenson; northstarSTRexemption@outlook.com
[EXTERNAL] Board of Supervisors meeting Jan 25th public comment
Saturday, January 22, 2022 8:55:28 PM

All Northstar condos should be exempt from the STR permit requirement.
I’m writing as a condo owner at Northstar. We enjoy the condo ourselves, lend it to
our friends and family and have occasionally rented to visitors for several years
WITHOUT ANY ISSUES. The condo is our dream come true, a retirement nest egg
earned after a lifetime of hard work, savings and sacrifices; improved with sweat
equity. You threaten to take that value away from a hardworking American
family through your ill advised legislation. What gives you the right to take
away the value of my retirement nest egg after years of hard work and sacrifice?
Do hardworking families deserve housing, of course, but at the expense of my
lifetime of hard work, my retirement dream? Please seriously think about that.
You seem to forget about the hard working people who managed to save all of
their lives to own these condos. This non-logic is especially egregious because
what you recommend will not solve any of the problems you want to blame on
STRs.
More than 75 miles away, Placer County is trying to govern an area that is
completely different from Auburn or the rest of Placer County. Northstar is a
resort. A ski resort in the winter and a hiking and biking resort in the summer. It is a
world class resort where visitors come to ski and enjoy the beauty of the
mountains. All Northstar condos should be exempt from the STR permit
requirement.
These are sincere and honest questions: Have any of you ever been to Northstar?
Do you ski? Do you mountain bike? Do you have a clue what it is like up here? If
you have visited, do you stay at the Ritz, or rent a condo?
The county argues that STR issues will be solved by limiting STRs. Issues regarding
STRs should be managed on a case-by-case basis, isn’t that why you started a
reporting system? The county asked us to stop renting because of COVID – good
idea. We stopped gladly, expecting to reup when it was safe. We care about our
community. Without notice or warning you extended the moratorium until the
end of ski season in 2022. And now you are threatening to limit STRs and remove
exemptions. Our unit is on the mountain where everyone in our building, except
for one person, rents their condo. We watch out for each other, take care of the
place, and welcome and help visitors. You have unfairly penalized very responsible
owners and an entire community with no complaints or issues. There is a way to
manage issues, taking away hard working Americans' rights is not the answer.
Manage properties with issues directly.
Single-family homes and neighborhoods are different from on mountain condos.
The county has lumped all of these properties together. The on mountain condos
have successfully managed STRs for DECADES. The unintended consequence of the
moratorium extension and threat to remove exemptions penalizes responsible
condo owners. Don’t penalize those of us who have saved up for and can afford a
small condo, rather than a house. Many of us occasionally rent our condos to help
us afford an asset that we earned through hard work. If STRs are an issue in single
family home neighborhoods, manage that issue, not an issue that doesn’t exist
with on mountain condos.

The restriction of STRs gives hotels and corporations more rights than individuals.
How is that fair? On the very few occasions I have seen issues over many years, it is
with large single family homes rented to groups of rowdy people, by rental
agencies that do not take responsibility for age limits and size of the rental party.
The issues are not in the condos. Again, take away the permits for places with
issues, you’ve built the infrastructure to address this problem.
The county additionally claims that STRs are taking away housing for locals. Who is a
local? If affordable housing is needed, build it. Take the revenue from STRs and
build local housing. With no storage, no garages, harsh winters, and high HOA
payments, these condos are not meant to be primary homes. Housing is
expensive. The cost of housing is rising everywhere. Look at Reno. Reno housing
prices are not rising because of STRs. Despite your interference, these condos will
NEVER be affordable or appropriate for local housing. You also assume the local
workforce won’t create any issues. People are people, and problems will arise
whether or not someone is “a local” or a visitor.
If all of these logical points do not convince you, and you don’t care about hard
working Americans' retirement nest eggs, remember your own self-interest. The
only reason we are part of Placer County, 75 miles away on a narrow
gerrymandering strip of land, is so you can take our taxes. If you restrict our ability
to rent, you will just be hurting yourselves and reducing revenue for the county.
Do the right thing. Northstar condos should be exempt from STR permits!
Carol Pawlak
Northstar

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

caroline Vertongen
Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] Fwd: STR ordinance meeting tomorrow January 25
Monday, January 24, 2022 2:59:13 PM
Placer County - Doug Jastraw 0ct 21.pdf

Dear Board clerk,
I just got your address and apologize for the late email, but you can read the explanation
below. Please make sure all stakeholders receive my email - I have sent it to the Board
members, but could not send it to Stephanie Halloway and could not send it to Crystal
Jacobson since at this time I have not received their contact information. Please forward my
email to them as well.
Thank you,
Caroline Vertongen
Begin forwarded message:
From: caroline Vertongen <hermantje@aol.com>
Subject: STR ordinance meeting tomorrow January 25
Date: January 24, 2022 at 2:43:31 PM PST
To: supervisorgustafson@placer.ca.gov, PIOStaff@placer.ca.gov
Cc: "SupervisorGore@placer.ca.gov" <SupervisorGore@Placer.CA.Gov>,
rweygand@placer.ca.gov, suzannejones@placer.ca.gov, JHolmes@placer.ca.gov
Good afternoon Supervisor Gustafson and Placer County Board members,
My apologies for this late email, but it is important that once again I address
major issues before tomorrow’s meeting.
My husband suddenly received an email last Thursday 1/20/2022 and forwarded
it to me regarding the ordinance you will be discussing tomorrow. I was able to
review the board meeting that took place on December 14 this morning and
started sending emails so I could reach Stephanie Halloway and Crystal Jacobson
- to ensure that they get our feedback directly.
We have been homeowners since 2003 and got our STR end of 2014 - beginning
2015 - permit 9738. My email address has been the same - so why despite many
requests - do I still not get emails from Placer County ?
I hope that you will address “1) communication , 2) evaluate the big corporations
and evaluate if Placer County is giving them favors instead of holding them
accountable for not building the affordable work force housing they have
promised over the years , 3) evaluate the tourism initiatives that were created in
2020-2021 despite COVID, and review the nuissance and safety elements that are
continuously violated by these big corporations like Alterra.
San Francisco Chronicle published an article by Pamela Mahoney Tsigdinos this
morning: Over-Tourism threatens Lake Tahoe:
https://www.sfchronicle.com/opinion/openforum/article/How-to-stop-Tahoe-from-turning-

into-the-16795229.php

As the attached letter to Doug Jastrow confirms, we did not rent our condo since
February 2020 for the following reasons;
1) New fan and exhaust Noise - a nuissance created since Placer County
approved the building permit for Squaw Valley Resort LLC and Tremigo
January 2020 and 2) no proper oversight during the COVID - and no mask
enforcement while Alterra and Palisades Tahoe spend millions on marketing and
tourism,
Commercial owner Squaw Valley Resort/LLC and Tremigo submitted a permit to Placer County under building
permit BLD19-03898 on October 24, 2019 for Commercial Unit #51 and #52 and submitted mechanical and
electrical plans designed by Sugarpine designed for Commercial unit #52 in Sep. 2019 . The Engineers were not
involved when the actual remodel and expansion that took place and according to Placer County building department
no physical inspections are not required.
We reported the new fan noise and vibration in January 2020 to the Homeowner Experience Managers and members
of 22 Station and SVNC - At first they acknowledged the noise and vibration and the Commercial Director of Squaw
Valley Resort LLC claimed responsibility and promised to fix the problems, but then he recused himself and now both
HOAs claim they have no obligation to force the Commercial owner “Alterra” to fix the issue and claim this is a
dispute between Alterra and we, the homeowner.
Unfortunately we are not the only homeowner who are subjected to this new noise nuissance. We have spent over 30 K
in legal costs and as long as Tremigo keeps its operation hours from 11 AM to 9 PM the noise coming from the
ventilation shaft behind our kitchen wall is tolerable; however, the other exhausts blowing over our ceiling into the
village is affecting many homeowners and that is one of many reasons why many homeowners have sold their condo
last year.
2) Squaw Valley Resort LLC and Squaw Valley Hospitality did not oversee COVID mandates - they focus on
marketing and tourism - as described in the article published in the SF Chronicle. I have brought it up at many SVNC
and 22 Station Board meetings as well as shared my concerns with Placer County.
We support Sierra Watch and the interests of our small Lake Tahoe community, but I really wonder if Placer County
has failed to protect its residents and community members, failed to protect our limited resources, and failed to protect
the safety and well being of our community ?
I sure hope this will not lead to another class action suit or civil suit involving placer county employees .
and why did we not get a chance to participate in the survey and board meeting earlier?
I hope to address the issues during the 3 minute allotted amount for public speaking.
Caroline Vertongen
Condo owner since 2003 and STR owner since 2015
650-678-7562

County of Placer County
Attn: Revenue Service Manager Doug Jastrow
10810 Justice Center Drive #100
Roseville, Ca 95678
Tony and Caroline Vertongen
100 Palmer Lane
Portola Valley, Ca 94028

October 5, 2021
Dear Revenue Service Manager Jastrow,
Enclosed you will nd our signed and lled out TOT worksheet for 3rd quarter 2021
under certi cate #9738.
Unfortunately we could not rent out our condo and have not been able to do so for a
long time - see the reasons below:
1) the “pandemic” or COVID-19 - Unlike Squaw Valley and Alterra we took COVID-19 very
seriously. Squaw Valley /Alpine and Alterra continued to rent, claim they followed Placer
County and State COVID-19 guidelines, but never enforced the rules; putting many
homeowners and sta at risk.
2) As stated to you and other Placer County employees before, we have been homeowners
at the Village of Squaw since 2003.
- In all 17 years never had any noise complaint until Alterra/Squaw Valley allowed Tremigo to
expand its restaurant (Commercial unit #51 and Commercial unit #52) and replace the
existing fan motor with a motor that is 3 x bigger using the existing ventilation shaft, without
any DesignReview, without any acoustic analysis, and without physical inspection of the new
motor fan and exhausts on the roof.
- The electrical and mechanical engineer plans designed by Pioneer Engineering for Taco
Tahoe in September 2019 referencing Commercial unit # 52 . They were not involved during
the remodel/upgrade.
- Placer County Building issued a permit BLD19-03898 - APN 096-671-002-000 is for 1850
Village South Road - Commercial unit #51 only- listing the site as being #51 and #52listing the owner as Squaw Valley Resort LLC and Tremigo Tahoe, Inc. DBA Tremigo
Mexican Kitchen & Tequila Bar as applicant.

- Conversations with the Placer County Building Department con rmed that inspectors usually
sign o the documentation, but do not inspect the exhausts and motor fan. The plans of
Pioneer Engineering has a picture of the roof - showing 2 exhausts - a picture of the roof
line now shows more exhausts.

- The permit was signed o in December 2019 and January 2020 so I doubt that the inspector
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inspected the motor of the fan and the exhausts on the roof - Furthermore, I was told that
the inspector passed away in Spring of 2020; therefore nobody could ask him personal
questions.

- Members of Squaw Valley Neighborhood Company and 22 Station ignored their duciary
duties and Commercial director Mike DeGro (Commercial director aka SVNC Board
member and 22 Station Board member) rst took responsibility, promised to resolve the
issue, but did nothing and then recused himself.

- While some noise has been mitigated the issues are not fully resolved. The Commercial

Owner has con rmed they signed a lease allowing Tremigo to operate from 11 Am until 2 AM
and referring to contact local law enforcement if Tremigo violate the rules of the noise
ordinances of Placer County and Squaw Valley.
- Knowing the complaints led by many 22 Station homeowners in building 4 addressing the
noise by the Dubliner, we suspect we will have the same issues for years to come since the
owners of Tremigo also own the Dubliner..
It is time that Placer County and Board Supervisors help protect our limited resources,
and help protect our communities against the superpowers and aggressive nature of
corporations like Alterra.
I hope you will help us nd solutions so we can provide you with new revenue.
Sincerely,
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Caroline Vertongen
TOT certi cate # 9738
650-678-7562 cell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Catherine Clune
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; ANBrown@placer.ca.gov; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack;
Supervisor Gore; Robert Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie
Holloway; spedretti@placer.ca.gov; Timothy Wegner; Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine
[EXTERNAL] Public comment Town Hall Jan 6, 2022
Wednesday, January 5, 2022 4:07:31 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors and County Staff,
I am struggling to understand the logic that my Northstar condo is not considered a Resort
property. The definition of a resort seems to be a moving target. Where do you draw the
line on the locations for limiting permits? Northstar is a great example of where to start.
Northstar is uniquely different and has a clear boundary. It is not a town or a city but a
"Resort" within Truckee, Eastern Placer County. Truckee, Kings Beach, Carnelian Bay,
Tahoe City, and Tahoe Vista are not a contained "Resort". I am a reasonable person and
have had no problem with rules to address life safety, noise, and trash, but, to say that the
homes and condos in Northstar should be treated as regular affordable housing stock that
would help solve the housing crisis is just mind boggling.
Does this mean that we would be guilty of false advertising if we list our home/condo in
Northstar a "resort" property? A home/condo that is "close" to Northstar rents for far less
than one that is in Northstar with recreational amenities, it's own transit system,
restaurants, spa services, shopping and of course the Mountain, all contained within the
County map's boundary called "Northstar".
Since the beginning of the STR regulations being brought forth, I have always believed that
enforcement is the real key here. The "bad actors" are the ones that are ruining it for
everyone. The "good actors" that follow the rules are left with their burden. That includes
rule abiding full-time residents, second home owners who do not rent, second home
owners that do rent and property management companies. That brings me to the logic
about professionally managed properties vs owner managed properties and the
inequitable treatment of owner managed properties.
Example:
If I lose my permit due to repeated complaints, I will lose 100% of my revenue.
If a management company with 10 properties mismanages a property resulting in the
revocation of one property's permit, the loss of revenue is 100% on that owner and only
10% reduction in revenue on the management company. That management company can
also add to their portfolio, gain that 10% back and with minimal consequence. If the
complaint results in a revocation of the permit, who is being punished more harshly, the
management company that mismanaged it or the homeowner that did the right thing and
hired a management company. Who pays the fine? Who bears the burden?
Additionally, a two tiered fee structure is not equitable either. I would like to see the raw
data, in its entirety, that shows how the County reached its findings that owner managed
properties require more resources as a whole than professionally managed properties.
Simply, the stakes are exponentially higher for owner managed properties to behave than
professionally managed. There are "bad actors" in both categories and language should
be put in to address this lopsided potential outcome.
Please consider taking the time to examine these points before proceeding with any vote.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Catherine Clune
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Supervisor Gore; Robert
Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie Holloway; Timothy Wegner;
Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine; Kelly McCaughna; Katelynn Hopkins; Jane Christenson
[EXTERNAL] Public comment BOS meeting Jan 25, 2022
Monday, January 24, 2022 3:51:26 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors and Staff,
There is a glaring hole in the new recommendations for the STR ordinance. There is
no equal punishment for Professional Management companies compared to Owners
that self-manage. If an owner uses a professional management company and gets 3
complaints the owner will be banned from renting for 2 years. The management
company will be able to continue mismanaging the other properties they currently
manage and continue acquiring new properties to manage without an equal
consequence. The way it is written, you are punishing the wrong person for
misbehaving.
According to Placer records, there are several management companies with 70 plus
complaints. I have personally surveyed several owners who had complaints but they
were completely unaware because the County nor the Management company
notified them. They should be notified of the complaints immediately by the county.
If an owner is stripped of the privilege to short-term rent for 2 years because of
mismanagement of the Professional Management Company the Company should
also face equal consequences, a loss of ALL revenue, but only if the County has
properly and immediately notified the owner of the complaints. This is blatant
favoritism. I believe this will put the County in legal jeopardy by way of lawsuits from
homeowners that were treated differently, unfairly, and with bias.
I urge you to consult your legal team before taking a vote on these revisions, pause
immediately, and go back to drafting new language to include equal treatment of
owner-managed properties and Professionally managed properties.

Respectfully,
Catherine Clune
Gold Bend -Northstar Homeowner.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Catherine Clune
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Supervisor Gore; Robert
Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie Holloway; Timothy Wegner;
Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine; Kelly McCaughna; Katelynn Hopkins; Jane Christenson
[EXTERNAL] Public comment BOS meeting Jan 25, 2022
Monday, January 24, 2022 3:49:22 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors and Staff,
I would like to ask the board to recuse Cindy Gustafson from voting on the STR
Ordinance revisions.
I believe that Ms. Gustafson's relationships with property management companies
has the potential to unfairly influence her vote on this issue either consciously or
unconsciously.

Respectfully,
Catherine Clune
Gold Bend -Northstar Homeowner.

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Catherine Clune
Board Clerk; Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; Placer County Board of Supervisors;
ANBrown@placer.ca.gov; anbrown@placer.ca.gov; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Lindsay Romack;
Supervisor Gore; Supervisor Gore; Robert Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Teri
Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie Holloway; spedretti@placer.ca.gov; Timothy Wegner; Timothy Wegner; Timothy
Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine
[EXTERNAL] Public comment BOS meeting Jan 25, 2022
Monday, January 24, 2022 2:54:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors and County Staff,
I am struggling to understand the logic that my Northstar condo is not considered a Resort
property. The definition of a resort seems to be a moving target. Where do you draw the
line on the locations for limiting permits? Northstar is a great example of where to start.
Northstar is uniquely different and has a clear boundary. It is not a town or a city but a
"Resort" within Truckee, Eastern Placer County. Truckee, Kings Beach, Carnelian Bay,
Tahoe City, and Tahoe Vista are not a contained "Resort". I am a reasonable person and
have had no problem with rules to address life safety, noise, and trash, but, to say that the
homes and condos in Northstar should be treated as regular affordable housing stock that
would help solve the housing crisis is just mind-boggling.
Does this mean that we would be guilty of false advertising if we list our home/condo in
Northstar a "resort" property? A home/condo that is "close" to Northstar rents for far less
than one that is in Northstar with recreational amenities, it's own transit system,
restaurants, spa services, shopping, 24 hour on-site security and of course the Mountain,
all contained within the County map's boundary called "Northstar".
Since the beginning of the STR regulations being brought forth, I have always believed that
enforcement is the real key here. The "bad actors" are the ones that are ruining it for
everyone. The "good actors" that follow the rules are left with their burden. That includes
rule abiding full-time residents, second home owners who do not rent, second home
owners that do rent and property management companies. That brings me to the logic
about professionally managed properties vs owner managed properties and the
inequitable treatment of owner managed properties.
Example:
If I lose my permit due to repeated complaints, I will lose 100% of my revenue.
If a management company with 10 properties mismanages a property resulting in the
revocation of one property's permit, the loss of revenue is 100% on that owner and only
10% reduction in revenue on the management company. That management company can
also add to their portfolio, gain that 10% back and with minimal consequence. If the
complaint results in a revocation of the permit, who is being punished more harshly, the
management company that mismanaged it or the homeowner that did the right thing and
hired a management company. Who pays the fine? Who bears the burden?
Additionally, a two tiered fee structure is not equitable either. I would like to see the raw
data, in its entirety, that shows how the County reached its findings that owner managed
properties require more resources as a whole than professionally managed properties.
Simply, the stakes are exponentially higher for owner managed properties to behave than
professionally managed. There are "bad actors" in both categories and language should
be put in to address this lopsided potential outcome.

Please consider taking the time to examine these points before proceeding with any vote.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Catherine Clune
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Supervisor Gore; Robert
Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie Holloway; Timothy Wegner;
Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine; Kelly McCaughna; Katelynn Hopkins; Jane Christenson
[EXTERNAL] Public comment Jan 25, 2022 Board of Supervisor meeting
Monday, January 24, 2022 2:55:44 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors and County Staff,
Are you going to make professionally managed properties vs owner-managed properties
equitable in regards to the ability to continue to manage their properties after the revocation
of an STR permit? If the owner-managed property is stripped of its ability to manage due to
complaints, will management companies also be stripped of their ability to manage all
properties? It seems from your staff's answer below, that the owner will suffer the
consequences for the management company's errors but the management company will still
be able to manage properties. In fact, the owner that has hired a management company
should not be held responsible at all, it should be the management company.
I asked this question below at the town hall and got this response.
"catherine clune (You) 06:29 PM Equitable treatment of property management

companies and owner managed properties -Example, If my ability to self manage any
property is revoked for having 3 identical validated complaints as a professional
management company, is their ability to manage any property also revoked?
Emily Setzer - Placer County 07:08 PM
Correct, regardless of management status a permit can be revoked for exceeding the
allowed violations."
Example:
If I lose my permit due to repeated complaints, I will lose 100% of my revenue.
If a management company with 10 properties mismanages a property resulting in the
revocation of one property's permit, the loss of revenue is 100% on that owner and only 10%
reduction in revenue on the management company. That management company can also
add to their portfolio, gain that 10% back and with minimal consequence. If the complaint
results in a revocation of the permit, who is being punished more harshly, the management
company that mismanaged it or the homeowner that did the right thing and hired a
management company. Who pays the fine? Who bears the burden?
Additionally, a two tiered fee structure is not equitable either. I would like to see the raw data,
in its entirety, that shows how the County reached its findings that owner managed properties
require more resources as a whole than professionally managed properties.
Simply, the stakes are exponentially higher for owner managed properties to behave than
professionally managed. There are "bad actors" in both categories and language should be
put in to address this lopsided potential outcome.
Please consider taking the time to examine these points before proceeding with any vote.

Respectfully,
Catherine Clune

Northstar Resort Condo Owner
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Stephanie Holloway
Cheri Sugal; Katelynn Hopkins
Crystal Jacobsen; Nicholas Martin; Cindy Gustafson; Megan Wood
RE: [EXTERNAL] Re: Short Term Rental (STR) Taskforce Follow-Up
Wednesday, January 19, 2022 10:09:21 AM
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Thank you for this information, Cheri.
I am including Megan Wood, Clerk of the Board, for further coordination related to this or other
presentations and materials for the upcoming Board meeting.
Sincerely!

Stephanie Holloway, PE, TE

Tahoe Operations Manager
County Executive Office | Tahoe
(530) 546-1944| (530) 368-1950 cell | shollow@placer.ca.gov

From: Cheri Sugal <cherisugal1@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2022 2:45 PM
To: Katelynn Hopkins <KHopkins@placer.ca.gov>
Cc: Stephanie Holloway <SHollow@placer.ca.gov>; Crystal Jacobsen <CJacobse@placer.ca.gov>;
Nicholas Martin <nmartin@placer.ca.gov>; Emily Setzer <ESetzer@placer.ca.gov>; Jasmyn Carr
<jcarr@placer.ca.gov>; Cindy Gustafson <cindygustafson@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Re: Short Term Rental (STR) Taskforce Follow-Up
Dear Supervisor Gustafson and Placer County Staff,
As you know there was significant participation of community members who want to see limits on
STRs, at the previous Town Hall. The general sentiment and feedback that I have received from this
group is that the County Staff recommendations that were presented at the Town Hall and are
planned to be presented to the Board at the end of this month, are very far from 1) what this
community is asking for and 2) solutions that address any of the fundamental problems associated
with STRs.
The recommendations presented to take permits that are not being used (and re-allocate them to
people who will use them) plus allocating 10% additional permits, only exacerbate the problems
created by STRS for our residential neighborhoods (i.e. more permits in use = more of the issues and
dangers we are are already struggling with). It's also hard to see how these solutions mitigate any of
the housing crisis issues associated with STRs, as they only put more homes into commercial use. It
seemed that the recommendations were geared more towards appeasing the Board and providing
more TOT revenue to the County, to get their approval, rather than this team coming with solutions
that match the magnitude of the problem we are facing and what the community is (desperately)

asking for.
Attached again, is an updated presentation summarizing the results of the petition. Almost 1600
Tahoe residents have signed (which is significant), and dozens have commented on why they are
signing. Every single person signed this petition asking for real limits on the total number and the
number of nights that STRs can be rented - when there isn't a manager present on-site - in order to
discourage investors/realtors from turning our homes into commercial businesses for profit.
I believe this works - many people I have spoken with would be OK living next door to a place that is
rented 30-60 days per year rather than living next to a motel every single day (and dealing with all
the daily issues and dangers). If I look at the house next door to me - at current average prices
($450-500/night) that homeowner could still cover their entire mortgage, but would no longer make
a profit of $12-15K/month. This would be more in the spirit of what AirBnB was intended for (to
provide some additional income while homes are not being used), rather than what it has become
in our area (incentives to buy up residential homes and turn them into commercial ventures). And it
would take most of the burden and risk off of full time residents.
Importantly, reducing the ability for homes to be turned into commercial businesses could
somewhat dampen real estate prices in our area, which are highly & artificially inflated right now in
part due to the promise of STR income. I think the limits proposed could help improve the success
of your first-time homebuyers programs; I recently learned that 12 families qualified for the 150K
down payment support, but have been unable to find affordable homes in this area.
This along with other recommendations are outlined in a sort of "theory of change" model, showing
the solution and the specific problem that it addresses on slides 6-7 in the presentation. I hope this
helps to shape your thinking over the next week.
Appreciate your attention, and I am available to speak anytime before the January 25th Board
meeting.
Cheri

On Wed, Jan 5, 2022 at 8:50 PM Cheri Sugal <cherisugal1@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Crystal, et al.
In anticipation of the Town Hall tomorrow and other upcoming meetings on the STR issue, I
wanted to provide you with an update on the Petition my group launched a few days ago. I have
prepared the attached Powerpoint that provides a summary of the results -over a thousand
signatures- and most importantly, the compelling (and heart-wrenching) comments from dozens
of residents on why they signed.
Please advise if you think this would be useful to send to the wider Board.

Thank you,
Cheri
On Mon, Nov 15, 2021 at 8:27 AM Katelynn Hopkins <KHopkins@placer.ca.gov> wrote:
Hello all,
This is a friendly reminder for tomorrow's Short-Term Rental (STR) Taskforce Follow-Up meeting
from 6:30p-8p. Please note you must register for the meeting beforehand.
Please see the link below to register.
Register in advance for this meeting:
https://placer-ca-gov.zoom.us/meeting/register/tJIpdOCoqz8uHdy-p-fcW4Wi9LqxGzHoCG4n
After registering, you will receive a confirmation email containing information about joining the
meeting.
Please let us know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
Katelynn Hopkins
Administrative Technician– Tahoe
Placer County
Email: khopkins@placer.ca.gov
Office: 530-546-1943

Disclaimer
The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely
for use by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby
notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this
information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.
This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by
Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and
more useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and
compliance. To find out more Click Here.

Presentation to the Placer County Board of
Supervisors January 2022

Petition to Limit
STRs in North Lake
Tahoe

Petition
Results
Launched January 1st 2022, and as of January 15th
the Petition received almost 1,600 signatures
from Tahoe residents
Dozens provided compelling reasons why they
were signing (copied into slides below) related
to:
-

Affordability and availability of housing for
local families and our workforce

-

Overcrowding due to too many tourists

-

Damage to our community and environment

-

Degradation of residential neighborhoods

The Petition
URL: https://chng.it/cKvkd5HR

Problem statement(s)

The Petition
URL: https://chng.it/cKvkd5HR

• Problem Statement
• Homes are being sold and
converted to STRs contributing to
the housing crisis in our area
• The quality of life of our residential
neighborhoods is being degraded
as residents are forced to deal with
the inevitable nuisances of nearby
STRs
• The number of tourists here is far
beyond our capacity as
demonstrated by traffic, overcrowding etc.
• STRs enhance dangers during
natural and health emergencies –
COVID, wildfires and major winter
weather events

The Petition

Proposed Solutions

Proposed Solutions

Housing crisis related

• Proposed limits (applied to homes without on-site manager)
Proposal

Related Outcomes

Limit the number of days a home
(without on-site manager) can be
rented = 30-60 days/year

-

Have holding permit of 12 months
before newly purchased property can
obtain a permit

Cap total number of permits below
(not above) current levels
Establish minimum distance between
STRs and residential homes

Proposed exclusions from limits on STRs
•
•

-

Discourage investors + realtors from buying up
housing stocks as commercial businesses
Still allow homeowners to earn income to cover
mortgage (limited supply means they can increase
price per night))
Some portion of STRs will convert to LTRs providing
more workforce housing
Lessen impacts of STRs on residential neighborhoods
Some indications it will have a dampening effect on
inflated real estate prices
○ This will help improve success of PC’s first-time
homebuyers programs, where 12 families have
qualified for 150K downpayment support but
cannot find an affordable home in this area.

Condos and homes that are outside of residential neighborhoods, in resort areas (e.g. Northstar)
STRs that have someone on-site to address issues as they arise

Proposed Solutions

Neighborhood
nuisances

Health & Safety

• Proposed health & safety related changes to current ordinance
Proposal

Related Outcomes

Require snow removal service (hand
and driveway) with proof prior to
arrival of guests

-

Improve safety for guests
Prevent issues with STR guests blocking plows (which
affects entire neighborhoods)

Immediately revoke permits for fire
violations, including using fire pits and
grills on Red Flag days

-

Potentially prevent another catastrophic fire in Lake
Tahoe!

Three strikes rules (3 violations =
citation, 3 citation = revoked permit)

-

Limit the continuation of problem homes and their
impact on nearby residents
Incentivize homeowners to place their own measures
to lessen impacts (e.g.. rent to smaller groups)
Reduce the number of problem STRs

Revoke permits with past multiple
complaints (noise, parking, others)
Significantly increase # of
enforcement officers & give officers
ability/mandate to issue on-the-spot
citations

-

Reasons for signing

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cheri Sugal
Robert Weygandt; Supervisor Gustafson; Sophie Fox; Supervisor Gore; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] Re: STRs in Eastern Placer County
Tuesday, December 28, 2021 11:10:25 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors:
I am writing to you again as a follow up to my previous letter to ask, to beg, you to do something about the nightmare STRs scattered throughout our residential neighborhoods.
I have a front row seat to one of them, which is located just 10 feet from my house. This house, located at 271 Park Lane in Kings Beach, CA, epitomizes everything that is broken about the
STR system right now. URL: https://www.airbnb.com/rooms/37211676
This house has posed an on-going and serious danger to me and my neighbors, and to the guests who stay there, for the past 2 years. It is not someone's second home that they rent out
occasionally. It was purchased by a realtor who lives in Rocklin, who has never stayed at the house. The house rents every single day, for an average of $425 per night x 30 nights =
$12,750/month (it was purchased for $400K, so the estimated mortgage is under $2,000/month).  
This homeowner is making a serious profit of more than $10,000 per month, on this house while putting everyone else in danger.
Most recently, Tahoe has had an unprecedented amount of snow. The house does not provide snow removal services for the guests. Recently, a guest was unable to leave the house on his
scheduled departure date because his car was buried in the driveway and all roads in and out of Lake Tahoe were closed due to the storm. The owner was forcing this guest to leave because she
had new guests arriving. He was scared and asked neighbors if he could stay with them because he had nowhere to go. Eventually - after 48 hours - someone arrived to help dig his car out of the
driveway. In the winter we are a one-lane road. After the guest was free from the driveway, he blocked the road for several hours and then the cleaners arrived to prepare the house for the next
guests and they also blocked the road for several hours!
Everyone here is in survival mode, and there are guests and cleaners blocking the snow plow from coming through so that someone who lives in Rocklin can make a profit of $10,000 per
month on this house.
In addition to all of this, the house has put everyone at risk by violating every local ordinance and regulation related to COVID and FIRES. The house was rented EVERY single day while
Placer County banned STRs early in COVID. Then during the worst wildfire season ever experienced in Lake Tahoe, the house allowed their renters to use a fire pit just a few feet under a cloth
awning. This included during Red Flag days when ALL propane fire pits and grills are banned (due to the extreme fire danger at these times). The County was notified, and surrounding
neighbors called 911 and Cal Fire came to the house at least 3X (wasting precious resources) and nothing was done.
The point is that someone who lives in Rocklin has turned a house in a residential neighborhood into a commercial business for serious profit, but has been able to evade every health and
safety measure that would be required of a licensed business.  
We simply have too many on-going issues up here between the fires in the summer and snow in the winter to allow homes to serve at hotels for guests, without the same regulations as hotels. As
mentioned in my previous letter, I believe we need a complete overhaul of the existing STR Ordinance, to include serious limits on these unregulated hotels:
- Someone on-site 24/7 to deal with the inevitable issues and dangers in real time. There is simply no way that someone who lives in Rocklin can manage a hotel in Lake Tahoe.
- Limits on the number of nights that homes can be rented especially for non-primary residents. There is no reason that someone from Rocklin who does not live here should be able to make this
much profit while imposing this much risk on everyone else.
- Distance between homes. I should not be forced to live this close to a hotel when I bought my home 15 years ago in a residential neighborhood and have paid property taxes to live in a
residential neighborhood
- Serious enforcement of fire safety (revocation of permits due to one violation)
- Proof of Snow Removal contracts  
- Ability for the County to shut down STRs during emergencies like COVID, Fires or when all roads in and out of Tahoe are closed.
Thank you for your on-going attention to this serious issue.
Sincerely,
Cheri Sugal

On Tue, Dec 14, 2021 at 10:11 PM Cheri Sugal <cherisugal1@gmail.com> wrote:
Dear Honorable Board Members,
I realize that you have received a number of letters from members of the Board of Realtors and STR property owners, and I wanted to offer you a different perspective that is not being represented enough in these discussions. We
are an entire community of people in North Lake Tahoe who desperately want to see limits on the number and location of STRs – because we see the harm STRs are causing to North Lake Tahoe and, for many of us living near these
unregulated motels, we are paying all the costs and taking on all of the risks associated with them.
This group of community members recently came together and formed a coalition called Take Back Tahoe. None of us are activists. We are simply residents trying to have our voices heard on an issue affecting all of us and our home.
Recently I published this opinion piece in Moonshine Ink, which reflects the position of our group: https://www.moonshineink.com/opinion/tahoe-is-broken/?fbclid=IwAR2bhcKEg4czZFpTS0iSiMPyU9LZlCiFDB06qrSfswxDGSlWHdohKSRq5Y
To explain further, we believe that limiting STRs will solve a multitude of problems: exacerbation of our housing crisis, the degradation of our neighborhoods, and the ever-increasing fire risks in our area.
On the housing issue: Numerous studies show that there is a connection between STRs and the availability of affordable long-term rental housing and artificial inflation of the housing prices. As I say in the Moonshine piece: we all
know families losing their homes because the owner sold them and converted them to STRs, or people who have been displaced or are living in their cars.
This problem seems to get worse year after year. And even without data on how many homes sold specifically to be turned into STRs, it is obvious to anyone who lives here- there are people who would have never bought second,
third or fourth homes if they couldn’t turn them into commercial businesses. We all know these homes, and the people who were left homeless after they sold.
We understand that not everyone with a STR currently would convert their home to a long-term rental if they were not allowed to rent short term (some would leave their house vacant). But many people would convert them and
numbers are compelling; if only 20% of the of the 2,446 homes converted to long-term rentals (roughly 500 homes, with an average of four people living in each) we could create housing for over 2,000 local residents.
Realtors don’t want to see this happen because they know that many people are buying homes at higher prices because of the promise of STR income. In fact, many realtors advertise homes indicating the income earning potential
of the house as an STR. This is exactly the problem: the promise of STR income is driving prices up, luring people into buying homes they couldn't afford without STR income, turning homes into businesses, taking away housing stock
for long-term renters and driving our workforce out of the area.
The Realtors also argue that these STRs fill the need for overnight accommodations not currently met by hotel offerings. Again, this is exactly the problem and the wrong thinking. Homes in residential neighborhoods should be used
as homes, not as motels. There are (good) reasons that motels are zoned in commercial areas and regulated as businesses. Hotels are designed to accommodate tourists; they are located outside of residential neighborhoods and
have staff present to address real-time issues and essentially contain the mess that tourists inevitably leave in their wake.
Without having someone on-site 24 hours a day at an STR there are inevitable issues that arise and these cannot be addressed or even mitigated by bolstering the Ordinance, which by its very nature is "reactive" to problems (it
doesn't prevent them from occurring in the first place as would having someone on-site).
For example, two years ago the cabin next door to me sold to a realtor from Rocklin. It is purely a motel used for profit (the owners have never stayed there; this is their 4th STR). The house has new people, new dogs, every single
day … and I suffer all the problems you would imagine of living 10 feet from a motel without a front desk clerk on-site to deal with nuisances, in real time, as they occur:
-        I haven’t slept through the night, in my own bed, for 2 years because there are people constantly coming and going. I am generally woken up in the middle of the night, most nights.
-        Almost every week I pick up small pieces of trash in my front yard because (for some reason) the renters don’t put their trash into bags.
-        I have now blocked my driveway but before I did, people were constantly pulling into my driveway – shining their lights into my house - at all hours of the night looking for the house next door.
-        This past summer, I heard voices upstairs and found two people standing in my kitchen with their luggage thinking they had arrived at the house next door. It took a while to convince them they had arrived at the wrong
house!
Last summer I spent $30K building a fence, a privacy wall, and putting in landscaping to try to establish some privacy from the strangers coming and going 10-feet from my house. Someone who does not live here, and has never
used the house next door, is earning a profit at my (literal) "expense".

In addition to those nuisances, the house has broken every rule with absolutely no consequence.
-        Early in COVID the house rented every single day, during Placer County’s Emergency Ordinance that required STRs to close.
-        During most RED FLAG days, the renters have had a fire pit going on the back deck. Throughout the summer, and even during the Caldor Fire, the fire pit was blazing just 1-2 feet below a red cloth awning. I and other
surrounding neighbors called 911 several times; and Cal Fire came to the house 3 times (a waste of precious resources during our worst fire season!)
- While the house was under construction (the stairs had been removed) and there was no way to safely access the house, the owner continued to rent. A 70-year old woman arrived at the house crying
after she slid down the hill to get to the house.
Of course the current Ordinance would need to be strengthened. New requirements need to include bear boxes, snow removal contracts and compliance with fire safety rules. But none of these – just like none of the requirements
in the current Ordinance – would prevent any of the problems outlined above.
The good news is that there are fair and reasonable ways to limit STRs—compromises that could preserve our housing stock and limit negative impacts on residential neighborhoods. And these are solutions that have been
implemented in just about every other Tourism destination in the county.
For example, condos and townhouses that have always been vacation properties and are outside residential neighborhoods, such as condors in Northstar, could stay what they are. Also if there is someone on-site to deal with
nuisances in real time as they occur, these homes should be able to continue to rent as much as they want.
We do, however, need serious limits on single-family, detached homes in residential neighborhoods being used as STRs without someone present to mitigate the inevitable issues.
These limits could include the number of permits that anyone one homeowner can acquire (e.g. 1 permit per homeowner). The Board could also limit the number of nights that a home could rent based on whether there is an onsite manager. For example, homes without an on-site manager could be limited to renting, say, 60 nights per year.
Both of these solutions would disincentivize investors and realtors from buying up our real estate stock purely for profit but still allow homeowners to earn some extra income by renting the house now and then when they are not
there.
I personally would love to see a minimum distance requirement between homes because it is not fair to people like me - homeowners paying property taxes, assuming they are living in a residential neighborhood - to be forced to live so close to an
unregulated commercial motel.

I sincerely hope that as you move towards a decision on the STR Ordinance in the coming months, you will consider the broader impacts that STRs are having on the North Lake Tahoe community, and decide to put real limits on
their number and location in place.
Sincerely,
Cheri Sugal

Presentation to the Placer County Board of
Supervisors January 2022

Petition to Limit
STRs in North Lake
Tahoe

Petition
Results
Launched January 1st 2022, and as of January 15th
the Petition received almost 1,600 signatures
from Tahoe residents
Dozens provided compelling reasons why they
were signing (copied into slides below) related
to:
-

Affordability and availability of housing for
local families and our workforce

-

Overcrowding due to too many tourists

-

Damage to our community and environment

-

Degradation of residential neighborhoods

The Petition
URL: https://chng.it/cKvkd5HR

Problem statement(s)

The Petition
URL: https://chng.it/cKvkd5HR

• Problem Statement
• Homes are being sold and
converted to STRs contributing to
the housing crisis in our area
• The quality of life of our residential
neighborhoods is being degraded
as residents are forced to deal with
the inevitable nuisances of nearby
STRs
• The number of tourists here is far
beyond our capacity as
demonstrated by traffic, overcrowding etc.
• STRs enhance dangers during
natural and health emergencies –
COVID, wildfires and major winter
weather events

The Petition

Proposed Solutions

Proposed Solutions

Housing crisis related

• Proposed limits (applied to homes without on-site manager)
Proposal

Related Outcomes

Limit the number of days a home
(without on-site manager) can be
rented = 30-60 days/year

-

Have holding permit of 12 months
before newly purchased property can
obtain a permit

Cap total number of permits below
(not above) current levels
Establish minimum distance between
STRs and residential homes

Proposed exclusions from limits on STRs
•
•

-

Discourage investors + realtors from buying up
housing stocks as commercial businesses
Still allow homeowners to earn income to cover
mortgage (limited supply means they can increase
price per night))
Some portion of STRs will convert to LTRs providing
more workforce housing
Lessen impacts of STRs on residential neighborhoods
Some indications it will have a dampening effect on
inflated real estate prices
○ This will help improve success of PC’s first-time
homebuyers programs, where 12 families have
qualified for 150K downpayment support but
cannot find an affordable home in this area.

Condos and homes that are outside of residential neighborhoods, in resort areas (e.g. Northstar)
STRs that have someone on-site to address issues as they arise

Proposed Solutions

Neighborhood
nuisances

Health & Safety

• Proposed health & safety related changes to current ordinance
Proposal

Related Outcomes

Require snow removal service (hand
and driveway) with proof prior to
arrival of guests

-

Improve safety for guests
Prevent issues with STR guests blocking plows (which
affects entire neighborhoods)

Immediately revoke permits for fire
violations, including using fire pits and
grills on Red Flag days

-

Potentially prevent another catastrophic fire in Lake
Tahoe!

Three strikes rules (3 violations =
citation, 3 citation = revoked permit)

-

Limit the continuation of problem homes and their
impact on nearby residents
Incentivize homeowners to place their own measures
to lessen impacts (e.g.. rent to smaller groups)
Reduce the number of problem STRs

Revoke permits with past multiple
complaints (noise, parking, others)
Significantly increase # of
enforcement officers & give officers
ability/mandate to issue on-the-spot
citations

-

Reasons for signing

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

keli.vice@vicecommunications.com
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Supervisor Gore; Robert
Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Robert Weygandt; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie Holloway;
Timothy Wegner; Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine; Stephanie Holloway; Jane Christenson
[EXTERNAL] Board of Supervisors meeting Jan 25th public comment
Sunday, January 23, 2022 4:01:29 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors:
I am writing to comment on the current restriction on rental permits for homes located within the
Northstar at Tahoe Resort boundary lines.
I respect that the Board is trying to increase availability of residential rentals for permanent
residents, but it’s difficult to understand how anyone can justify including houses and condos
located WITHIN a specific ski resort area as part of this restriction. The ski resorts are struggling,
with the impact of COVID and years of unpredictable snow levels. Will you now take their seasonal
visitors away as well?
For other Tahoe-area industries: who will be shopping at the stores in downtown Truckee or
frequenting the restaurants in King’s Beach if you restrict rental properties for tourists, thus driving
up the cost of visiting Tahoe, which for many is already prohibitively high? We bring people to your
economy from the Santa Rosa area. Won’t you miss us and the money we spend if we choose a
destination other than Tahoe?
Many of us who have invested in rental properties were only able to do so with the expectation that
we could rent our property out to help justify the cost of purchase. We recently bought into a house
we have been visiting since 1976 and we cannot afford to have the home without renting it out at
seasonal rates. Every home on our street welcomes seasonal renters – are we to be the only home
on the street that is restricted from doing so? That seems grossly unfair.
Small, family-owned rentals have been part of the Tahoe fabric for decades, bringing essential
tourist dollars to your shops, grocery stores, ski hills, restaurants and bars – the businesses that your
full-time residents own and work at. As previous renters and now owners, we have always
considered ourselves to be a respectful and valued part of your community. Please don’t start
treating us like unwanted invaders.
I hope you will make the logical choice to exclude designated ski areas like Northstar at Tahoe from
your rental restriction plans. The board’s efforts make sense in purely residential areas like Truckee
and King’s Beach, and perhaps even for condos not located within a ski resort. But to include ski
resort homes and condos in this plan seems dangerously short-sighted.
Thank you for taking the time to read my comments. I hope you make the best decision for Tahoe
and all the people who have enjoyed the area for decades: residents, homeowners and seasonal
visitors, alike.
Respectfully,
Darryl & Keli Vice

Co-Owners
1628 Deer Path
Northstar at Tahoe

Vice Communications
(707) 527-8423 (voice)
(707) 228-5028 (text)
keli.vice@vicecommunications.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] str
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:32:33 AM

From: Patricia and David Smelser <davidandpatriciasmelser@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2022 12:09 PM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] str
I have lived full time in Alpine Meadows since 1975 so I have seen the overcrowding and changes to
the area. I strongly support the fire department and public health inspections to control the use of
short term rentals. I also support the statements by Cheri Sugal in the January 21, Sierra Sun
article.
One thing I didn't see addressed is traffic. In all its forms it is out of control. Too many folks do not
know how to drive in the snow, don't know where or how to park and will abandon their stuck
vehicle blocking the roadway. California and Placer have a huge job to repair and expand the roads
up here before allowing this many people to crowd in here. HWY 89 becomes a parking lot on
Saturdays during ski season and the summer is not much better. Fix the roads before approving
new subdivisions and housing. Thin the forests before a fire trps all these people on our inadequate
road system.
My community input is for the state of California and Placer County to do their jobs. This is not
rocket science.
Thank You, Dave Smelser

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Leah Rosasco on behalf of Placer County Board of Supervisors
Board Clerk
FW: New STR ordinance
Monday, January 24, 2022 1:41:56 PM
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BOS correspondence below.
Leah Rosasco
Board Outreach Program Manager
Placer County Board of Supervisors Office
530.889.4040 direct | 530.537.7624 mobile | 530.889.4009 fax
Placer.ca.gov

From: Dave Wilderotter <Dave@tahoedaves.com>
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2022 10:29 AM
To: Placer County Board of Supervisors <BOS@placer.ca.gov>; Cindy Gustafson
<cindygustafson@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] New STR ordinance
I am a resident and four location business owner in Tahoe city for 45 years... I have 2 more locations
in Truckee.... Tahoe Dave's ski shops... I am in favor of the well-thought-out, researched and
compromised new ordinance for STR's... On top of all the other arguments you have heard, I want
to make sure you understand the tourist load on the North Shore is becoming unsustainable... In the
meantime, we are trying to add much needed work force housing to the region... I'd much rather
that load go back toward local workers than more tourists on the road...  
thanks for your consideration for our community in balance with 2nd home ownership and STRs
Dave Wilderotter
Tahoe Dave's Ski Shops
President/CEO

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dave Wilderotter
str@placer.ca.gov!
New STR ordinance
Monday, January 24, 2022 10:06:12 AM

I am a resident and four location business owner in Tahoe city for 45 years... I have 2 more
locations in Truckee.... Tahoe Dave's ski shops... I am in favor of the well-thought-out,
researched and compromised new ordinance for STR's... On top of all the other arguments
you have heard, I want to make sure you understand the tourist load on the North Shore is
becoming unsustainable... In the meantime, we are trying to add much needed work force
housing to the region... I'd much rather that load go back toward local workers than more
tourists on the road...  
thanks for your consideration for our community in balance with 2nd home ownership and
STRs
Dave Wilderotter
Tahoe Dave's Ski Shops
President/CEO

Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

David Beaupre
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Supervisor Gore; Robert
Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie Holloway; Timothy Wegner;
Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine; Jane Christenson
[EXTERNAL] Placer County Proposed STR Permit - Policy Updates- Concerns About Equity
Monday, January 24, 2022 9:14:35 AM

Dear Supervisors,
I am writing and a condominium owner in Northstar, Truckee. I understand the need
to regulate STR’s, however, the proposed legislation seems overly broad for a not
well-defined problem.
I believe the proposed amendments are not equitable on several fronts, including:
<!--[if !supportLists]-->1. <!--[endif]-->Limiting the number of permits to 4900, how will
the county ensure that most permits are not given to the same individuals year after
year. I currently do not rent my condominium, but as life events change, I may want
or need to; when I bought mu until in 2016, I bought it with the understanding I could
rent it, now you are removing that right, almost a “taking”.
<!--[if !supportLists]-->2. <!--[endif]-->Penalizing those who want to manage
properties themselves, rather than turning it over to a management company; it
appears the Supervisors are playing favoritism to management companies; what
data suggest that management companies provide better or greater oversight to
prevent the problems identified by the county.
<!--[if !supportLists]-->3. <!--[endif]-->Providing a broad policy for every home type; is
a community like Northstar, which is essentially a Resort Community and by nature
primarily transient guest, the same as downtown Truckee, Kings Beach or
Homewood; should it be clumped into the same category and have the same STR
regulations applied to it?
Again, I am in support of regulations that help control problems that may arise with
STR’s; however, the broad-based policies being considered do not seem equitable or
appropriate.

Sincerely,

David Beaupre
3006 Silver Strike
Truckee, CA 96161

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

noreply@civicplus.com
Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] Online Form Submittal: Public Comment Submission
Monday, January 24, 2022 4:47:51 PM

Public Comment Submission

Please submit your Public Comment for the Tuesday, January, 25th, Board
of Supervisors Meeting here.

Name

David Fenimore

Email (Optional)

Field not completed.

Agenda Item (Optional)

5A Short-Term Rental Ordinance Updates

Comments

It would be wise for the Board to consider limiting or regulating
short-term (e.g. Airbnb) rentals. Across the US, especially in
heavily touristed areas, they have profoundly changed the
makeup of the community, replacing long-term residents who
have a vested interest in the area with transients who care little
about the schools, the roads, or the environment.

Attach a document

Field not completed.

Email not displaying correctly? View it in your browser.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Leah Rosasco on behalf of Placer County Board of Supervisors
Board Clerk
FW: [EXTERNAL] Proposed STR Ordinance
Thursday, January 20, 2022 10:43:03 AM
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See below for BOS correspondence.
Leah Rosasco
Board Outreach Program Manager
Placer County Board of Supervisors Office
530.889.4040 direct | 530.537.7624 mobile | 530.889.4009 fax
Placer.ca.gov

From: David Gravlin <dgravlin@gmail.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 19, 2022 7:24 PM
To: Suzanne Jones <SuzanneJones@placer.ca.gov>; Placer County Board of Supervisors
<BOS@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Proposed STR Ordinance
Supervisor Jones & the BOS,
When the proposed STR ordinance comes before you on Jan 25th, I ask that you consider modifying
the occupancy section of this new ordinance. In survey after survey, and according to the County's
own complaint data, the issue of "occupancy" ranked near the bottom of the list of nuisances.
During Staff's numerous workshops with the public, the issue of making significant changes to
occupancy rules was never even discussed.  
But the proposed ordinance takes the current occupancy limits from this...
Two adults per bedroom plus two more adults. Adults defined as people age 16+.
To this....
Two adults per bedroom up to a maximum of 12. Adults redefined as people age 12+.
This is a major change for homeowners who rent out their larger vacation homes. If enacted, it
would require us to cancel 80% of our already booked reservations after March 31st.
There is no reason to alter occupancy. I ask that you push back on this change, and insist that Staff
reinstate the current occupancy rules.
Thank you,

David Gravlin
Granite Bay

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Debbie Dutra
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Supervisor Gore; Robert
Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie Holloway; Timothy Wegner;
Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine; Jane Christenson
[EXTERNAL] Board of Supervisors meeting Jan 25th public comment
Monday, January 24, 2022 1:40:12 PM
Placer Board of Supervisior Placer County Northstar STR Revision.pdf

To whom it may concern,
Please see my attached letter regarding my comments. I am also including them in this
email in case you cannot open the document.
Thank you!
Deborah Dutra
January 24, 2022
To: Placer County Board of Supervisors
Re: Revisions STR Northstar
Address: 833 Beaver Pond
To whom it may concern,
I strongly disagree with the presumption by limiting STR in Northstar Resort that you
will gain more housing for locals. My mom bought our home 24 years ago for her kids
and grandkids and we have never rented or ever would rent to a long term renter.
Unfortunately my mom passed away 4 years ago and the only way her kids and
grandchildren can afford to keep it, is to offset the costs with Short Term Rentals as
there is still a mortgage on it. We are very responsible and considerate when we choose
our guests. I would hate to have to sell our family property because you are changing
the rules.
I understand there is a housing crisis in the Tahoe Basin, but as long-time homeowners
in the area, this is not the way to solve it. I feel that this is hurting those of us that have
been owners for a long time to meet others' agendas. We all know that Northstar has
not been targeting long term renters nor would it attract them. We bought our property
based on what was in place at the time and for our property to devalue based on the
whim of some people that really don’t understand the impact it has to ALL, is short
sighted and feels very wrong.
This will not solve your problem. All it will do is force people to sell their homes and do
you think the average local will be able to afford to buy it? It will be people with $$
that can afford to have a vacant second home. We are NOT those people and our family
would like to preserve my mom’s legacy and pass our home to our children and
grandchildren.
Please reconsider revising the STR in Northstar Resort.

Sincerely,
Debbie Dutra, Katheleen Dutra, Christy Amos
Janice D Dutra Trust
--

debbie dutra
co-founder

office (831) 460-4444
mobile (408) 483-9505
website synergylearningsystems.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Megan Wood
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] homelessness
Monday, January 24, 2022 12:32:14 PM

From: Donna Burgess <donnaeburgess@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2022 10:01 AM
To: Cindy Gustafson <cindygustafson@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] homelessness
Dear Cindy,
I want to register my strong support for the Gathering Inn's proposed project:
"The Campus of Hope". I have reviewed their proposal and think that this is
just the approach that Placer County needs to address the problem of
homelessness in a humane and comprehensive way. The Gathering Inn has a
successful 17 year track record of serving the homeless population in Placer
county and I have complete confidence in their ability to create and manage
the "Campus of Hope". I strongly urge you to vote "Yes" to approve leasing of
the proposed site for the campus which is owned by Placer County. Thank you.
Respectfully yours,
Donna Burgess
P.O. Box 1011/1252 Meadow Lane
Meadow Vista, 95722

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Stephanie Holloway
Megan Wood
Cindy Gustafson; Todd Leopold
Fwd: [EXTERNAL] STR proposal ordinance item #6
Friday, January 21, 2022 10:09:52 AM
image001.png

Please include this email for Board member review.
Stephanie Holloway, PE, TE

Tahoe Operations Manager
County Executive Office | Tahoe
(530) 546-1944 / (530) 368-1950 cell | shollow@placer.ca.gov

Image

From: Doug Vanesko <doug@vanesko.com>
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2022 9:55 AM
To: Stephanie Holloway
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] STR proposal ordinance item #6
4:30 works for me. Yes please include my info for the board. I plan on attending the
upcoming board meeting too. How would you like to meet? I'm fully vacced and boostered
and wear an N95 mask and would prefer in-person if possible. Do you have a board meeting
date where this issue was discussed? I'd like to review the video on this issue.
thanks
Doug
On Fri, Jan 21, 2022 at 9:49 AM Stephanie Holloway <SHollow@placer.ca.gov> wrote:
Doug,
I could make 4:30 work today. As I mentioned, this was a Board policy decision and I am
wondering if you would like me to include your messages below for Board member
information.
Stephanie Holloway, PE, TE

Tahoe Operations Manager
County Executive Office | Tahoe
(530) 546-1944 / (530) 368-1950 cell | shollow@placer.ca.gov

Image

From: Doug Vanesko <doug@vanesko.com>

Sent: Friday, January 21, 2022 7:32:51 AM
To: Stephanie Holloway <SHollow@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] STR proposal ordinance item #6

Thank you for your response. Please call. me Doug. Would 4pm today work? I am in town
and could meet in person or a zoom call. I am interested in what is meant by 'submarket' of
homes. Certainly, homes that have STR permits would be more valuable under a cap
scenario with a wait list. But I'm running my STR as a business and taking away the STR
permit on sale basically makes me unable to sell my business in the future. I understand
that the forum for voicing my concerns is the upcoming board meeting. I just want to fully
understand what was considered when crafting this particular provision.
thanks
Doug
On Thu, Jan 20, 2022 at 9:58 PM Stephanie Holloway <SHollow@placer.ca.gov> wrote:
Mr. Vanesko,
Thank you for reaching out with you question. I would be happy to find time to chat with
you on this. I have some time late tomorrow afternoon and intermittently on Monday (12:00
– 1:00 or 1:45 – 2:15).   

I will tell you that the provision in the current STR ordinance related to permit ownership was
a policy decision by the Board of Supervisors at the time that the ordinance was initially
adopted back in early 2020. Although under the moratorium, the Board did support a
limited exemption to this provision, it is not the County’s desire to permanently change this
provision of the code moving forward. If transfer of an STR permit from owner to owner
were allowed under a cap provision, we believe that this may create unintended
consequences of creating a “submarket” of residential homes. The current provision allows
for fair market of all residential properties, without unduly segmenting the inventory’s value.

Sincerely!

Stephanie Holloway, PE, TE
Tahoe Operations Manager
County Executive Office | Tahoe
(530) 546-1944| (530) 368-1950 cell | shollow@placer.ca.gov

From: Doug Vanesko <doug@vanesko.com>
Sent: Wednesday, January 19, 2022 8:54 PM
To: Stephanie Holloway <SHollow@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] STR proposal ordinance item #6

Hi Stephanie,

After reviewing the proposed STR ordinance update memo I would like to discuss the
rationale for item #6 in the proposal (STR permit expires on sale of house). Could I setup
a short meeting with you or someone on your team to better understand the purpose of
provision? I have a STR in Tahoe CIty that I just purchased this past summer. Although
I have no current plans to sell, the primary reason for the purchase and the purchase
amount was the STR rental income. If provision #6 were implemented, it would seriously
affect my resale value. I look forward to discussing this with you.

thanks
Doug Vanesko
1345 Woodland Way, Tahoe City
(214) 738-8864

Disclaimer
The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for
use by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby
notified that any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this
information is strictly prohibited and may be unlawful.
This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by
Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more
useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To
find out more Click Here.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Dwipal Desai
Megan Wood
[EXTERNAL] Comments on STR Ordinance
Tuesday, December 14, 2021 3:44:54 PM

Summary: The way the STR Ordinance has been enacted without notice has hurt us because of
it's sudden nature. We would request that homes sold around July 2021 get exempted from
and be allowed to get the permits.
We purchased our home in July, closing a week before the STR moratorium was put in place.
Where was no indication that an STR moratorium was being considered. We were in the
process of hiring a property manager and filing for STR permit, and if the moratorium was
done 2 weeks later, our permit would have been filed. If we would have known that STRs will
be banned, we would have considered purchasing a smaller property outside the resort
community.
As the county made exemptions for homes with permits expiring in 2020 - would there be a
similar exemption for new homeowners like myself, who were blindsided by the sudden
regulations that were put in place? This has really hurt us financially and I sincerely hope the
county acknowledges that this was a sudden regulation and makes accommodations for it.
Thanks
Dwipal

January 25, 2022

Re: Placer County Code, Chapter 9, Article 9.42, STR Ordinance

To Whom It May Concern,
Thank you for the opportunity to comment on Placer County Code, Chapter 9, Article 9.42, STR Ordinance.
East West Hospitality (EWH) is a professional property management company operating primarily in the
Northstar resort area. EWH manages 15 homeowners associations in Northstar, as well as 66 short-term
rental units in Placer County. The vast majority of units under management are centrally located in the
resort core of Northstar Village in lodging originally conceived, designed, and built for short-term, resortfocused visitation.
As long-time operators in the area and the employer of 78 local people, we support the overall intention
to protect our beautiful area and vibrant community. We would, however, like to raise several concerns
regarding proposed changes to the Placer County Code, Chapter 9, Article 9.42, STR Ordinance:
1. 9.42.040 A STR Permit cap – Raise cap to 4,640 to allow for existing revenue-generating inventory
plus 5% for additional capacity
The memo on Short-Term Rental Ordinance Updates regarding the meeting on January 25, 2022
references recommendation from BAE Urban Economics suggesting “a maximum cap consisting of
existing STR inventory plus a small percentage of additional capacity.” In the associated report from
BAE Urban Economics, existing revenue-generating inventory is quoted at 4,420 active TOT certs.
Proposed language in 9.42.040 A suggests a cap of 4,300, which is a reduction of existing inventory.
In keeping with the expertise of BAE Urban Economics, a potential solution would be to raise the cap to
4,640, which represents existing inventory plus 5% for additional capacity.
2. 9.42.040 C.4 Change of Ownership – Incorporate an allowance of 120 days for future reservations
9.42.040 C.4 stipulates that any STR permit terminates immediately upon legal change of ownership,
and that the owner is responsible for resolving any future bookings. The current language disregards
the reasonable expectation of visiting guests who will often have secured the reservation with a
deposit. The current language will systematically generate negative reputation that will almost
certainly have an impact on visitation over the long run.
One potential resolution would be a temporary exemption of 120 days from escrow for existing
reservations. This approach would limit the impact to closer-in reservations and give farther-out
bookings a more reasonable chance at rebooking.
3. 9.42.090 A.3 Maximum STR Units per Property – Clarify the definition of multi-family properties to
explicitly exclude condominium buildings.
Preservation of multifamily housing in residential areas is clearly an important outcome. 9.42.090 A.3
could be clarified with more specific reference to the definition of “Property” and condominium
specifically in 9.42.020 Definitions.

PO Box 9550 Avon, CO 81621

(888) 598-6353

info@eastwest.com

In summary, we support the spirit of the STR ordinance updates with some provisions regarding
implementation. Because of the complexity and ever-changing nature of the STR environment, we also
believe it would be prudent to revisit the ordinance and its impact regularly to confirm that objectives are
being met without unexpected consequences to other areas of the community.

Kevin Graham

Managing Partner/COO
10343 High Street, Suite 7
Truckee, CA 96161
530.448.3200

PO Box 9550 Avon, CO 81621

(888) 598-6353

info@eastwest.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Board Clerk
FW: [EXTERNAL] STR in Carnelian Bay
Thursday, December 16, 2021 8:20:45 AM

Please find feedback below.
From: Eileen LaPorte <eileen@laportes.org>
Sent: Tuesday, December 14, 2021 8:53 AM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] STR in Carnelian Bay
Yes I’d like a permit. Any chance they’ll lift the moratorium in todays meeting?
Please pass along: How can they expect people to buy a house being told one thing and change it for
those who bought before the moratorium? Seems ripe for a law suit. Let those who bought before
moratorium starte have a permit and don’t give it to new owners knowing there is a moratorium
now who’s house had a permit before. That doesn’t make sense. Also we don’t have STRs on any
side of us and we don’t face any houses. We won’t be renting to long term renters since we want to
use our house when we come up so it won’t help any long term lease lookers.
Thank you!
-Eileen LaPorte
Mobile: 650.766.7583

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] STR feedback
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 8:46:30 AM

-----Original Message----From: Elexia Patterson <elexia.patterson@gmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:58 AM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] STR feedback
Hi Placer County,
I’m writing to provide feedback on the STR ordinance to be discussed in the meeting this morning.
Five years ago I bought a condo at Northstar which I now rent out to guests for short term use. This is meant to be
part of my retirement plan (I will live there after it is paid off and I am ready to retire). I love spending time in the
Sierras would not be able to afford to keep it if I did not rent it as a short term rental. All of the money I make goes
to the mortgage, HOA fees (which are just under $500/mo), cleaners, etc. I would be forced to sell if only log term
rentals were allowed.
I love taking care of my guests. Nobody cares as much about my place and my guests as I do. I tried using a
management company but was disappointed with the mediocre reviews the guests gave. I normally receive 5 of out
of 5 stars as a host. I’m careful to follow the STR rules because I think they are there for a reason and good for the
community. It’s frustrating to hear that individual hosts could be treated differently than managed properties. I feel
individual hosts are working harder to keep things running smoothly for their guests, their neighbors and the
community. Whenever there is a red flag warning, I always reach out to my guests and remind them of this and ask
them to be alert/follow the burn rules and say that if the feel there is any risk that they should check out
immediately and will be refunded. I always explain the issues with the trash and bears before they arrive. I remind
my guests to respect the quiet hours. All of my guests are great guests who are happy to follow the rules.
I only use Airbnb to find guests because I feel I find the best guests there. Airbnb works on a review system so I can
accept guests with multiple positive reviews. The last thing I want is someone destroying my home, annoying the
neighborhood, or something like that. Happily, I can say in the years I have been hosting, I have never had a
problem or nuisance complaint.
STR should be regulated. I do believe there should be a limited number of permits. The city of Austin in Texas has a
limited number of permits and a waiting list for those who want a permit. This seems like a fair system and a way to
manage the situation appropriately.
Thanks for your consideration.
Elexia
Sent from my iPhone

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Liz Oneill
Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine; Stephanie Holloway; Jane Christenson; Board Clerk; Placer County Board of
Supervisors; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Supervisor Gore; Robert Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne
Jones; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Timothy Wegner; Timothy Jaekel
[EXTERNAL] Board of Supervisors meeting Jan 25th public comment
Monday, January 24, 2022 8:33:19 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors:
I am writing to ensure that my voice is heard regarding the restrictions proposed
to STR within Northstar. I am a homeowner, and although I have not yet been
compelled to list my property as an STR, it does not make sense to restrict this
within resort limits.
Whereas I understand that housing needs to be protected within the
communities that surround the Tahoe resorts, Northstar is, in fact, a resort. And
therefore STR and condo-hotel type arrangements make sense and will continue
to support the financial viability of Northstar itself... which in turn provides jobs
within the community.
I understand that rules around noise, trash, etc must be followed and that repeat
complaints must be addressed, but outright limiting the ability of homeowners to
rent their properties (without the very steep % cut of a large professional
property management company), will reduce the number of people able to visit
Northstar resort and will impact the resort's performance. This impact, in the
longer term, will reduce the vibrancy of Tahoe, by making all available
accomodations out of the price range of most visitors. At the end of the day, you
will finish with a resort that caters only to the ultra-wealthy and doesn't support
access to many more Californians who would like to have the chance to let their
families experience the beauty of nature around Lake Tahoe.
Best Regards,
Elizabeth O'Neill

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Leah Rosasco on behalf of Placer County Board of Supervisors
Board Clerk
FW: [EXTERNAL] Board of Supervisors meeting Jan 25th public comment
Monday, January 24, 2022 1:41:18 PM

BOS correspondence below.
Leah Rosasco
Board Outreach Program Manager
Placer County Board of Supervisors Office
530.889.4040 direct | 530.537.7624 mobile | 530.889.4009 fax
Placer.ca.gov

-----Original Message----From: Eric Niedrauer <eric_niedrauer@yahoo.com>
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2022 11:00 AM
To: Placer County Board of Supervisors <BOS@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Board of Supervisors meeting Jan 25th public comment
To whom it may concern The Placer County STR ordinance was brought into existence promising to exclude Resort Areas since Resort Areas
are by design mostly short term rentals. To come back a few years later and decide to limit short term rentals inside
a resort community – or to decide Northstar is not a Resort – is just plain wrong.
I bought my condo in 1993 and it was a short term rental managed by Northstar Rentals when I bought it and has
remained a winter time short term rental since then. Throughout the years, the rental income has been funneled back
into the property since rental usage results in wear & tear; this is not a ‘cash cow’ investment.
If I was unable to rent it out during the winter, it would not be turned into a long term rental, it would simply sit
empty. That means the county would not receive any occupancy tax nor would any of the local restaurants, bars and
other businesses receive income from renters.
Besides that, the local construction companies would lose out on fixing up my property during the summer in order
to prepare it for the upcoming winter season.
Please do not ruin the long term prospects of owning property in a Resort Area.
Eric Niedrauer, Owner
4101 Coyote Fork, Truckee

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Eric Niedrauer
Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] Board of Supervisors meeting Jan 25th public comment
Monday, January 24, 2022 10:57:29 AM

To whom it may concern The Placer County STR ordinance was brought into existence promising to
exclude Resort Areas since Resort Areas are by design mostly short term
rentals. To come back a few years later and decide to limit short term
rentals inside a resort community – or to decide Northstar is not a
Resort – is just plain wrong.
I bought my condo in 1993 and it was a short term rental managed by
Northstar Rentals when I bought it and has remained a winter time short
term rental since then. Throughout the years, the rental income has been
funneled back into the property since rental usage results in wear &
tear; this is not a ‘cash cow’ investment.
If I was unable to rent it out during the winter, it would not be turned
into a long term rental, it would simply sit empty. That means the
county would not receive any occupancy tax nor would any of the local
restaurants, bars and other businesses receive income from renters.
Besides that, the local construction companies would lose out on fixing
up my property during the summer in order to prepare it for the upcoming
winter season.
Please do not ruin the long term prospects of owning property in a
Resort Area.
Eric Niedrauer, Owner
4101 Coyote Fork, Truckee (Northstar)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Leah Rosasco on behalf of Placer County Board of Supervisors
Board Clerk
FW: [EXTERNAL] STR ordinance modifications
Monday, January 24, 2022 1:43:47 PM
image001.png

BOS correspondence below.
Leah Rosasco
Board Outreach Program Manager
Placer County Board of Supervisors Office
530.889.4040 direct | 530.537.7624 mobile | 530.889.4009 fax
Placer.ca.gov

From: Eric Woodman <ericwoodman1831@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 22, 2022 9:27 PM
To: Placer County Board of Supervisors <BOS@placer.ca.gov>; Jim Holmes
<JHolmes@placer.ca.gov>; STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>; Supervisor Gore
<SupervisorGore@placer.ca.gov>; Robert Weygandt <RWeygand@placer.ca.gov>; Supervisor
Gustafson <SupervisorGustafson@placer.ca.gov>; Suzanne Jones <SuzanneJones@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] STR ordinance modifications
Dear Placer County Board Members
The following comments are directed at issues raised by staff on December 14, 2021 and the
proposed ordinance on the agenda for the 1/25/22 meeting concerning the current Short Term
Rental regulations under review. The new regulations effect a drastic reduction in long standing
real property ownership rights.
Stated justifications for major revisions to the existing ordinance are not supported by data or logic.
1. Discrimination against owners to solve employee housing shortages- Various Statements of
Purposes for adoption of the ordinance:
There’s no dispute there is a housing issue for long term permanent employees and seasonal
workers needed for the winter and summer tourist seasons. Restrictive legislating against Short
Term Rentals (STR) can’t contribute to solving this problem.
Staff provided a number of plans they hoped will contribute to a solution. Intentions aside, no
mention was made of second home owner's motivation for offering their properties for Short Term
Rental vs. long term or seasonal rentals.

Staff provided data showing the mean average STR income is only $35,000 per unit. This is hardly
sufficient to defray a major portion of the cost of ownership: mortgage, taxes, insurance, utilities,
and maintenance. The average income is consistent with occasional rentals during peak seasons by
owners otherwise intent upon active use of their properties.
Second home owners buy for personal use, not for investment income. Staff cited a duplex being
offered on AirBnB to incite fear that Short Term Rentals are being used to pay for ownership of
properties solely for profit motives. This data is misleading because the total number of
owner occupied days is not provided to describe the kind of use actually made of each home. Again
no data was provided beyond receipts reported on Transient Occupants Tax returns. Receipts don’t
tell the bottom line profit story. Required is net profit compared to owner occupied days.
Second homes are furnished and equipped according to the owner’s likes and dislikes. What second
home owner is willing to enter a long term rental depriving them of the benefits motivating the
purchase of a second home for personal use. After one year of rental occupancy, current law
interferes with a second home owner's desire to take back the home for personal use: there are
state restrictions on rent increases and extended notice periods to terminate a lease and more.
The same can be said about seasonal rentals. Even those who don’t plan on using their second
home for long periods aren’t motivated to risk exposing their homes along with its furnishings and
other personal possessions for a full season rental to a group of young adults interested in having a
good time. There are second home owners that did that a long time ago and had nothing but
problems from well meaning young adults who, for whatever reason, were unable to become the
kind of tenants every home owner and neighbor hopes to see. They discontinued this type of rental
for these reasons as well as the negative comments of neighbors.
Except for a very few second home owners, the vast majority are motivated against providing their
homes for long term or full season rentals. Properties purchased as second homes aren't going to
contribute to the sought after solution.
The biggest effect on available long term housing for workers is rental business exits by owners
converting the unit to personal occupancy. This is allowed under the Ellis act. Short term rentals
have no effect on this. Many home owners have terminated long term rentals or sold their rental
homes. These changes resulted in owner move ins with the rental being removed from the rental
business.
Limitations on the number of STR permits can’t be shown to increase motivation for second home
owners to offer their homes for long term or season long rentals.
Limitation on the minimum or maximum number of days a second home owner must use the STR
permit can’t be shown to increase motivation for second home owners to offer their homes for long
term or season long rentals. Neither can it be shown such restrictions will cut down on the demand
for second homes in Placer County.
Second home owners are not the enemy. Nor can they contribute to a solution to provide long term

or seasonal housing.
It isn’t equitable for businesses to transfer to government or other property owners the needs of the
workers they hire for access to affordable housing. This is a business expense that needs to be
solved by businesses paying sufficient wages. Government efforts are best focused upon fast
tracking approvals for new multi-housing projects with limitations for use only as affordable
housing.
2. Discrimination against second home owners in favor of full time residents - 9.42.040
It is proposed to allow owners claiming full time residence to receive STR permits without
limitation by the maximum 4300 cap on the number of STR permits. Unlimitte numbers of full time
residents are to be allowed to purchase and use local properties outside the 4300 cap and to
generate funds for up to 2 months of rentals each year. According to staff, this provision was
added at the request of local residents to allow short term rental of rooms, accessory dwelling units
and their entire residence in order to help defer some of the ownership expenses. This provision
discriminates against second home owners desiring to accomplish the same goal.
If any exception to the cap of total STR permits is to be used, it should apply without
discremination to all owners regardless whether they are owners of a primary residence as defined
in the ordinance. To be equitable, the exemption should have the same maximum rental days, such
as the 2 months allowed under the exception for owners renting their primary residence, and thus
out of cap STR permits should be made available to second home owners as well as owners claiming
full time residence.
3. Requirement for 30 days in a single year to avoid revocation of permits, or any other minimum
rental days, is onerous
Requiring a minimum number of STR days (9.40.080 P - 30 days) to avoid cancellation of the STR
permit is more likely to increase STR renters objectionable behavior than to provide solutions.
Further, this approach penalizes second home owners during periods of economic downturn, such
as the ongoing pandemic. It also penalizes owners of properties not included in the common sizes
mentioned by staff, for which economic realities make it difficult to attain any minimum number of
rental days arbitrarily set, or when temporary family personal use occurs during periods making it
less likely to book STRs during the rest of a season.
There are times over the years when it was impossible to obtain any rentals despite active
advertisement. Minimum rental days is an inequitable requirement.
4. Requests for general discrimination against owners in favor of property managers - Fire
Inspections 9.40.080 L:
Various suggestions are made by staff claiming a need for more onerous regulations affecting all
owners that directly manage short term rental offerings. These included a perceived need to do
“regular” smoke detector testing, and to change oversight of noise, nuisance and parking violations.

California already mandates owners to personally test/verify the operation of smoke and CO
detectors on an annual basis regardless of whether the property is held for rental or personal or
commercial use. The suggestion was made to require more often testing despite the State having
found ANNUAL TESTING OF ALL DETECTORS to be sufficient. For a number of years, replaceable
battery smoke detectors have been required to be replaced by 10 year permanent battery ones
when the battery detectors fail. All detectors emit repetitive warnings at the end of detector and
battery life. These warnings are easily heard by tenants, owners and cleaners facilitating immediate
action regardless of the type of management. The State of California has determined
annual inspections are a proper balance in order to provide the desired result.
Property management companies hire bottom wage workers for cleaning. It isn’t reasonable to
expect them to do a better job of testing detectors than owners and their cleaners.
No data was presented or exists to support claims justifying discrimination in favor of property
management companies and against owners. The absence of any data indicates the lion’s share of
owners are successful in managing their short term rentals without violations.
Common sense dictates claims of nuisance, noise, parking, etc. are issues of enforcement; nothing
else.
5. Renewal applications are due well in advance of permit expiration without any Staff obligation to
provide advance notice - 9.42.070:
Applications are to be required in advance of expiration of a permit instead of up to the date of
expiration. Typically, application for license renewals may be made without penalty up to the time
of expiration: drivers, vehicles, professional license such as to practice law, etc. The same should be
true for the STR permit.
In the alternative, provision should be added to require staff to provide notices 45 in advance of
the accelerated deadline as a reminder of the unusual deadline. While staff will likely claim the
information is in the ordinance, the unusual requirement mitigates against reliance solely on the
ordinance or any notice other than one made shortly before the application deadline in order to
avoid the harsh reality of loss of a STR permit. In today's computer driven society such notices are
routine and of little burden with software support.
6. Inadequate notice
Notice of these proposals was only given to those with existing TOT and STR permits. The
proposals effects the ownership rights of all property owners in the effected district, not just those
with permits.
Mailed notice to every recorded owner is required for effective notice. Local publication isn’t an
equitable method nor reasonably calculated to give actual notice to owners residing out of the
affected area.

CONCLUSION
While well intentioned, the existing proposal is riddled with provisions inconsistencies with
reasonably expected results. The proposed changes do nothing to further the stated objective to
make housing stock available to workers.
Allowing unlimited days of rental rewards professional property managers. It’s likely the reported
high number of rental days are the result of professional management, not second home owner
operators trying to do the same thing the owner occupiers are allowed to do under the proposed
ordinance: have access to a permit, outside the limitation cap, to generate some income to help
pay some of the home’s expenses.
Without any limitation on the maximum short term rental days, STR permit holders are incentivized
to try for maximum short term rentals. This is the opposite of the over all intent of the proposed
revised ordinance.
Attention should be drawn to the effect of continuing commercial growth without requiring
obligation to supply housing for all employees needed for each business. As an example, the
previously approved plans for a huge development for Squaw Valley will require a thousand new
employees, probably more. currently proposed employee housing included in these plans are
inadequate to satisfy the planned needs.
To solve housing shortages for workers, a special assessment district is needed to assess all
commercial operators to fund worker housing for those in need.
Interfering with property ownership rights through onerous, discriminatory STR
Regulations is not the solution.
Eric Woodman
ericwoodman1831@gmail.com
650 207-5810
-Eric Woodman
650 207-5810

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Leah Rosasco on behalf of Placer County Board of Supervisors
Board Clerk
FW: [EXTERNAL] STR ordinance modifications
Monday, January 24, 2022 1:40:52 PM
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BOS correspondence below.
Leah Rosasco
Board Outreach Program Manager
Placer County Board of Supervisors Office
530.889.4040 direct | 530.537.7624 mobile | 530.889.4009 fax
Placer.ca.gov

From: Eric Woodman <ericwoodman1831@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2022 11:53 AM
To: Placer County Board of Supervisors <BOS@placer.ca.gov>; STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>; Supervisor
Gore <SupervisorGore@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: Re: [EXTERNAL] STR ordinance modifications
The following was my response to a local home owner concerned about negative effects to them of
the proposed STR changes:
Hi Brenda. That’s the point. The greatest majority of STR owners want the same thing. Any minimum
limitation will cancel all of our permits when economic downturns, family plans, or luck of the draw
results in less than minimum rental days in a year resulting in permit cancellation.
I think changing long-standing property rights is a bad solution. Regulation for health and safety is
appropriate, with escalating fines for violations, and even permit cancellations for several years for
more than 3 violations. Requiring advertising including current requirements and including them in
required contracts signed by renters is the best solution to all complaints. Penalties should also
apply to property managers.
Reduction in available seasonal and long term rental units can only be significantly affected by
government intervention: provision of adequate affordable units paid as a business expense by
commercial operators. It’s unreasonable to place this burden on any one else.
That aside, to a avoid using STRs allowing owners to use units solely for investment, a max number
of days restriction would accomplish the result. Without one, the incentive is for an owner and
property manager with this intention to maximized the days rented.
I hope you and others recognize the drastic effect the proposed changes will effect you and all other

owners because of a very small number of short term renters.
Not only are owners affected, but support people will be hurt too: cleaners, handymen, spa service
s, etc.
Please speak up and be heard.
Eric
On Mon, Jan 24, 2022 at 11:33 AM Eric Woodman <ericwoodman1831@gmail.com> wrote:
Supervisor Gore
Posting these comments on Next Door resulted in comments of surprise from full time residents
about the proposed changes negative effects on them.
I’ll send a follow up to all Supervisors.
Eric
On Mon, Jan 24, 2022 at 11:26 AM Supervisor Gore <SupervisorGore@placer.ca.gov> wrote:
Dear Mr. Woodman,
Thank you so much for your input. I appreciate it.
Sincerely,
~ Supervisor Bonnie Gore
Placer County, District 1
From: Eric Woodman <ericwoodman1831@gmail.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 22, 2022 9:27 PM
To: Placer County Board of Supervisors <BOS@placer.ca.gov>; Jim Holmes
<JHolmes@placer.ca.gov>; STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>; Supervisor Gore
<SupervisorGore@placer.ca.gov>; Robert Weygandt <RWeygand@placer.ca.gov>; Supervisor
Gustafson <SupervisorGustafson@placer.ca.gov>; Suzanne Jones
<SuzanneJones@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] STR ordinance modifications
Dear Placer County Board Members
The following comments are directed at issues raised by staff on December 14, 2021 and the
proposed ordinance on the agenda for the 1/25/22 meeting concerning the current Short Term
Rental regulations under review. The new regulations effect a drastic reduction in long

standing real property ownership rights.
Stated justifications for major revisions to the existing ordinance are not supported by data or
logic.
1. Discrimination against owners to solve employee housing shortages- Various Statements of
Purposes for adoption of the ordinance:
There’s no dispute there is a housing issue for long term permanent employees and seasonal
workers needed for the winter and summer tourist seasons. Restrictive legislating against
Short Term Rentals (STR) can’t contribute to solving this problem.
Staff provided a number of plans they hoped will contribute to a solution. Intentions aside, no
mention was made of second home owner's motivation for offering their properties for Short
Term Rental vs. long term or seasonal rentals.
Staff provided data showing the mean average STR income is only $35,000 per unit. This is
hardly sufficient to defray a major portion of the cost of ownership: mortgage, taxes,
insurance, utilities, and maintenance. The average income is consistent with occasional rentals
during peak seasons by owners otherwise intent upon active use of their properties.
Second home owners buy for personal use, not for investment income. Staff cited a duplex
being offered on AirBnB to incite fear that Short Term Rentals are being used to pay for
ownership of properties solely for profit motives. This data is misleading because the total
number of owner occupied days is not provided to describe the kind of use actually made of
each home. Again no data was provided beyond receipts reported on Transient Occupants Tax
returns. Receipts don’t tell the bottom line profit story. Required is net profit compared to
owner occupied days.
Second homes are furnished and equipped according to the owner’s likes and dislikes. What
second home owner is willing to enter a long term rental depriving them of the benefits
motivating the purchase of a second home for personal use. After one year of rental
occupancy, current law interferes with a second home owner's desire to take back the home
for personal use: there are state restrictions on rent increases and extended notice periods to
terminate a lease and more.
The same can be said about seasonal rentals. Even those who don’t plan on using their second
home for long periods aren’t motivated to risk exposing their homes along with its furnishings
and other personal possessions for a full season rental to a group of young adults interested in
having a good time. There are second home owners that did that a long time ago and had
nothing but problems from well meaning young adults who, for whatever reason, were unable
to become the kind of tenants every home owner and neighbor hopes to see. They
discontinued this type of rental for these reasons as well as the negative comments of
neighbors.

Except for a very few second home owners, the vast majority are motivated against providing
their homes for long term or full season rentals. Properties purchased as second homes aren't
going to contribute to the sought after solution.
The biggest effect on available long term housing for workers is rental business exits by
owners converting the unit to personal occupancy. This is allowed under the Ellis act. Short
term rentals have no effect on this. Many home owners have terminated long term rentals or
sold their rental homes. These changes resulted in owner move ins with the rental being
removed from the rental business.
Limitations on the number of STR permits can’t be shown to increase motivation for second
home owners to offer their homes for long term or season long rentals.
Limitation on the minimum or maximum number of days a second home owner must use the
STR permit can’t be shown to increase motivation for second home owners to offer their
homes for long term or season long rentals. Neither can it be shown such restrictions will cut
down on the demand for second homes in Placer County.
Second home owners are not the enemy. Nor can they contribute to a solution to provide long
term or seasonal housing.
It isn’t equitable for businesses to transfer to government or other property owners the needs
of the workers they hire for access to affordable housing. This is a business expense that needs
to be solved by businesses paying sufficient wages. Government efforts are best focused upon
fast tracking approvals for new multi-housing projects with limitations for use only as
affordable housing.
2. Discrimination against second home owners in favor of full time residents - 9.42.040
It is proposed to allow owners claiming full time residence to receive STR permits without
limitation by the maximum 4300 cap on the number of STR permits. Unlimitte numbers of full
time residents are to be allowed to purchase and use local properties outside the 4300 cap and
to generate funds for up to 2 months of rentals each year. According to staff, this
provision was added at the request of local residents to allow short term rental of rooms,
accessory dwelling units and their entire residence in order to help defer some of the
ownership expenses. This provision discriminates against second home owners desiring to
accomplish the same goal.
If any exception to the cap of total STR permits is to be used, it should apply without
discremination to all owners regardless whether they are owners of a primary residence as
defined in the ordinance. To be equitable, the exemption should have the same maximum
rental days, such as the 2 months allowed under the exception for owners renting their
primary residence, and thus out of cap STR permits should be made available to second home
owners as well as owners claiming full time residence.

3. Requirement for 30 days in a single year to avoid revocation of permits, or any other
minimum rental days, is onerous
Requiring a minimum number of STR days (9.40.080 P - 30 days) to avoid cancellation of the
STR permit is more likely to increase STR renters objectionable behavior than to provide
solutions. Further, this approach penalizes second home owners during periods of economic
downturn, such as the ongoing pandemic. It also penalizes owners of properties not included
in the common sizes mentioned by staff, for which economic realities make it difficult to attain
any minimum number of rental days arbitrarily set, or when temporary family personal use
occurs during periods making it less likely to book STRs during the rest of a season.
There are times over the years when it was impossible to obtain any rentals despite active
advertisement. Minimum rental days is an inequitable requirement.
4. Requests for general discrimination against owners in favor of property managers - Fire
Inspections 9.40.080 L:
Various suggestions are made by staff claiming a need for more onerous regulations affecting
all owners that directly manage short term rental offerings. These included a perceived need
to do “regular” smoke detector testing, and to change oversight of noise, nuisance and parking
violations.
California already mandates owners to personally test/verify the operation of smoke and CO
detectors on an annual basis regardless of whether the property is held for rental or personal
or commercial use. The suggestion was made to require more often testing despite the State
having found ANNUAL TESTING OF ALL DETECTORS to be sufficient. For a number of years,
replaceable battery smoke detectors have been required to be replaced by 10 year permanent
battery ones when the battery detectors fail. All detectors emit repetitive warnings at the end
of detector and battery life. These warnings are easily heard by tenants, owners and cleaners
facilitating immediate action regardless of the type of management. The State of California has
determined annual inspections are a proper balance in order to provide the desired result.
Property management companies hire bottom wage workers for cleaning. It isn’t reasonable to
expect them to do a better job of testing detectors than owners and their cleaners.
No data was presented or exists to support claims justifying discrimination in favor of property
management companies and against owners. The absence of any data indicates the lion’s
share of owners are successful in managing their short term rentals without violations.
Common sense dictates claims of nuisance, noise, parking, etc. are issues of enforcement;
nothing else.
5. Renewal applications are due well in advance of permit expiration without any Staff
obligation to provide advance notice - 9.42.070:

Applications are to be required in advance of expiration of a permit instead of up to the date
of expiration. Typically, application for license renewals may be made without penalty up to
the time of expiration: drivers, vehicles, professional license such as to practice law, etc. The
same should be true for the STR permit.
In the alternative, provision should be added to require staff to provide notices 45 in
advance of the accelerated deadline as a reminder of the unusual deadline. While staff will
likely claim the information is in the ordinance, the unusual requirement mitigates against
reliance solely on the ordinance or any notice other than one made shortly before the
application deadline in order to avoid the harsh reality of loss of a STR permit. In today's
computer driven society such notices are routine and of little burden with software support.
6. Inadequate notice
Notice of these proposals was only given to those with existing TOT and STR permits. The
proposals effects the ownership rights of all property owners in the effected district, not just
those with permits.
Mailed notice to every recorded owner is required for effective notice. Local publication isn’t
an equitable method nor reasonably calculated to give actual notice to owners residing out of
the affected area.
CONCLUSION
While well intentioned, the existing proposal is riddled with provisions inconsistencies with
reasonably expected results. The proposed changes do nothing to further the stated objective
to make housing stock available to workers.
Allowing unlimited days of rental rewards professional property managers. It’s likely the
reported high number of rental days are the result of professional management, not second
home owner operators trying to do the same thing the owner occupiers are allowed to do
under the proposed ordinance: have access to a permit, outside the limitation cap, to
generate some income to help pay some of the home’s expenses.
Without any limitation on the maximum short term rental days, STR permit holders are
incentivized to try for maximum short term rentals. This is the opposite of the over all intent of
the proposed revised ordinance.
Attention should be drawn to the effect of continuing commercial growth without requiring
obligation to supply housing for all employees needed for each business. As an example, the
previously approved plans for a huge development for Squaw Valley will require a thousand
new employees, probably more. currently proposed employee housing included in these plans
are inadequate to satisfy the planned needs.
To solve housing shortages for workers, a special assessment district is needed to assess all

commercial operators to fund worker housing for those in need.
Interfering with property ownership rights through onerous, discriminatory STR
Regulations is not the solution.
Eric Woodman
ericwoodman1831@gmail.com
650 207-5810
-Eric Woodman
650 207-5810
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Erica Ow
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Supervisor Gore; Robert
Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie Holloway; Timothy Wegner;
Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine; Jane Christenson
[EXTERNAL] Board of Supervisors meeting Jan 25th public comment
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 11:43:07 AM

Dear Placer County Board of SupervisorsI am writing to express my disagreement of limiting the number of short term rental (STR)
permits for Northstar. I am also in support of reasonable nuisance policies on STR’s and
limits in residential areas. Enacting a moratorium on permits in a resort neighborhood is
counterproductive as the short term rentals in Northstar take the pressure off surrounding
neighborhoods that are almost entirely residential. Northstar is a resort community and will
not provide the long-term low cost rentals desperately needed for local residents given the
high cost of housing here. The revenue brought into Placer from the resort and STR’S in
Northstar should be used to find solutions to the local housing crisis.The limit on potential
STR’S will decrease visitors to Northstar and harm both the resort and resort businesses
thus decreasing local jobs and the revenue brought into the community from outside areas.
If you have visited The Village lately it is more than half empty and just starting to emerge
from Covid. This is not the time to limit visitors from staying in our resort area.
I am a registered voter in Placer, homeowner in Northstar and third generation Californian.
Our small home in Northstar on Deer Path is surrounded by larger, mainly second homes
whose owners reserve their homes for personal use or to use as an occasional STR when
not occupied. As we live in our home an STR is our option if we choose to rent. We would
like the opportunity as a responsible homeowner to put in for an STR permit but with the
sudden timing of the moratorium we were unable to do so. Our home on Deer Path is a 10
minute walk to the village and has HOA shuttle use. If you limit STR’s in Northstar you will
encourage tourists to move to residential non resort areas and drive into Northstar rather
than shuttle or walk as they can from our neighborhood. Traffic is already a big problem on
267 and limiting the STR’s in Northstar will make it worse especially on Holiday weekends.
I learned to ski at Northstar shortly after it opened and have greatly enjoyed both visiting
and living here. Northstar has always been a resort area and should be continued to be
treated as such for the good of our community, without limits set on the number of STR’s
permits issued here.
Thank you for your consideration.
Sincerely,
Erica Schork Ow

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] Feedback regarding short term rentals
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:33:11 AM

From: Evan Smith <h2obuffalo@me.com>
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2022 9:50 AM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Feedback regarding short term rentals

Dear Placer County,
I am writing with my feedback and complaints regarding short term rentals in
Placer County. As a condo owner with a STR next door and many others in
my Association, I am impacted, and as a county resident, I am impacted.  
Zoning laws are being skirted and it is unfair and illegal. We have residential
zoning laws for a reason, motels are not usually allowed in residential areas, so
why are you allowing people to turn condos and homes into motels? That is in
fact, what happens with many STRs, and it is what has happened at the
Association I live at. People show up, make noise, start fires inappropriately,
leave trash outside the dumpster which attracts bears, park inappropriately,
pack too many people inside a condo, have parties, don’t wear masks in
common areas during the pandemic, then they leave, housekeepers clean the
condo they were in, and it happens again, over and over and over. Meanwhile,
my quality of life and rights as a condo owner and County resident are greatly
degraded.
Condos in Tahoe are generally poorly built, this can be confirmed by owners
and real estate agents all across the area. They are not suitable for short term
rental, there are too many issues that are generated for full time owners and
vacation owners who don’t rent short term.
Long term rental is very important in this area, and finding a long term rental is
nearly impossible!!! I’ve been looking FOR YEARS so that I can move from
the condo I own and sell it, as the STR situation here is miserable and I’m sick
of it, but I can’t find a place to rent while I look for a new place to buy! What
about business owners who can’t get employees because there’s no where to
live? What about young people who grow up here and want to make a life

here but can’t because they can’t afford to buy and no where to rent? What
about all the other situations which are negatively impacted by short term
rentals and overtourism?
Why are short term rental owners and corporations allowed to dominate the rest
of us???
I’ve had my attorney send a letter to my neighbors informing them I will no
longer tolerate noise or other infractions. They threatened to sue me if I
continue to complain to the Placer County STR enforcement office, so they
leave me no choice. I will also direct her to send you a letter as we
are considering potential litigation if you do not enforce my complaints
with fines!!! Lax enforcement is unacceptable and I will tolerate it no
longer. As a resident and tax payer, I am entitled to enforcement.
You are creating overtourism, and you are destroying Tahoe. Yes, some
tourism is appropriate, we locals don’t own the whole place. We need to be
patient and understand that appropriate tourism is education and advocacy for
the protection of Tahoe, but you need to understand the same and work with
us. Quality of life is the most important facet, both for locals and visitors, not
money for western Placer County sprawl.
In solidarity with Tahoe lovers everywhere,
Evan Smith
2090 Chalet Road, Unit 20
Alpine Meadows, CA 96146

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] STR Permit Meeting January 25th
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:26:55 AM

Please see below…
From: Gail Baker <gbaker1953@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Sunday, January 23, 2022 9:13 PM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] STR Permit Meeting January 25th

Placer County Supervisors,
I am a homeowner that has been renting my home out for 20 years when I moved from it full
time to Truckee full time. I have kept it thinking I will want to move back into it some day.
However, there is the possibility that I may want to sell it too. I have never had a complaint
and I spend a lot of time vetting my potential renters and turning down many many renters
that don't fit what I think works for my home. I find that the homes around mine that are
managed by rental companies are the ones that are overbooked with too many people and that
they have been the ones with the problems. I have spent quite a bit of time reviewing the
proposals and will give you my feedback.
1. Due to Covid I think that some of this needs to be considered and possibly halted in making
major decisions at this time. We just went to Mammoth and didn't want to stay in a Hotel
with other people and having to eat out. We wanted to be able to stay in a condo or home
where we could cook.
2. I think that the present amount of people allowed in a home should be limited to the
number of beds available (with a limit per bedroom) and that the two extra that you allow and
that those under 12 aren't part of the count of people should be eliminated. 49N in your 126
page document.
3. I think that there needs to be something where local residents know who to call when there
is a nuisance and get some results. Along those lines bigger fines need to be implemented to
the renter and the homeowner, and the Management Companies. I am considering
increasing my security deposit so as to include the possibility of a fine. How would you
collect a fine from a renter?
4. I think that before other measures are implemented that there needs to be the integration of
the STR and TOT permit process (which I think is in the process). Those permits that are not
being utilized should lose their permit to allow for those that want them if there is going to be
a cap on the amount of permits.
5. I think that if a property is in good standing that upon the sale of the property that the
permit should be allowed to be transferred to the new owner. The house will be in
compliance and should be easily transferred with a renewal fee and inspection. If this is not
going to happen then I think that the new owner should have preferential rights in the
application process by going to the top of the list.
6. Fire safety: I don't think that the fire department will be able to accommodate everyone
that has an STR permit as easily as you might think. They are already most likely
overburdened with safety and inspections. I do believe that a STR permit should not be
issued until the home has been inspected and cleared by the fire department. Once they have

a permit it shouldn't be necessary for them to reinspect the homes every year. Trying to get
into the home when an owner is available and the unit is not rented will be difficult to
schedule. Maybe the owners can stop by the fire department with their fire extinguisher to get
it okayed may be an option. Smoke alarms beep when they aren't working so those should
not be a problem for the homeowners to keep maintained.
7. Fire Safety Neighbors: What good is it to have the STR's fire safe if the neighbors aren't
fire safe? How do you make sure that any homeowner is doing the right thing? Dollar Point
where my home is located is now a Firewise Community. More needs to be done to get other
communities on board. It is my understanding that we have been in contact with Chinquapin
to get on board!
8. Business License: should not be required. More red tape will only complicate things more.
9. Those properties that have not been compliant and have not submitted a STR application
but have been paying TOT taxes should have to pay a fine and should have to have a waiting
period of about 6 months before processing their application. There should be a price to pay
for not abiding by the rules.
10. I don't like the two tier permitting fees. Everyone renting should pay the same amount in
fees whether it is by owner or property manager that will pass along the fee to the
homeowner.
11. Good Neighbor Flyer: Pg. 48 Our homes are not hotel rooms and I think it is obnoxious
and ridiculous to require that the flyer be on the back of every bedroom. I don't want to see
that when I am renting somewhere. One should be adequate and it should be in the rental
information too.
12. Good Neighbor Flyer in Advertising 3.4: There is no specific place in the advertising with
Airbnb and VRBO to add the flyer. I have the information in my listing but it is basically
buried. Possibly working with them to have a specific spot for that kind of thing might be
advised. I just suggested it with VRBO.
Unfortunately I will be unable to attend the meeting on Tuesday as I have two previous
appointments. I hope that my input will be taken into consideration.
Sincerely,
Gail Baker
530-386-1780

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gerry Main
Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] Short-Term Rental Ordinance Revisions and Northstar Condominiums
Saturday, January 22, 2022 8:36:56 PM

Dear Placer County Board Members: It is neither rational or intelligent to include the
Northstar Condominiums in your Ordinance. I have had a rental unit at Northstar for the last
50 years and I can assure you that very,very few individuals live in those condominium units
year round. In fact, the incidence of short term renting approaches nearly 100% . Northstar is
a Resort and the Condominiums are the basis for keeping that Resort occupied and
prospering.
Please employ common sense and do not destroy a Resort for the sake of a problem that does
not exist.  
Thank you, Sincerely.

Gerry D.Main, M.D.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Glenn Steiner
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Supervisor Gore; Robert
Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Robert Weygandt; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie Holloway;
Timothy Wegner; Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine; Stephanie Holloway; Jane Christenson
[EXTERNAL] Ski Trails HOA: Please do not limit Short Term Rental Permits in the Northstar Resort
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 1:29:44 AM
Placer County Letter to Gustafson.docx

Dear Supervisor The Board of Directors on behalf of our 144 property owners in the Ski Trails
Home Owners Association in the Northstar Resort would like to ask you to not
restrict the opportunity for owners to offer short term rentals. The existing
STR policies restrict nuisance behaviors, generate revenue that our local
businesses depend on, and raise significant funds for the county through
transient occupancy taxes.
Northstar is a resort community and we do not believe that the concerns for
long-term low-cost rentals for local residents will be addressed by restricting
short term rentals in the Northstar Resort.
We would be very pleased to have conversation with you to further share our
concerns and to work with you to resolve the issue of nuisance renters.
Thank you for your consideration.
All the best,
Glenn Steiner
President, Ski Trails Home Owners Association

Dear Supervisor The Board of Directors on behalf of our 144 property owners in the Ski Trails
Home Owners Association in the Northstar Resort would like to ask you to not
restrict the opportunity for owners to offer short term rentals. The existing STR
policies restrict nuisance behaviors, generate revenue that our local businesses
depend on, and raise significant funds for the county through transient occupancy
taxes.
Northstar is a resort community and we do not believe that the concerns for longterm low-cost rentals for local residents will be addressed by restricting short
term rentals in the Northstar Resort.
We would be very pleased to have conversation with you to further share our
concerns and to work with you to resolve the issue of nuisance renters.
Thank you for your consideration.
All the best,
Glenn Steiner
President, Ski Trails Home Owners Association

Managed by CAMCO | 40165 Truckee Airport Road, Suite 304 | Truckee, CA 96161
Phone 530-587-3355 | Fax 530-587-3337
info@camcotruckee.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] STR upcoming decision
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:31:09 AM

-----Original Message----From: gossips-scuds.0g@icloud.com <gossips-scuds.0g@icloud.com>
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2022 4:33 PM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] STR upcoming decision
We urge you to help support our residents and community by acknowledging the challenges that strs bring to Lake
Tahoe- the challenges for long term renters to find a dwelling, the reckless behavior of renters with fire safety, light
and noise pollution, poor judgement with trash protocols and attracting bears. Please consider restricting the
number of strs, changing rules and regulations, and increasing the fees for those who are not in compliance.
Thank you

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] STR Comment
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:28:28 AM

Please see below…
From: Heidi Doyle <sspf28@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 23, 2022 10:39 AM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] STR Comment

Dear Placer County Board of Supervisors,
1. I do not support the ordinance as written. The following statement, in
particular, erodes the integrity of my neighborhood as it will allow those who
receive the local homeowners tax credit to move out of that residence and
create an STR. This does not solve the problem of housing shortages and
continues to create problems that arise from STR's.
"HOMEOWNER RENTAL PROVISION
During community outreach, local homeowners expressed a desire for a specific
provision in the STR Ordinance update to allow for residents living full time in the
community the ability to rent a room, second unit or their primary home on a shortterm basis to help offset the cost of housing. As a result, a provision has been
included in the proposed STR Ordinance update. Homeowners claiming primary
residence of the property on their property taxes will still be required to obtain an
STR permit and TOT certificate from the County for short term renting but will not be
limited by the cap."
2. There needs to be a cap on STR within specific neighborhoods to maintain
the neighborhood "feel" of our subdivisions. I suggest no more than 10 % of homes
within a particular homeowners association be eligible for an STR permit.
3. There needs to be a cap on vehicles permitted to enter the basin. On 1/23/22 a
walk around my neighborhood I observed 5 houses with 4 or more cars parked in the
driveway,on the street and on snow (off road). There were 5 others with three or
fewer cars in the driveway. These STRs contribute to the unsafe traffic congestion
on the roadways and pollution. Of course, these same houses create excess noise
and lack of respect for the neighborhood in terms of dog poop disposal and trash.
4. We are solicited weekly by real estate agents trying to tempt us to sell our homes
to "willing buyers from the bay area looking for investment
opportunities." Investments in housing has always been popular. The issue now is
the encroachment into the lifestyle and expectations of folks who invested in the
community long term. This tactic is artificially increasing housing prices and driving
out the middle class.

5. The bottom line is that I purchased my home to be a part of a community. I feel
that I now live in a Business District and was not given the opportunity to react to a
change in zoning. The Board of Supervisors is creating new zoning regulations in
favor of more money. If that is the case, where is my local county park? Why are my
streets uncared for? Why is the Sheriff, jail and court facility inadequate? Why is the
Kings Beach library in a shack? Where are the enforcers of these STR regulations?
Stop the train of greed and help us reclaim our neighborhoods.
Thank you for your attention and consideration into this matter and your diligent and
worthy service to our community.
Heidi Doyle
Kingswoods West

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Helen Sun
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Supervisor Gore; Robert
Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie Holloway; Timothy Wegner;
Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine; Jane Christenson
[EXTERNAL] Board of Supervisors meeting Jan 25th public comment
Sunday, January 23, 2022 2:45:46 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors and County Staff,
We are a relatively "new" home owner in NorthStar since January of 2021. Prior to
deciding on a place in NorthStar Truckee for our family's second/vacation home, we
were considering a few criteria, i.e. a place where each of the family members can
enjoy year long, a place that is reachable (not by airplane or boat), and also a place
that does not have short-term rental restrictions so that we can rent it during the
months or weekends that we can't stay. Well, NorthStar fits all of these criteria at
that time when we made the offer in the winter of 2020 and our place closed towards
the end of January of 2021. We spent most of the 2021 working on bringing the
property up to Code and also enjoyed staying there during the summer. We were
shocked when we found out that Placer County placed a moratorium on short-term
rentals at the end of summer. While we agree that short-term rentals should be
managed well (whether by a professional company or private owner) to minimize
noise, garbage disposal etc, we don't believe that placing a cap and/or a limit on the
numbers of short-term rental permits is the right solution here.
1) NorthStar is a resort community with several recreational activities attracting
people throughout the year to come enjoy and play. NorthStar is not a residential
community (majority of the households here are second home owners). Placing a
cap on the STR permits means reducing the number of available units on the market,
and driving competition and rates up for the visitors.
2) Issues related to the renter noise or excessive garbage should definitely be
addressed and there's several more targeted options that we can look to require. For
instance, we can require house owners to install sound decibel level meters that
raise an alert to the owner if the sound reaches certain level and/or issuing fines for
first few noise offenses before revoking the permits (other options include planting
shrubs, adding insulation, or having double-pane windows). Also, we can require the
need to install a bear box for single family homes to help with garbage.
3) STR brings more tax income to the local jurisdiction which in turn can be used to
address the low-income housing crisis. How is the TOT income allocated currently?
As we all know that real estate in Aspen is a lot higher than here, I have recently
read that Aspen has built many tiny homes to make them available to the local
workers. Has the County considered similar solution to help the local work force?
All in all, a resort community like NorthStar should not be subject to the STR
restrictions given that it is well managed and in compliance. The focus should be
placed on:
- Enforcing rules on poorly managed short-term rental properties
- Placing process to detect short term rentals without permit

We should allow people who own a second home in NorthStar to rent when they are
not using it. It helps boost local economy by bringing more visitors to the
area/businesses and also increasing the local real estate value (more property tax)
and also helps homeowners to offset the costs of the property when they are not
here (seasonally).
Thank you for reading our comments. We all need a solution that will work, but
limiting STRs is not the one. Thank you for your consideration!
Best,
Helen and Jimmy
NorthStar Homeowner

Indian Hills Owners’ Association
Northstar, California
www.indianhills.net
January 18, 2022
To:

Placer County Board of Supervisors

From:

Indian Hills Owners’ Association Board of Directors

Re:

Placer County STR Changes

www.indianhillshoa.info

On behalf of the 141 property owners in the Indian Hills area of the Northstar Resort, we want to oppose
more restrictive short-term rental policies. We support the short-term rental program of the county and
believe all our owners should have the opportunity participate if they choose.
The County appears to be attempting to solving two issues: neighborhood disruptions and dangers
associated with bad short-term renters; and the shortage of affordable long-term rentals, which are critical
for workers and the local businesses, that are dependent on them.
We support efforts to maintain the safety and peacefulness of our area and believe the current policies, if
properly enforced, can achieve the first goal. We as an Association support owners having a 24-hour
contact, and the Association does not serve that role.
We do not believe that a more restrictive short-term rental policy will increase the availability of long-term
rentals within the Northstar Resort and other similar resort communities. Most of our owners purchased
their condos for their personal use as vacation residences. Short-term rental programs allow them to
defray a portion of their expenses when they are not using their property, while long-term rental
agreements would limit their ability to enjoy their property on the schedule of their choosing. County
policies will not change this dynamic. The price of the condos in our community would not economically
work for owners to convert into long-term rentals.
Our owners pay property taxes and those that rent pay the TOT. Very few have their primary residence
here and therefore do not vote in Placer County. While our votes may not be significant in number, our
payments to the County are. The short-term rentals bring vacationers into the Northstar Resort and into
the Truckee area to spend money. We ask you to look at the Indian Hills Owners’ Association and the
other condo associations within the Northstar Resort as sources of income for the county, rather than as
a nuisance or a source of long-term housing.
You have received extensive communications on this issue for your December meeting. Please consider
our request to not limit the number of short-term rentals in our condo areas along with our commitment to
help enforce nuisance problem abatement.
Thank you for your service and consideration in this matter. Please contact us with any questions.
Sincerely,

Gail G. Riggins, President
Indian Hills Owners Association Board of Directors

Managed by CAMCO | 40165 Truckee Airport Road, Suite 304 | Truckee, CA 96161
Phone 530-587-3355 | Fax 530-587-3337
info@camcotruckee.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Jack Toney
Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] Town Hall Jan 6th Meeting Public comment
Thursday, January 6, 2022 8:38:56 AM

We are writing to express our disagreement of any limits on the number of short term rental (STR) permits for
Northstar.
We have owned and rented our Northstar property for 34 years without experiencing any complaints. We are
retirees in our seventies who rely on our STR income from our Northstar rental.
Northstar is a resort rather than a residential area and therefore should not have any restrictions on the number of
STR permits issued. We urge you not to approve any STR restrictions for Northstar or at the very least exempt long
term owners and renters like us from any restrictions.
Thank you,
Jack and Janet Toney
Gold Bend, Northstar
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

whitejar@aol.com
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Supervisor Gore; Robert
Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Robert Weygandt; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie Holloway;
Timothy Wegner; Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine; Stephanie Holloway; Jane Christenson
[EXTERNAL] Bd of Supervisors meeting Jan 25 public comment
Sunday, January 23, 2022 2:13:51 PM

Regarding the proposed short term rental ordinance:
My wife and I own a home in Northstar which we love and use all four seasons of the year. We
wholeheartedly support your efforts to better control nuisance renters by holding owners
accountable.
However, parts of the proposed ordinance seem counterproductive.
1. Why does the proposed ordinance treat resort communities, where the overwhelming
majority of homes are second homes and where HOAs vigorously enforce community
rules, the same as residential neighborhoods with mostly full time residents and no
HOA? The problem is very different in these two kinds of neighborhoods. A one size fits
all solution is unlikely to work well.
2. What is the intent of the 30 day minimum rental requirement? Why do you want to
incentivize an owner who wants to rent for 20 days a year to rent for 30 days? Why do
you want to increase the amount of short term renting? I could find no explanation for
this provision in the background materials I read. Have the effects of this provision been
researched? If your intent is to prevent owners from renting only a few days per year, do
you recognize that the permit process and fees discourage renting for only a few days per
year?. The 30 day minimum is redundant.
3. Why are you trying to reduce property values in resort communities? By limiting income
opportunities, the proposed ordinance will lower resort property values. Have you
thought through the implications for property taxes? With lower property values, resort
communities will pay less in property taxes. Are you happy about shifting some of the
property tax burden off of resort homes and onto other Placer County property owners?
As I said, we agree with better managing irresponsible property owners. But the proposed
ordinance has too many provisions that are counter productive or damaging to Placer County
residents.
James R. White
165 Basque Dr, Truckee, CA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Board Clerk
FW: Renewal Notice for Short-Term Rental Permit #STR20-70127 - Being resent to correct the phone number
Wednesday, December 22, 2021 2:33:21 PM

Please see below…
From: Jason Mitchell <rjmiph@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2021 5:22 PM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Fw: Renewal Notice for Short-Term Rental Permit #STR20-70127 - Being resent
to correct the phone number

Please cancel my STR permit immediately as I sold my property and it is no longer in the rental
market. Placer County's increasingly restrictive regulations and government take were key
factors in my decision to sell my home. I've seen first hand how government corruption in
the short term rental market completely destroyed a vibrant visitor rental business in Carmel.
The ultimate impact has been a radical increase in hotel room rates in that city which is what
the local hoteliers were after all along. Sorry to see Placer County officials have fallen victim
to the same corrupt special interests and the money they use to achieve their outcomes.
Regards.
From: Placer County No Reply <noreply@placer.ca.gov>
Sent: Tuesday, December 21, 2021 3:58 PM
To: gracielasandoval179@gmail.com <gracielasandoval179@gmail.com>; rjmiph@hotmail.com
<rjmiph@hotmail.com>
Subject: Renewal Notice for Short-Term Rental Permit #STR20-70127 - Being resent to correct the
phone number

This email is being resent to correct the contact phone number. Please note the corrected
phone number at the end of this notification.
This message is regarding information pertaining to your Short-Term Rental (STR) permit
STR20-70127. We are extending the expiration date of your permit to align with the lifting of
the moratorium and the implementation of the updated STR ordinance.
2022 Permit After the Moratorium:
On August 2021 our Board of Supervisors adopted an urgency ordinance establishing a
moratorium on new STR permits. When the moratorium is lifted on April 1, 2022, all STR
applications will be subject to the updated STR ordinance. Information about the moratorium
and STR ordinance can be found at https://www.placer.ca.gov/str
When to submit your 2022 Renewal Application:

The system will open for renewal applications beginning March 31, 2022 and the deadline to
submit your application is June 30, 2022. You will receive the instructions and a link where
you can apply for your renewal on April 1,2022.
If you have questions regarding the online renewal process, please email str@placer.ca.gov or
call 530-581-6234

Disclaimer
The information contained in this communication from the sender is confidential. It is intended solely for use
by the recipient and others authorized to receive it. If you are not the recipient, you are hereby notified that
any disclosure, copying, distribution or taking action in relation of the contents of this information is strictly
prohibited and may be unlawful.
This email has been scanned for viruses and malware, and may have been automatically archived by
Mimecast Ltd, an innovator in Software as a Service (SaaS) for business. Providing a safer and more
useful place for your human generated data. Specializing in; Security, archiving and compliance. To find
out more Click Here.

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

Jim Kooler
Supervisor Gustafson
Placer County Board of Supervisors; Board Clerk; Gail G. Riggins; Tim Irvin; Steve Anderson; Bryan & Carol
Miller; Eric Wicks; Colette Findley (GB); Jackie Apple
[EXTERNAL] Re: Please do not limit Short Term Rental Permits in the Northstar Resort
Tuesday, January 18, 2022 8:50:47 AM

Greetings Supervisor GustafsonI apologize for my fingers moving too fast in my last e-mail. We do
NOT believe that restricting short term rentals will address concerns
for long term low cost rentals.
All the best,
Jim
On Tue, Jan 18, 2022 at 7:48 AM Jim Kooler <onenorthstar@gmail.com> wrote:

Dear Supervisor Gustafson-

The Board of Directors on behalf of our 141 property owners in the
Indian Hills Owners Association in the Northstar Resort would like to
ask you to not restrict the opportunity for owners to offer short
term rentals. We support the short term rental policies that prevent
nuisance behavior and generate significant revenue directly to the
County through the transient occupancy taxes and revenue for local
businesses through the spending of visitors. Northstar is a resort
community and we do believe that the concerns for long-term low cost
rentals for local residents will be addressed by restricting short
term rentals in the Northstar Resort.
We would be very pleased to have conversation with you to further
share our concerns and to work with you to resolve the issue of
nuisance renters.
Thank you for your consideration.
All the best,
Jim Kooler, Board Member Indian Hills Owners Association
6059 Rocky Point Circle
Truckee, CA 96161
-Dr. Jim Kooler
530 219-2950 cell
Thanks for giving our youth the gift of time!
Carpe Futura!

-Dr. Jim Kooler
530 219-2950 cell
Thanks for giving our youth the gift of time!
Carpe Futura!

Indian Hills Owners’ Association
Northstar, California
www.indianhills.net
January 18, 2022
To:

Placer County Board of Supervisors

From:

Indian Hills Owners’ Association Board of Directors

Re:

Placer County STR Changes

www.indianhillshoa.info

On behalf of the 141 property owners in the Indian Hills area of the Northstar Resort, we want to oppose
more restrictive short-term rental policies. We support the short-term rental program of the county and
believe all our owners should have the opportunity participate if they choose.
The County appears to be attempting to solving two issues: neighborhood disruptions and dangers
associated with bad short-term renters; and the shortage of affordable long-term rentals, which are critical
for workers and the local businesses, that are dependent on them.
We support efforts to maintain the safety and peacefulness of our area and believe the current policies, if
properly enforced, can achieve the first goal. We as an Association support owners having a 24-hour
contact, and the Association does not serve that role.
We do not believe that a more restrictive short-term rental policy will increase the availability of long-term
rentals within the Northstar Resort and other similar resort communities. Most of our owners purchased
their condos for their personal use as vacation residences. Short-term rental programs allow them to
defray a portion of their expenses when they are not using their property, while long-term rental
agreements would limit their ability to enjoy their property on the schedule of their choosing. County
policies will not change this dynamic. The price of the condos in our community would not economically
work for owners to convert into long-term rentals.
Our owners pay property taxes and those that rent pay the TOT. Very few have their primary residence
here and therefore do not vote in Placer County. While our votes may not be significant in number, our
payments to the County are. The short-term rentals bring vacationers into the Northstar Resort and into
the Truckee area to spend money. We ask you to look at the Indian Hills Owners’ Association and the
other condo associations within the Northstar Resort as sources of income for the county, rather than as
a nuisance or a source of long-term housing.
You have received extensive communications on this issue for your December meeting. Please consider
our request to not limit the number of short-term rentals in our condo areas along with our commitment to
help enforce nuisance problem abatement.
Thank you for your service and consideration in this matter. Please contact us with any questions.
Sincerely,

Gail G. Riggins, President
Indian Hills Owners Association Board of Directors

Managed by CAMCO | 40165 Truckee Airport Road, Suite 304 | Truckee, CA 96161
Phone 530-587-3355 | Fax 530-587-3337
info@camcotruckee.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] Feedback on the STR ordinance proposal
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:36:10 AM

From: Joe Barrington <joe.barrington59@gmail.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2022 9:40 AM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>; Gail Barrington <gailibarrington@gmail.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Feedback on the STR ordinance proposal
To whom it may concern:
We have been tracking these STR developments since the STR program in Placer County was
created. We have owned our STR since 2005 and have always been compliant. That means ... always
a business license, always on-time TOT payments, and more recently, first onboard with STR permits
and Fire Department inspection despite COVID challenges.
We are largely supportive of the proposal outlined EXCEPT for one new requirement ... STRs
managed by owners have to be inspected every year but STRs managed by a property management
company only have to be inspected every 3 years.
IN SHORT:
What is the rationale to suggest that an owner responsible for a single STR needs more over-sight
than a property management company handling many STRs. We initially used a property
management company and found that we did not get sufficient attention on many operational
fronts. I would STRONGLY argue that we as focused owners manage our unit far more closely and
carefully than any property management company would. If the cost for a fire department
inspection continues to be what it has been, this is a completely unnecessary and wasteful cost and
a financial hardship. I believe we paid $150-175 for our inspection. And at the time we were told
this inspection would be good for 3 years. Now it appears the rules will be changed but NOTHING is
different relative to the attention we pay to our rental nor the risk of any fire or safety concerns.
Ultimately, the concern by the county has to be safety. What makes the county think that giving
property management companies a 3 year inspection window for each STR in their portfolio will
produce the same level of safety as those STRs that are inspected annually (owner managed). This
premise is not realistic nor logical and frankly discriminates against owner managed STRs. If the 3
year window is considered acceptable for a property management company it should be
considered acceptable for an owner managed STR as long as that owner stays in good standing.
Joe and Gail Barrington
STR Permit STR20-2813
Kingswood Village, Unit 132

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

John Nichols
Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] Northstar short term rentals
Saturday, January 22, 2022 1:19:20 PM

We have owned homes in Northstar for 30 years. These are vacation homes in a resort and
should not be included in short term rental limitations. John Nichols
Sent from the all new AOL app for iOS

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

John R. Falk
Megan Wood; Supervisor Gustafson; Sophie Fox; Robert Weygandt; Supervisor Gore; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne
Jones
Board Clerk; sue@tahoemls.com; Sam@PaddenProperties.com; John R. Falk; brett@agatebay.com;
bill@tahoerealty.com
[EXTERNAL] Re: Short-Term Rentals Ordinance, County Executive section, Agenda Item number 5 -mRelating to
the Rescission of the active STR Ordinance and Replacement with an alternative structure. To be considered on
Tues. 25 January 2022
Monday, January 24, 2022 8:20:20 PM
TSBOR Correspondence Placer County STR Ord Jan 25 2022.pdf
High

24 January 2022
Dear Chairperson Gustafson & Supervisors:

Please find attached to this e-mail transmission the
four-page commentary TSBOR would like to submit
for your consideration at tomorrow’s Board of
Supervisors meeting. The correspondence is attached
hereto as an Adobe Acrobat PDF file.
Thank you, as always, for providing individuals as well
as large groups such as the one I represent to voice
their opinions, be heard, and when appropriate altering
the course of the BOS actions.

All the best,

     John

John R. Falk
Legislative Advocate

jrfintel@outlook.com
(530) 412-3835

Established in 1958

12315 Deerfield Drive, #1
Truckee, CA 96161

phone: (530) 583-0275
e-mail: jrfintel@outlook.com

24 January 2022
The Honorable Cindy Gustafson, Chairperson
The Board of Supervisors
The County of Placer
County Administrative Center
175 Fulweiler Avenue
Auburn, CA 95603
Delivered Electronically – Time Sensitive, immediate review & consideration requested.

Re: Short-Term Rentals Ordinance, County Executive section, Agenda Item number 5
(A., 1. & 2. Inclusive); Relating to the Rescission of the active STR Ordinance and
Replacement with an alternative structure. To be considered on Tues. 25 January
2022, Time Certain at Noon, during the Board meeting of 25 Jan. 2022.
Policy Stance- Support ONLY IF AMENDED.
Dear Chairperson Gustafson & Supervisors:
This letter is to serve as the formal input and resultant requested amendments prior
to action, from the Tahoe Sierra Board of Realtors® on the matter of regulating ShortTerm Rental activity in Eastern Placer County. Rather than reiterate chapter and verse
from our previous correspondence of 13 December 2021 on the topic under
consideration, this treatment will presume a strong working knowledge of the issues inplay and the impacts for better and for worse that such a proposal would have upon our
community and its economy. To begin with the end in mind, we respectfully request
that you: Accept the rescission of the Temporary Moratorium on the issuance of new
STR permits to operate as is proposed; Approve of the enhanced enforcement of
provisions designed at address nuisance abatement; Acknowledge the value-added that
professional property managers offer, especially in regards to timely response and
redress of complaints, always in pursuit of harmonious relationships with the
neighborhood and community at-large, reflective of a three-year permit renewal cycle;
while rejecting the provision of an artificial cap on the number of permits to be made
available. Repeal the Temporary Moratorium at this time, address the complaints
vigorously, but leave the actual number of STR/TOT permits to be issued to the free
market.
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To expand briefly on these points, the most concerning aspect of the entire framework
that has driven this discussion and debate to-date is fundamentally based upon a false
choice. Namely, the question given serious consideration was not IF the county should
intervene and limit/restrict the number of permits made available, but rather HOW
should the county artificially manipulate the STR marketplace. It is akin to asking, “what
would you rather loose, your pinky finger or your thumb?” How about giving serious
and equal time and consideration to whether the county has any place inserting itself
into a fragile tourism-based outdoor economy without fully fleshing out all the
downstream consequences to property values, tourism desirability, and the fact that
most second homes would not convert to long-term rentals if not afforded an STR
permit; rather, they would sit vacant most of the year, damaging the economy and the
very jobs that the county purports to wish to protect via artificially limiting this activity.
Positioning this permit a limited opportunity creates yet another High Sierra artificial
commodity. Frankly, it furthers the gap between those who can afford to own a second
home up here and who cannot, further “gentrifying” an already problematic situation.
This economic reality extends to the visitor base as well. With supply limited, pricing is
also artificially propped up by governmental intervention, making it difficult-toimpossible for a middle-class family with children to be able to afford to stay in our area
more than a day. As you are well aware, day trips also present a host of unintended
consequences, from traffic to trash, limited spending locally, and the environmental
impacts of encouraging or forcing greater day-use visitors.
Understanding that our rural resort/tourism-based seasonal economy is deeply
dependent upon the availability and affordability of STR offerings to ensure a vigorous
economy. And with the understanding that hotel offerings in Eastern Placer County
have not substantively expanded for decades. Combined with TRPA’s various restrictive
measures and costs associated with project construction, it is, in the aggregate, unlikelyto-impossible to expect the hotel industry to meet this ever-changing need.
Furthermore, in that hotels have many fixed costs, and are primarily/exclusively
operating under a business model; they cannot absorb the major peaks and valleys in
occupancy rates from season to season, and year-to-year, along with economic upturns
and downturns. In contrast, residential properties look to STR activity as an incidental
use from time-to-time, while fully in keeping with the underlying zoning of residentialPage 2 of 5
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type usage, is not as vulnerable to these factors. STRs as a class are not as fragile as
hotels when it relates to the vagaries of our tourism market; for STR folks by-and-large
seek some access to and use of the property they have purchased as a primary
residence or second home. This resiliency, combined with the absolute necessity of the
unfettered inclusion of STRs as an option for the region’s visitors, is essential to not just
for the vitality of region’s economy, but ultimately could significantly influence its
viability! Indeed, when considering the BAE Literature Review, it is critically important
to discern that the vast overwhelming majority of STR and economics studies are based
upon the state-of-affairs in an URBAN area, with a broad-based DIVERSE ECONOMY, and
populated mostly by PRIMARY HOMEOWNERS. Eastern Placer is not urban, its economy
is homogeneous for the most part – outdoor seasonal tourism driven, its housing is a
relatively even and stable balance between second homes and primary homes, and
supports a unique population of families and business interests oftentimes tied to our
narrow economic profile. To create a condition of artificial scarcity, even using permit
numbers currently in-use, is unnecessary, inflexible, and actually promotes the “rush to
obtain a permit” that is so often feared and deployed by activists in seeking restrictive
measures, but rarely if ever is realized. Let the free market play out, supply and demand
will drive STR usage far more efficiently than any arm of government attempting to
project into the future regarding climate, economics, and travel trends. If the free
market, well regulated by STR/TOT permitting and vigorous enforcement of “bad
actors” via nuisance abatement provisions with “teeth” do not adequately address
concerns, then you can always revisit this matter. Because the County has structured
the STR permit as not being vested to the real property itself, and must be renewed
from time-to-time, any truly inappropriate trends can be identified and addressed via
ordinance at that time. Our economy is always somewhat fragile by its narrow nature
(outdoor seasonal recreation visitors), made all the more delicate to protect under the
unforeseeable COVID-19 pandemic; please do not artificially insert county government
into this equation. While actions that can adversely affect the economy are relatively
expeditious to impose, unfortunately once imposed it can take years if not decades to
“undo” the damage wrought by such governmental interventions into the private
sector.
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To end this far too brief treatment of the topic we must return to the motivations for,
and implications of, imposing some form of STR restriction. Ostensibly, this effort is
designed to increase the availability and affordability of housing for our much-needed
workforce. While the goal on its face is laudable, the undercurrents embedded in such a
conceptual approach are troubling. The further erosion of private property rights,
personal freedoms and liberties, and allowing the free-market economy to operate
efficiently and effectively are all touched by such a regulatory/restrictive approach to
the problem at hand. This situation is made all the more frustrating when one considers
that in a resort tourism-based rural economy with a mix of full-time and second-home
owners such as ours, the framework that might have yielded some results as intended
by the ordinance in an urban, diverse, primary-home dominated community are simply
not operational. The desired result is dubious at best, for we are of the opinion that socalled “underutilized homes” (e.g., second homes, part-time seasonal owners inresidence) that choose to STR on occasion are not the cause of nor the solution to the
region’s housing availability or affordability crisis. Even if it were to produce the desired
effect, which again we believe it will not, the focus of such actions by government is an
unstated but obvious attempt to manipulate the value of private property! Should any
arm or level of government seek to impose restrictions and associated measures that
are intended to reduce the rental rates existing owners can secure; or reduce the
underlying value of the home itself? We think not. This is the insidious nature of such
impositions; they slowly erode private property rights, and reduce the value (as
intended by way of the stated reasoning for imposing such restrictive measures –
reduction of for-rent and for-sale homes) of the single largest purchase most families
make over the course of their lifetime. Home ownership is one of the principle ways
families build wealth over time, move up in the market, and pass on this asset to one’s
next-of-kin, creating intergenerational prosperity.
Please limit your actions in this regard to rescinding the present moratorium,
restructuring the permit processing (STR & TOT, multi-year permitting...), and adding
teeth and a commitment to enforce strong nuisance abatement ordinances. A revised
motion seems more than prudent. If you wish to keep tabs on the overall effect of STRs
on the Eastern portion of Placer County, then add a required recurrent status report to
the Supervisors, which addresses the state of the region’s economy, revenues, housing
availability as well cost in both the “for-rent” and “for-sale” segments of the residential
Page 4 of 5
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market. This allows our elected leaders multiple opportunities to look at trends and
reassess what measures might be indicated to foster greater access to the market for
our region’s workforce. In any event, it seems that this housing situation is broad-based
and long-standing; as such, any proposed “solutions” should also reflect the longstanding broad-based nature of the problem. Place the burden when it appropriately
rests, with local government and the community at-large being looked to for solutions
that all participate in implementing. Incentive-based solutions seem to be the obvious
first and best step towards reducing the gap between workforce housing needs and the
lack of available and affordable units.
All the best,
s/ John R. Falk
Legislative Advocate
On behalf of the Tahoe Sierra Board of Realtors®
cc: Placer Supervisors, their field reps, and county staff
TSBOR leadership
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Judi Colby
Supervisor Gustafson; STR; Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] Letter to the Placer County Board of Supervisors RE STR Policy
Monday, January 24, 2022 3:43:24 PM
Letter to Placer Supervisors.docx

Dear Supervisors:
Our comments on the STR Policy are set forth in the attached letter.
Judith Colby and George Forman
Homeowners, Tahoe City, CA

January 24, 2022
Via email only
STR@placer.ca.gov
BoardClerk@placer.ca.gov
SupervisorGustafson@placer.ca.gov
Placer County Board of Supervisors
RE: Short-term Rental Policy
Dear Supervisors,
Using Tahoe City architecture, engineering and construction companies, in 1999/2000,
we bought a lot at 1290 Sequoia, Tahoe City, and using all of our savings and an equity loan
taken out on our primary residence, we built a second home for family to enjoy the trails, lake,
ski areas, and other Tahoe Basin amenities. We made sacrifices to do this. We purchased
materials locally. The house was not intended to provide extra income, and, indeed, we have
never broken even by renting. But we acquired our Transient Occupancy Registration Certificate
in 2004 with the thought that renting to a few responsible families (who would prefer the space,
privacy and convenience of a house to that of a motel room) would help us pay the substantial
property taxes, utilities, snow removal, and other high upkeep costs. The total nights rented
annually range from 20 to 30 and from those rental and cleaning fees we have dutifully mailed in
our TOT every quarter (formerly 10%, the last five months 12%) for these past 17+ years.
We have followed the County's deliberations about regulating short-term rentals with
great interest and increasing concern, because what is being proposed would have a severe
negative impact on us, and on other similarly situated homeowners. Because we and our family
use the house at least a few days of most months, it never will be available as a long-term rental
that would help alleviate the current shortage of long-term rental housing in the Tahoe basin.
However, the proposed requirement that permittees must rent at least 30 nights per year could
prevent us from renting our house at all, greatly increasing our costs of ownership without any
commensurate benefit to the County. To avoid negatively impacting people in our circumstances,
we ask that the County not limit the number of permits available to those who either own and
occupy the premises they rent on a short-term basis, or who own only a single house that can be
rented for no more than 35 nights per year.
Our renters are five regular families of 4 to 5 members; and some summers we have two
groups of four women, one a cooking group, another a sister with three card-playing friends, and
an occasional senior couple. All these people put their trash in our bear bin, are quiet, don't like
loud music, and usually go to bed by 10 p.m. Most come every year, and have become good email friends. Years ago, we tried listing on VRBO before it was purchased by even bigger
Homeaway.com, but canceled because we could not personally choose our tenants. We manage
the place ourselves and do not advertise online or in any publications. Just having a few
responsible friends use our house a few times a year is best for us and the community. The
Covid-19 pandemic did not increase use of our house during 2020, and 2021’s wildfires
1

eliminated most of our planned rentals as well as our own use of the house. Our tenant friends
contribute to the local economy by spending money in area restaurants, shopping in Tahoe City
and Truckee boutiques and Farmers Markets, enjoying the Tahoe Gal cruise, rafting down the
river, skiing, renting bikes, etc. (We also spend money locally, employ a permanent Tahoe City
resident to clean after tenants, donate to TRTA and Tahoe Cross-country, and subscribe to Tahoe
in Depth. We keep our lot clean of fire fuel and very much care about our Tahoe Basin
community.)
Regarding the need for rental houses, families do not want to be crowded into a motel
room, but at our house enjoy several bedrooms and bathrooms, a nice deck, and a private
environment. We are good for Placer County, and we hope you will approve our application for
a permit. Over the last few months, we have been confused by discussions of permit renewal
when we have had our TOT registration certificate for so many years. We now know what we
must do, and we will apply. We will have no problem complying with the provisions of Article
9.42, but the infrequency with which we rent our house, and the limited number of persons we
allow, we consider the various inspection requirements to be excessive.
Thank you for considering our comments.
Sincerely,
Judi Colby and George Forman
415-662-2286, 415-847-5872, 415-302-2906
colbyforman@aol.com
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

JUDY CRUM
Robert Weygandt; Supervisor Gustafson; Sophie Fox; Supervisor Gore; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Board
Clerk
[EXTERNAL] STR - We need LIMITS!!!!!!
Friday, December 31, 2021 10:02:05 AM

Hi,
I am a homeowner in Kings Beach/Brockway Vista. We have multiple STRs on our street. My guess is that none of
you have to live next to a home where you have different neighbors every day. Some of our STRs show up at
midnight, and yell outside because they are so drunk and happy to be here. It doesn't matter if you yell back, they
can't hear you. It's a frat party.
We have one home on the road that encourages people to light up the fire pit, that is under a canvas awning. It was
lit up during red flag warning days last summer.
The people that stay in STRs need supervision. They have no idea how to deal with bears, snow, and obviously are
clueless as to how fires start.
STRs are essentially businesses. We have cleaning crews that arrive between guests. You are allowing our
residential neighborhoods to become commercial zones. Is that even legal?
You keep piling people into Tahoe. I work at the college at SLT. The Caldor fire could happen here. We will be
lucky if we can evacuate like they did for Caldor.
This past week, despite the warnings of snow, people from out of town descended on us like locusts, creating a
nightmare for those of us who live here. Our gas stations ran out of gas, our supermarkets were low on food and the
roads were a mess. I heard first responders had an extremely difficult time even getting to work. If we didn't have
4,000 new STRs they would not have had a place to stay and it could have been manageable up here to deal with all
the humans.
Please put some limits on STRs. If you don't, then I want to be able to open up a hair salon or a mechanics shop in
my home because you are essentially telling us our neighborhoods are now commercial zones.
You will not hear from a lot of Tahoe people. Most people do not feel like anything we say matters, and you all take
advantage of that. Didn't you pass an ordinance saying it was OK for people to live in their cars? Why is that OK?
How much money do you need? Don't you and the Board of Realtors have enough money?
We are really tired of it. We just want to live in our homes and feel safe. I have been here since the 80's. With the
amount of STRs and clueless tourists, I no longer feel safe here. I know there will be a fire here and it will probably
start at 271 Park. We have reported them numerous times. They rented every day during Covid, yet they have no
strikes against them and continue to be rented out every day. This past week, one renter got his car stuck, but the
owners had new renters coming in and the owners of the STR told him to leave, so the guy with the stuck car went
around to different neighbors and asked to stay with them. Would you want that in your neighborhood?
Please consider the people who have to live next to these STRs and try to imagine if they were in your
neighborhood. How safe would you feel?
Thanks,
Judy Crum

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Leah Rosasco on behalf of Placer County Board of Supervisors
Board Clerk
FW: [EXTERNAL] Short Term Rentals
Friday, January 21, 2022 4:26:37 PM
image001.png

Correspondence re: STR below.
Leah Rosasco
Board Outreach Program Manager
Placer County Board of Supervisors Office
530.889.4040 direct | 530.537.7624 mobile | 530.889.4009 fax
Placer.ca.gov

From: judy@tahoepapertrail.com <judy@tahoepapertrail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2022 10:32 AM
To: Placer County Board of Supervisors <BOS@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Short Term Rentals
Dear Board of Supervisors,  
We are writing to encourage your support of the Short-Term Rental Ordinance, to repeal and
replace Chapter 9, Article 9.42 of the Placer County Code to regulate short term vacation rentals.
As local business owners in North Lake Tahoe, we are currently struggling to adequately
serve the number of tourists that are visiting our region due to the lack of available staff. As a
result, businesses have had to reduce their hours of operation, availability of
services, minimize menus, along with countless other key amenities that make this area so special
and memorable.
The primary cause of the dire shortage in our workforce is due to the lack of available and
affordable housing. While we understand that limiting the number of Short-Term Rental
permits won’t change things overnight, we are confident that over time this will begin to allow
opportunities for both ourselves as local employers and our employees to consider entering
into the ownership or rental market.   By supporting the Short-Term Rental Ordinance and
limiting the number of permits, you are not only supporting our small businesses,
but you’re also advocating for the health and sustainability of our community now and into the
future.
This ordinance is just a first step in an iterative process that intends to achieve a balance of
commerce, environmental protection, and community interests.

Thank you for your consideration,
Members of the North Lake Tahoe Business Community
Judy Friedman, The Paper Trail
John Bergmann, PrintArt
Frank Tenario, Atomic Printing
Jill Pomin, Pomin’s Tahoe Hot Tubs
Jonny Roscher, Za’s Lakefront
Jeff Jack, Za’s Lakefront
Ben Martin, Tahoe Truckee School of Music
Andrew Ryan, P&R Design & Engineering
Lisa Selander, Bookkeeper

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

kljaeger@sbcglobal.net
Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] Jan 25
Monday, January 24, 2022 11:20:14 AM

No STR for Northstar!
Kathryn Jaeger
1011 MArtis Landing
Truckee

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] Short Term Rentals at Northstar
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:30:18 AM

-----Original Message----From: Kathy Welch <kathy@ossi.com>
Sent: Saturday, January 22, 2022 1:41 PM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Short Term Rentals at Northstar
I am a full time resident in the Big Springs Area of Northstar and live next to a single family home that is used as a
short term rental.   I have communicated directly with the owner (a very cooperative person) when there is a
problem with noise and I also filed a complaint with the county asking for help. However, the noise complaint
can’t be made prior to 10pm. The owner of the property often doesn’t check his email at this hour, and Placer
County’s response time is very slow. This has made for nights without much sleep. I understand that there should
be a response from a property manager within one hour of a noise complaint. This is not an effective remedy in my
experience.
Our neighborhood has several “party houses” where many people congregate and ignore noise, trash, and traffic
regulations. Noise infractions would never be permitted in a hotel and should not be allowed in Northstar whether
the short term rental is in a condo area or in an area with single family homes.
One issue I’ve heard is that it’s unfair to limit the short term rental potential if someone bought properties expecting
to profit from being able to rent them out on a short term basis. I can’t think of speculative investments that
guarantee profits; why should short term rental properties be an exception?
There should be a legal remedy to this problem. I, as a member of the public, have no ability to enforce laws.
Please act responsibly to make our neighborhoods a peaceful place to live.
Regards,
Kathryn Welch
1707 Grouse Ridge
Northstar

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kevin Welsh
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; ANBrown@placer.ca.gov; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack;
Supervisor Gore; Robert Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie
Holloway; spedretti@placer.ca.gov; Timothy Wegner; Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine
[EXTERNAL] Town Hall Jan 6th meeting public comment
Friday, January 7, 2022 2:01:52 PM

I urge you to please reconsider placing a limit on STR permits for Northstar. This resort community was built
largely on the promise of STR. Its infrastructure is designed specifically to offer STRs. Placer Country is not a
monolith; please recognize the needs of Rocklin or Roseville are very different than those of Kings Beach or
Northstar.
Sincerely,
Kevin Welsh
Owner
4082 Coyote Fork
Northstar, CA 96161

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: Short term rentals
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:27:34 AM

Please see below…
From: Kim watt <surfkimsurf@hotmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 23, 2022 8:37 PM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Short term rentals
How about one simple rule:
Anyone can airbnb 6 times per year or 30 days max, whichever is shorter. This isn't enough money to
keep a space only as an airbnb and alloes locals to rent their house for a few days for some extra,
well deserved cash. 6 times/yr or 30 days/yr, should not be enough to cause all of this extra
nuisance or rucuss that is making the town come up with absurd rules like bear boxes ( which airbnb
guest takes out their trash? None of them. That's why they pay a cleaning fee) and only allowing
non slip socks in all homes with wooden floors, yes, that's how ridiculous these rules have become.
Be fair to homeowners, be fair to tourist, be fair to merchants, be fair to renters. Keep it simple.
I beg you to consider this,
Sincerely, Kim watt, local 16 years, homeowner, used to airbnb while I was on vacation 14 days a yr.
Sent from my Verizon, Samsung Galaxy smartphone
Get Outlook for Android

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: Strs
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 10:37:55 AM

-----Original Message----From: Kristi Hoffman <jaghoffman@hotmail.com>
Sent: Tuesday, January 25, 2022 10:36 AM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Strs

To Whom It May Concern,
I can’t make it to the meeting today about regulating short term rentals, but I have a few things to say. When strs
were first conceived it was because people wanted to travel and experience other places. Sooo... they would rent
their homes out for a week and then rent a home somewhere else they wanted to visit. It’s a great idea!
It, however , is not that way any longer. Out of town people are now buying Tahoe houses to specifically rent them
the whole year long to make money. This is not okay! They are turning our residential neighborhoods into
commercially zoned areas. Our neighborhoods are no longer safe for our families. At any given time, my
neighborhood on the West Shore can have anywhere from 20-40 extra cars in it. It’s a tiny neighborhood I might
add. They are speeding in the neighborhood. One summer, a driver was going 80 mph down my road ( I’m not
exaggerating, and I think he had been drinking). He almost hit my daughter and puppy. We called the police, but
after about an hour ( the driver was hiding in the house) nothing was done about it. I still can’t believe it. I have
contacted the county about speed bumps and/ or stop signs; only to find out that it would probably never happen.
The person I spoke with ran off several reasons why.
There are so many more issues at hand. With the increase tourists arriving, we have huge traffic issues, garbage
problems, shortages of food at the grocery stores. The hardest thing for me, is that I feel like my neighborhood is
no longer safe. It was zoned residential for a reason. Something has to change!
Sincerely,
Kristi Hoffman
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Crosby
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Robert Weygandt;
Supervisor Gore; Beverly Roberts; Timothy Wegner; Crystal Jacobsen; Timothy Jaekel; Suzanne Jones; Teri
Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie Holloway; Jayme Paine; Jane Christenson
[EXTERNAL] Board of Supervisors meeting Jan 25th, public comment
Monday, January 24, 2022 1:01:37 PM

Dear Board of Supervisors and County Staff,
I am a homeowner in Northstar and am writing with concerns and questions about the
upcoming vote to place restrictions on STRs in Eastern Placer County. My home is
professionally managed by Tahoe Luxury Properties.
Let me first begin by saying that I am in complete agreement that we need to revise penalties
and criteria to mitigate the nuisance factor for some STRs, especially in highly concentrated
areas like Kings Beach, Tahoe City, etc.. I completely sympathize with the neighbors who
would have to endure poorly managed STRs that disturb their right to quiet enjoyment. Fines
should be stiffer and revocation of permits swift. To punish the masses for the sins of the few
is inherently inequitable and just wrong.
I also agree that there should be a cap placed on STR permits, a stringent process in place to
qualify for a permit, and allowances made to renew a permit for those homeowners with zero
violations who hold existing permits. I do not agree with dictating the duration of an STR
rental period. No one benefits, nor does it solve the issues.
Management of STRs
I understand that personally managed STR owners are not happy with a two tiered approach
that would potentially favor professionally managed properties, but this is something that I
also support. It must be very difficult to enforce all the “rules” with those who go rogue and
operate outside the guidelines. Not to mention the safety of the area. I would be in favor of
restricting all STRs to be professionally managed by reputable property management
companies. This may not be feasible, however it could solve some of the issues.
How did we get to this?
The current situation in North Lake Tahoe, and surrounding areas, with increased vacationers
flooding the area isn’t a result of STRs. Rather the pandemic which is not a permanent
situation. It is an anomaly that is easing already. The locals flooded Tahoe because they
were unable to travel anywhere abroad, or even out of state, for quite some time. The property
values and demand surged because people could work remotely and second homes became
highly viable (and Placer County has benefitted in increased property taxes!). I’m sure the
amount of tourism to Tahoe will level off once the world fully opens up again.
Hotels vs. STRs
Most people who come to Tahoe are with family and friends, and prefer to a home
environment where they can enjoy time together. A hotel bedroom is far from that
environment and not at all conducive to family/friend vacations. Plus the feasibility of
actually building and developing more hotels is at minimum a 7 year process, very expensive
with labor and materials shortages, and the hotels would make no money in the shoulder
seasons. I don’t see adding hotels as a viable solution, plus it would not solve the density
issue.

Housing crisis for local workforce
Punitive regulations alone will not fix the housing problem. It makes more sense to build high
density apartments vs. replacing STRs with hotels to address the housing shortage (which is
happening in all mountain resort communities). Perhaps consider raising the vacation rental
tax and increase local sales tax to fund this? What about ADUs? Are there any permitted in
the area? It could present an immediate and affordable option. Perhaps incentivize
homeowners to add ADUs to their existing properties?
Northstar…. Resort or Residential?
How can you suddenly change a “resort” community into a “residential” community? By
definition, a resort community is a managed community, near an attraction, that offers unique
amenities and services. That’s Northstar. Always has been. You could be placing yourself in
legal jeopardy to attempt to redefine the community. Attempting to turn a resort community
into an affordable residential option seems ludicrous. Those communities have been available
for 45 years for buying or renting to the local community, but it never happened. How would
that suddenly change? In addition, if you were to convert Northstar into a year round
residential community, you would kill the resorts revenue.
North Lake Tahoe Tourism
By curtailing tourists and vacationers to Tahoe area, it could potentially ruin local businesses,
restaurants, retailers, services, etc. that depend on this traffic to keep them in business. Then
you would have another problem altogether.
Thank you for your time and consideration. I will be in attendance tomorrow via Zoom.
Respectfully,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Laura Douglas
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Supervisor Gore; Robert
Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie Holloway; Timothy Wegner;
Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine; Jane Christenson
[EXTERNAL] Board of Supervisors meeting Jan 25th public comment
Monday, January 24, 2022 12:12:21 PM

To Whom It May Concern,
I am a homeowner in Northstar Resort that has an STR permit and I wish to respectfully
share 2 concerns and some suggestions:
1) Concern: Charging privately managed STRs at a higher rate than professionally
managed. I don't agree with this and voiced experiences show that most privately managed
properties are managed with more care and attention than professional.
I privately manage ours and have a 5 star rating on VRBO. I meticulously care for my
property adhering to all codes/rules and well beyond. I advertise clearly we are not a party
house and do not allow smoking or drugs and only interested in mature parties that show
respect for their neighbors and their homes. Also, I ensure that everyone is going to fit in a
bed and don't allow sleeping on floors or sofas. If I had a dime for the number of people
that just wanted to pack the house beyond max with huge groups sleeping on floors and
sofas, I'd be rich. Although our driveway will handle many more, we also only allow 3
vehicles (2 in garage) because that is safer. We point out to people that we have a lot of
stairs ... things that are clearly in our ad but I repeat before booking to ensure they see. I've
had people who have had strokes, foot surgery, and MS say "oh, I didn't read that, i can't
rent". As such, my acceptance of booking requests is only 62% right now as I find out about
who the make-up of parties are and try to ensure a good fit and not in violation of STR
rules.
If you look at the negative comments in VRBO, the vast majority complain about the lack of
attention to the property and lack of responsiveness to them by property management
companies. If you look at my reviews, my responsiveness and care for our property and
guests are called out as positive differentiators.
2) Concern: Limiting STRs in Northstar (and other resorts). I understand the complex
problem you are trying to solve but this isn't going to help.
-- Housing in resorts was purpose-built for vacation homes with the ability to rent out. It is in
the CC&Rs. The price of these homes will be higher because of their location in the resort
so priced out of reach for locals.
-- If you limit or eliminate STRs, then these homes will sit empty as those people who can
afford to buy them to come enjoy the resort when their schedules allow can also afford to
let them sit empty. Many already sit empty. They aren't going to rent to locals because they
want to use the properties. Others of us that rent to cover operational costs will then either
have to sell and then our house will be purchased by people that can afford to have them
lay empty. This won't result in more local housing (rentals or home ownership).
-- All that revenue we and other STR holders pour into the community by hiring services for
maintenance (snow removal, cleaning, spa) and the 11% revenue that we pay to the county
will be lost. All the money that guests to our home spend in local restaurants, stores,
services will be lost to the county. The very locals that were intended to help will be hurt.

3) Suggestion: Make resorts provide more temp housing for seasonal employees. These
seasonal employees are taking away rentals or driving up costs from those that work here
yearlong.
4) Suggestion: Make certain home communities "locals only" like Glenshire and Sierra
Meadows. Don't issue new STRs there. For property owners that already have an STR,
then allow them to sell with the STR entact but once a new owner chooses not to renew
then don't allow it to again. Over time the STRs will decrease and it will encourage local
communities. We've hired and worked with well over 20 locals in the last 3 years. None of
them want to live in Northstar. They all want to live in communities with locals.
5) Suggestion: Reward great private property managers, like myself, that take their role
very seriously in renting to respectful guests, pay taxes, don't have complaints, follow
rules/code by allowing them to get an STR permit should they buy a new property plus
allowing them to sell their house with STR permit. For those that are not following rules,
becoming "party houses", not paying taxes, etc then revoke their renewal.
6) Suggestion: Keep metrics on commercial property owners regarding violations and
impose fees on them and the property owners that hire them to incent them to improve and
hold higher standards. On our short street are several homes that are managed by property
managers and the houses prioritize occupancy volume over getting a respectful occupant.
Neighbors that don't rent comment on how the property-managed properties are "party
houses" vs our house where they find families that are respectful and quiet.
7) Suggestion: Work with VRBO (and Airbnb?) to ensure how they reward and penalize
their customers aligns to your goals. For examples:
VRBO rewards customers that choose "instant booking" with higher search result
placement which means that there is NO screening of the booker. A person comes to
VRBO and sees a place they want to rent and they click to book it and it books
automatically. More revenue for VRBO/Expedia. But those people that have 16
people they plan to fit into a 10 max occupancy house go undetected (just one
example).
VRBO reward customers that accept all booking requests. I have my settings such
that people can request a booking and I review. If I decline that booking request or it
times out (so say I'm in conversation with the guest and reiterating key rules that are
already in my ad but I need to make sure they see, but the person doesn't respond
because they know they don't make the requirement) within 24 hours, then I am
penalized because I don't get "premiere host' status and that affects my search
results placement. I will also get my ad hidden and must unhide it.
thank you for your time in considering,
Laura Douglas

2) I recommend you

3) Have discussions with VRBO and Air BnB

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] STR proposed new ordinances
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:28:46 AM

-----Original Message----From: Linda Valle <lindasvalle@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 23, 2022 8:59 AM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] STR proposed new ordinances
Dear Sirs,
I have had a STR for about 10 years. I have seen STR’s around Tahoe increase in number dramatically in the last
few years. I am in favor of most of the proposed new ordinances except the one requiring 2 garbage can service per
week. I currently have a bear box and a 1 can garbage pick up per week which has worked well since I started my
STR. I manage my own STR and greet my guests upon arrival and departure so monitor guest behavior as well as
disposal of garbage in the bear box.
My STR is a small 1 bedroom cabin ( about 800 Sq ft). I am licensed for 4 people but only allow 3 adults maximum
due to the small size of the cabin. I am close to 70 years old and generate very little garbage myself and even with
the STR many times don't have a full can of garbage each week. Many weeks I don't have even 1 can of garbage to
collect.
Requiring me to have a 2 can garbage pick up is an unnecessary expense. I barely use the 1 can service many times
so to pay for an extra can that will be unused is a waste of money for me.
I have been made aware that there are investors that are purchasing or building multiple properties with the sole
intent of using these properties as a STR cash cow. This unbridled and unrestricted licensing of multiple STR to
investors who buy or build properties strictly as STR decreases the properties available for local Tahoe residents to
buy or long term rent at Tahoe.
Please consider:
**exempting STR owners with rentals of 1 bedroom or less ( studio apt) from the 2 can garbage service.
**Restricting licensing of STR to 2 properties per owner. Hopefully this will not only reduce the number of STR’s,
but reduce the incentive for investors to purchase/ build properties strictly to use as STR. This would ease some of
he problems caused by STR’s in residential neighborhoods and also provide more availability for locals to rent or
buy houses currently used as STR.
Thank you for consideration of my concerns and recommendations
Sincerely,
Linda Valle

Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

ᴇ-ᴍᴀɪʟ ᴄᴇɴᴛᴇʀ
Board Clerk
Placer County Board of Supervisors
[EXTERNAL] HOW TO DESTROY A SKI/RECREATION AREA
Monday, January 24, 2022 12:37:44 PM

TO PLACER COUNTY BOARD OF SUPERVISORS!
Please forward to other board members.
So I bet none of you board members have rental properties in ski/recreation areas or else you got a permit early and
did not tell the rest of us!   This is NUTS!   All families in CA are not rich and a short vacation with FAMILY
during Covid especially is a blessing! Who can afford $500+/nightly at a hotel?   Where will restaurants and small
businesses get customers!!! With TAXES and INSURANCE and HOA DUES skyrocketing how do you expect us
to maintain any standards without rental help?   Did you consider the TAX dollars you won’t receive!   Property
values will tumble!
California has gone off the deep and no wonder people are leaving.   Please repeal this arcane, ridiculous, for the
rich only 31 day rental mess you created!
Lucy
Northstar Property owner since 1976!

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] STR Meeting on the 25th
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:27:58 AM

Please see below…
From: Margot Lancellotti <margotlancellotti@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 23, 2022 5:29 PM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] STR Meeting on the 25th
Hello Placer County STR,
I am not able to make the meeting on Tuesday because I am working, but would like to make a
comment.
I would like to see a minimum number of days rental to ALL short term rentals. As it is now STRs can
turn over every 2 or 3 days. This adds a lot of usage and extra costs to roads, houses, condos,
utilities, etc. The amount of garbage I see is disgusting as the condo next door is emptied every 2 or
3 days. People buying items to use and just leaving them to be thrown away.
If there was a minimum 7 day rental period, then the turnover would be less frequent. This might
allow owners to be able to manage their renters in a more proper fashion. Renters might feel more
responsibility and ownership instead of just trashing the place and neighborhood or not caring
about neighbors.
Our HOA does nothing to correct the issues reported. The owners are never fined. STRs without
proper permits are still renting even though they have been reported to the HOA and to (you)
Placer County.
We need to make sure that everyone has the opportunity to peacefully use the area.
Thank you,

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Maria Snideman
Robert Weygandt; Supervisor Gustafson; Sophie Fox; Supervisor Gore; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Board
Clerk
[EXTERNAL] strs
Monday, January 24, 2022 7:23:04 AM

I am a parent of two children and have lived in Tahoe City for over 22 years and have visited Lake Tahoe
for 49 years.
My husband and I are deeply concerned about the impact of the Short Term Rentals (STRs) in our
community. Like communities all over the world, we are seeing the unfortunate change in our area due to
STRs.
There is a dramatic increase in traffic, unwillingness to dispose of trash responsibly, recklessness with fire,
illegal parking, noise, light pollution, and lack of affordable long term rental options: all of which is
altering life for our county. Similar to your roles, we are community members who are fighting to
“preserve, protect, restore, and respect” Placer County.
STRs are charging and collecting a Transient Occupancy Tax which by definition qualifies the home as a
“Hotel”
SEC.4.16.020 Placer’s definition of Hotel: Definitions: "Hotel” means any structure or any portion of any
structure which is occupied, intended, or designed for occupancy by transients for dwelling, lodging or
sleeping purposes and includes any hotel, inn, tourist home or house, motel, studio hotel, bachelor hotel,
lodging house, rooming house, apartment house, dormitory, public or private club, mobile home or house
trailer at a fixed location or other similar structure or portion thereof.
http://qcode.us/codes/placercounty/view.php?topic=4-4_16-4_16_020&frames=off
However these hotels are a being operated in Residential Zoned neighborhoods. In other words, this is
using a commercial operation in an incompatible land use.
The sharing economy seems exciting and like something that gives people a chance to earn extra income but
this is not the sharing economy:
These are motels in residential neighborhoods.

Thank you for taking the time to read my email and I look forward to seeing changes
on Tuesday.
Maria Snideman

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] HOMEOWNER RENTAL PROVISION of proposed STR ordinance
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 8:40:18 AM

From: Mark Buswell <mbuswell@sonic.net>
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2022 4:53 PM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] HOMEOWNER RENTAL PROVISION of proposed STR ordinance

I do not think it makes sense that the HOMEOWNER RENTAL PROVISION of the proposed
STR ordinance should require the homeowner to be a full time resident when renting only
a portion of the property. Instead you should make this a HOSTED RENTAL PROVISION,
where the persons residing full time at the property are HOSTS for the STR that is part of
the property, but are not necessarily the homeowner, they could be a full-time tenant.  
Renting a portion of the property helps make the property more affordable for
Homeowners AND Renters.
I own a home in the area, and have provided inexpensive housing for local workers for
almost twenty years by renting a portion of the property full time to local people who are
then hosts for the STR on the property. I am able to use the income from the STR to
make a more affordable rental for full time residents.
Thanks,
Mark Buswell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Board Clerk
FW: [EXTERNAL] Great public board meeting
Friday, December 17, 2021 2:13:55 PM

From: Mark Roberts <markaarob@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2021 12:19 PM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Cc: Allyson Roberts <allysonatwell@rocketmail.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Great public board meeting
My wife and I attended your last board meeting last Tuesday regarding Short Term Rentals.
We were impressed with the board and the staff looking into this topic.
We learned a lot. We have had a TOT certificate since September of 2019 and pay on time. Through the pandemic
we long term rented but would like to get back to short term renting. We are in the 3% that personally manages
people coming onto our property while we are here to managing it.
To be honest we realized we should have had a permit for the first time at your meeting and the next day applied for
one. We know you are currently in a moratorium while you are studying the issues.
I liked finding ways to keep out corporate investors. I also liked penalizing heavily people that do not follow the
rules. I like limits on day time use to 1.5 to stop parties. I like combining the TOT and Permit systems so we would
have known we needed a permit. Also make the website more clear. Seems clearer now than when we got our TOT
certificate in 2019.
Our STR is a one bedroom with a pull out bed in the family room. We only rent to families and have plenty of
parking that can not be seen from the street. We send in proof of garbage service as part of applying for the permit.
Might you apply rules differently in Eastern Placer than the rest of Placer county since most of the issues are in the
Tahoe area?
My wife and I would be happy to be interviewed by your staff. I am all for responsibly run STR's that are run by
owners and not corporations.
Thank you for your consideration. Keep up the good work.
Mark Roberts
408-391-9862
2575 Vineyard Dr
Auburn, CA 95603
ASMT: 038-330-006-000
TOT Cert: 70638
Account: 801576

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

m dab
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Supervisor Gore; Robert
Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie Holloway; Timothy Wegner;
Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine; Jane Christenson; northstarSTRexemption@outlook.com
[EXTERNAL] Board of Supervisors meeting Jan 25th public comment
Sunday, January 23, 2022 4:20:18 PM

My wife and I have owned our 2 bedroom condo at Indian Hills since the 90's. Prior to
purchasing our condo, we rented condo lodging directly from Northstar-at-Tahoe in order to
have long weekends to ski in the winter and play tennis, hike, swim in summer. We purchased
our condo unit as a second home in order for us to stay for weekends and enrolled ion the
Northstar-at-Tahoe rental program in order to defray the cost of our purchase. Due to mismanagement of the the Northstar-at-Tahoe rental program, we transitioned to managing the
rental of our condo privately. This was long before Airbnb and Verbo existed. We have a 5
month ski lease arrangement for the winter and only therefore have short term rentals for less
than 30 days per year.
Northstar condominiums were designed and marketed as short term rental property. Placer
County is taking away our rights for short term rentals. We had no intention of making our
condo available for long term housing. We chose to not rent our unit during 2020-2021 due
to Covid. We have never had a complain about a short term occupant.
Our property rights are being abridged because of problems in other communities. The cut-off
for short term rental permits at 30 days is arbitrary and without adequate prior notice. I fail to
see the rationale for needing 30 days of rental to have a STR permit. We feel this is extremely
unfair to us, as our property is being used as a long term rental 5 months of the year. We also
object to giving preferential treatment to businesses operating STR over private STRs
I agree with Carl Jones who wrote:
Please:
1) Regulate for nuisance and safety but apply across the board to all properties, there is no
logical reason to apply only to short term residents.
2) Avoid solutions that put more full-time residents in the basin, this increases fire danger.
3) Remove and do not replace a separate tier for the type of management of STRs.
4) Recognize that many STR’s were purpose built to provide temporary housing for visitors to
the area.
5) Do not place minimum nights on STR rentals.
6) Do not restrict the number of short-term rentals
Sincerely,
Michael and Susan Dab
Indian Hills, Northstar

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] short-term rentals
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:29:06 AM

From: Michael Carabetta <mcarabetta@gmail.com>
Sent: Sunday, January 23, 2022 5:41 AM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] short-term rentals

When considering the rules and regulations for short term rentals please keep in mind that it
is almost impossible for an HOA to impose restrictions on short term rentals due to the
requirements in most communities' CCR's.
In our case it would require 75% of owners to change the CCR's to restrict short term rentals an almost impossible number to achieve. Without help from Placer County short term rentals
in HOA's will continue unabated.
Adding provisions to the short term rental rules would help. For example:
Limiting the number of permits issued to multi-parcel properties (25%).
Requiring owners that short term rent to get approval from their HOA board (this would allow
the Board to impose rules without changing CCR's (e.g. parking limits, etc)
Requiring owners to only use "local property managers" that are registered with the County
Minimum stays (3 plus nights reduces 2 day weekend rentals)

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] STR Concentration
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:35:24 AM

-----Original Message----From: Michael Henriques <mhenriques@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2022 10:20 AM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] STR Concentration
I am a 42 year, year round, full time resident of Tahoe City. I have three STRs within close proximity of my home. I
feel this concentration, in a residential neighborhood is excessive. You are well aware of the sometime negative
behaviors STRs can create. The lack workforce rental housing is yet another negative community impact. My
neighbor and friend is a chef at Christy Hill. He has told me of the staffing issues at his place of employment due to
employees not being able to locate rental housing in the area.
If the Board of Supervisors is unwilling to cap the number of STRs in North Tahoe, they should at least limit the
concentration of STRs in a neighborhood.
I located to my home in a residentially zoned neighborhood. The STR phenomenon has made my neighborhood
otherwise.
The Board of Supervisors has clearly seen how the citizens of South Lake Tahoe voted when they had the
opportunity to weigh in on the SR issue. Lacking a local government jurisdiction, we North Tahoe citizens must
rely on the Placer Board of Supervisors to make a balanced decision on STRs.

Michael Henriques
Tahoe City, CA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Shelly Nishimi
Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] Town Hall Jan 6th meeting public comment
Thursday, January 6, 2022 10:08:00 AM

To Placer County staff:
As an owner of a condominium in Northstar, I am distressed about the possibility of a possible
ordinance setting a limit on STR permits in Northstar. While I do not rent out my unit, I
would like to have that option at some point. In doing so, I intend to privately manage my
own property with the intention of enforcing the codes of CAMCO while ensuring a pleasant
experience on the part of my renters.
I implore you to reconsider the STR ordinance that is currently before the Board of
Supervisors.
Thank you in advance for your concern and for the work that you do on behalf of our county.
Sincerely,
Michelle Nishimi
homeowner of Gold Bend condominium

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

mgutierrez@sbhsi.com
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; ANBrown@placer.ca.gov; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack;
Supervisor Gore; Robert Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Robert Weygandt; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes;
Stephanie Holloway; spedretti@placer.ca.gov; Timothy Wegner; Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine;
Stephanie Holloway
[EXTERNAL] new legislation to limit STR in Northstar
Thursday, January 6, 2022 7:39:18 AM

To whom it may concern:
It has come to my attention that the county is looking to legislate restrictions on STR in Northstar.
My family has had a home in Northstar for 50 years, and two homes for the past 20+ years. While
we haven’t used these homes as STR, it is a right we would not care to forfeit. In all of the years that
we have used our properties, we have never experienced a negative consequence of a ‘renter’,
short term or otherwise. More importantly, this maneuver seems to be an attempt by residents in
the area (many of whom are not even property owners) to limit the number of people occupying
their space. When we acquired our properties, it was never our intent that we were buying homes
in which we would move our families…it was and is a vacation resort…and Northstar sold it as such.
To strip our ability to rent these properties, in any way we want, is a gross miscarriage of justice.
Please reconsider this move as homeowners will not give up this right, easily.
Sincerely,
Mike Gutierrez
1409 & 1410 Oxen Run

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

noreply@civicplus.com
Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] Online Form Submittal: Public Comment Submission
Monday, January 24, 2022 4:37:51 PM

Public Comment Submission

Please submit your Public Comment for the Tuesday, January, 25th, Board
of Supervisors Meeting here.

Name

Pamela Dickerman

Email (Optional)

pdickermn@yahoo.com

Agenda Item (Optional)

5A Short-Term Rental Ordinance Updates

Comments

I'm an owner of a STR in the Iron Horse building within the
Village at Northstar. I appreciate the STR exemption is being
extended to "Condotel" style properties. However, I do not see
the condos in the Village-at-Northstar listed as exempted in the
update ordinance. These buildings are within the new village
and include underground parking, onsite 24x7 security, daily
garbage front desk checking, etc. However, these buildings are
not officially "condotels". I fear they are being overlooked. They
are similar to the condos in the Village at Squaw valley which is
listed. In previous years, these condos in the NS Village
buildings were given annual exemptions. I encourage the board
to include these luxury condos within the Village-at-northstar in
the Exception list ongoing. FYI - my unit's TOT: Placer County
Cert #8317.

Attach a document
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] STR Meeting on Tuesday Jan 25th.
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:51:41 AM

From: Paola Lancellotti <paola.lancellotti@gmail.com>
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2022 11:37 AM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] STR Meeting on Tuesday Jan 25th.
Hello Placer County STR,
I am not able to make the meeting on Tuesday, but would like to make a comment.
I would like to see a minimum number of days rental to ALL short term rentals. As it is now STRs can
turn over every 2 or 3 days. I currently own a place in Tahoe City and do not rent it out at all.
At times our neighbors who rent their place out in one week had 3 different groups arrive with 3
cars per group.
I did not buy a single family condo to live near a hotel.
This must stop.
There should be a minimum rental period and a limited amount of rentals throughout the year.
I now do not go up over the busy weekends because the place will be overrun with too many tourists
and cars. Tahoe has to start limiting the amount of rentals and allow them only to places such as
hotels and proper rental places.
Our HOA does nothing to correct the issues reported. The owners are never fined. STRs without
proper permits are still renting even though they have been reported to the HOA and to (you)
Placer County.
We need to make sure that everyone has the opportunity to peacefully use the area.
Thank you,
Paola Lancellotti

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Pat Dillon
Megan Wood
[EXTERNAL] BOS public comment for meeting of 1/11/22
Tuesday, January 11, 2022 3:07:31 PM

Hi Megan, I want to comment to the BOS today re: Short Term Rentals (STR) and the BOS desire to end the
moratorium and implement new standards. While I appreciate the Board’s effort to rescind the moratorium in an
efficient manner, it’s apparent from the Tahoe Town Hall and the recent petition to the BOS to limit STR (1441
signatures as of this email ), that the County is not staffed or prepared to continue allowing STR in Eastern Placer.
The approach has been to use emergency services (PSCO, CHP, and Fire District) personnel to fill the gaps,
especially after midnight, which is when the noise, crowding and parking issues rear their head.This is not only a
misuse of those resources, but creates a safety issue when those resources are committed to a STR complaint, so are
delayed in response to a 911 call. The Board needs to be very careful not to be seen as liable due to not staffing an
agency adequately, and using 911 responders as the stopgap.
Though I have many concerns around STR, one of the largest is that very few of these have been inspected for fire
safety. The Board will quickly be called to task when one of these STR ignites the next Dixie, Caldor or Tamarack
megafires due to an open outdoor fire, fireworks or a structure fire (all of which has happened at STR’s in eastern
Placer multiple times) and that property was never inspected.
The County would not allow a hotel to open without a fire inspection, you should absolutely not allow a STR to do
it. The resulting lawsuit would be a criminal misuse of my tax dollars to defend, all for the STR owners personal
profit.
Pat Dillon, Tahoe Vista 530-308-1273

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Cindy Gustafson
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] Supes meeting/STR’s
Wednesday, December 15, 2021 12:26:06 PM

Cindy Gustafson
Supervisor - District Five
Board of Supervisors
cindygustafson@placer.ca.gov

-----Original Message----From: Amy Dillon <paks.d@charter.net>
Sent: Wednesday, December 15, 2021 12:22 PM
To: Cindy Gustafson <cindygustafson@placer.ca.gov>
Cc: kim vail <PeaceOutDesign@ymail.com>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Supes meeting/STR’s

Hi Cindy, thanks for your leadership on the topic of STR’s at yesterday’s BOS meeting.
I’m concerned that due to the timing of the meeting, I was the only local Tahoe resident available to voice the
negative impacts of the impact of these STR’s, while realtors, developers and property managers, along with STR
owners, voiced the positive personal impacts of them.
I’m certain that you receive plenty of negative feedback on STR’s, but most of us who are subject to the negative
side of it are working during your meetings. I don’t want your fellow Supes to get the impression that the issue is
one-sided, with the occasional chronic complainer. The pro-STR business component has access to Zoom and can
attend such meetings as part of their workday. The rest of us lose income trying to attend, even online.
I spoke to some of my concerns. Increased trash, noise and vehicles are just part of the story.
As I said, my biggest concern is that it’s a complaint-driven process which leaves full-time neighbors in the position
of policing this profit-driven enterprise, for free. Leaving the obvious aggravation aside, policing STR’s requires a
knowledge of the regs., internet access and understanding and knowledge of whom to call and/or email to follow
up. This does not contribute to my “pursuit of happiness”, but creates an unpaid work responsibility for me, usually
on a weekend. Also, many of my older neighbors can’t or don’t use the internet and so are left out of the
conversation and access to info.
I purchased my eastern Placer home in a residential neighborhood. I should not be expected to assist my neighbor in
profiting by operating a hotel next door.
Though it’s obvious that the profiteers from this enterprise will be able to stave off outright bans (for a while), it’s
also obvious that permitting and enforcement are the only approaches available now. Since we have not yet been
able to grasp all of the concerns or benefits of STR’s yet, it would seem wise to cap the level where it is now in
order to build a dataset. I also like the idea of not allowing a newly purchased property to be permitted as a STR
until a waiting period of not less than 6/12 months has passed. This will allow inspections and permitting to be in
place before the first renters arrive.
As you alluded to, the system of fines needs to be more effective. My neighbor STR fines renters $500.00 if there is
a complaint to Placer Code enforcement. So in effect, these people simply pay him extra if they want to violate
noise, parking, trash or safety regs and he suffers no penalty while we, the neighbors lose again.
Penalties should include suspension of permit, which affected properties can re-apply for after all others on waiting

list have attained or cancelled application for permits.
Suspended properties should be so categorized in order to maintain a list of frequent violators. As well, a change in
ownership should not automatically remove violations because many STR’s are owned by multiple family members
(as the one next to me is) or commercial enterprises that can simply change the title.
This will require expansion of the existing enforcement unit, which cost should be entirely paid by STR/TOT fees
and penalties, not our tax dollars.
Recent homeowners in my neighborhood have told me that they only bought here because they know they can STR
the property in order to offset the cost. In other words, they probably could not afford the property otherwise and
may in fact lose that property to default if the rental market is impacted by any number of factors like recession,
inflation or natural disaster.
I would support your concept that those of you that STR less than a few weeks, but otherwise live full time in your
home should have that option. There are much fewer violations with this model.
I’m also concerned that the BOS may not understand the liability inherent in delayed inspection of a STR. If one of
these ignites the next Caldor or Dixie Fire, lawyers will be asking who authorized the rental of the non-compliant,
un-inspected unit that started the fire.
Let me know if I can help with information or discussion. Thank you as well for recognizing and speaking to the
recent division in our community. I hope we can get back to being united in protecting it.
Pat Dillon, Box 75 Tahoe Vista, CA 96148
530-308-1273
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Leah Rosasco on behalf of Placer County Board of Supervisors
Board Clerk
FW: [EXTERNAL] STR Ordinance Feedback
Thursday, January 20, 2022 4:35:03 PM
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BOS correspondence below.
Leah Rosasco
Board Outreach Program Manager
Placer County Board of Supervisors Office
530.889.4040 direct | 530.537.7624 mobile | 530.889.4009 fax
Placer.ca.gov

From: Patrick Neschleba <pjnesch@stanfordalumni.org>
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2022 1:54 PM
To: Placer County Board of Supervisors <BOS@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] STR Ordinance Feedback
Placer County Board of Supervisors,
My wife and I are homeowners in Tahoe City, and have feedback on the short-term-rental ordinance
changes that are being proposed. We are frequent visitors to the area, often stay for weeks at a
time, and plan to retire to the area in a few years. We rent our home for short stints in between
our visits to our home, so that we can better afford our mortgage and also share our home with
others who want to enjoy Tahoe as we do. We support local businesses and often refer our guests
to them, in order to support a vibrant local economy as well as company owners who we consider
friends.
While it is good that the Board is considering ways to address neighborhood concerns and local
housing supply, the proposed changes go too far to regulate personal freedoms in a couple of areas,
and will likely lead to undue burdens on County staff and residents.
My main concern is the proposed change to quiet hours and overnight occupancy start times. 9 PM
is simply too early; consider these cases:
- Evening dinner parties with people from multiple houses often run to 9:30 or 10 PM as part of
normal human social activity, and can easily involve more than 12 people.
- Homes often need to have windows open in the summer in the evenings in order to cool off, as
many do not have air conditioning. Starting a movie at 8 PM will lead to some outside noise that
some people may happen to hear after 9 PM.
- Evening summer outdoor activity in the summer often extends past 9 PM simply because it's not
that dark yet - casual chats in the back yard, enjoying hot tubs, etc.

The above cases are NORMAL neighborhood activity, whether homes are short-term-rented or not.
The 9 PM cutoff will generate call-ins to County staff regarding non-STR homes which will burden
staff, unnecessarily bother STR owners when we are staying at our homes ourselves (and
presumably not subject to these rules, since we're the owners), and generally increase animosity in
the community. I urge you to consider staying with the previous 10 PM time for quiet hours - it
seemed like this was working already, and it does not seem reasonable to appease people who feel
entitled to outdoor silence after 9 PM in a community where a reasonable evening social life is part
of the lifestyle. As someone who already pays a large amount in taxes and fees into the Placer
County system, I also feel we should look at changes that won't create unnecessary administrative
overhead or additional costs that have to be passed along to tourists... unleashing the local
neighborhood call-in force at 9 PM seems like it would do just that.
Thanks,
Patrick Neschleba

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] Tahoe Short Term Rentals
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:32:55 AM

From: Paul Butterweich <pibutter@yahoo.com>
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2022 12:05 PM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Tahoe Short Term Rentals
Please ban short term rentals entirely, with the exception of a capped amount of days on
primary residences and mother in law units. Our neighborhoods are not hotel districts or
resorts. You are obviously aware of all the problems caused by STRs. Restrictions, rules, and
taxes will do little to solve the actual problem, which is that STRs exist to begin with. People
will find loopholes, ignore regulations, or just raise prices and make things even more
expensive for everyone else. Please, just get rid of them. Tourists can stay in actual hotels.
-Paul Butterweich

From:
To:

Subject:
Date:

Renee Campbell
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; ANBrown@placer.ca.gov; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack;
Supervisor Gore; Robert Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie
Holloway; spedretti@placer.ca.gov; Timothy Wegner; Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine; Scott
Campbell
[EXTERNAL] *Town Hall January meeting public comment*
Wednesday, January 5, 2022 11:18:15 PM

To whom it may concern,
We own a short term rental in Northstar resort. We are opposed to limiting permits within the Northstar
resort region. Northstar is a resort, not a residential neighborhood. You should not be limiting the number
of STR permits for Northstar owners. Also, there should not be increased fees for privately managed
properties-There is a clear bias considering the County's own data suggests that owner-managed
properties have fewer complaints. There were only 5 complaints for Northstar. Property management
companies and owner managed properties should be penalized for complaints equally.
We urge you to hear our voices as Northstar property owners.
Respectfully,
Renee and Scott Campbell
4132 Coyote Fork
Truckee, CA
(831)601-4433

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

STR
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] Short term rentals
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 7:35:43 AM

From: Renee Campbell <outlookrenee@yahoo.com>
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2022 10:11 AM
To: STR <STR@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Short term rentals
Please consider repealing the short term rental restrictions for The Northstar resort region. We own
a condo in the original section of northstar above the village. Ski trails. We are part of Northstar
(right next to it) yet we have been targeted. It is completely ridiculous to think that a ski in ski out
condo would not be used as a short term rental. The village is exempt as we should be as well! We
are the original Northstar, right on the slopes! When we purchased our condo, our lender even saw
this as a short term rental/associated with Northstar-which affected our financing, increasing the
amount we were required to put down for down payment.
Why else does someone buy a ski in ski out condo -other than personal use and to rent it out? This
investment was a big stretch for us and you are directly going to impact resale values and the ability
of homeowners to keep their homes if they can’t rent them out. The extra fees are a huge
impact. We are being punished for others carelessness and it’s wrong. Our immediate region has
had from what I understand only a couple complaints?? You are targeting the wrong region. We are
responsible owners that follow the rules and should not be charged more to manage our property
with a local contact.
I urge you to reconsider this.
Renee Campbell
4132 Coyote Fork
Truckee, CA

Sent from Yahoo Mail for iPhone

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

robert wendin
Placer County Board of Supervisors
Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] STR ordinance
Wednesday, January 19, 2022 8:31:34 AM

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I know the definition of insanity it trying the same thing over and over but hoping for different
result. I seem to be making the same arguments to you all yet it never results in any change in
the ordinance to help good operators. So, there is a level of insanity to this effort. It is worth
because I am right whether you agree with me or not.
Two things, I agree there is an affordable housing crisis in Tahoe, I also agree STR's are an
issue in some areas in Tahoe. However, if you really wanted to address the STR problem you
would concentrate your efforts on the areas in Tahoe where people actually live ( should not
be hard to figure out), which is also where most the complaints come from. You could
drastically restrict STR's in those areas which would dramatically reduce or eliminate issues
and might just help with affordable housing.
Instead you treat all areas the same, which makes no sense.Treating Northstar as possible
housing "stock" for seasonal workers or starter homes for locals makes no sense. Do you
really think limiting STR permits for Northstar owners will drive down prices enough so
locals can afford property? Answer is if it does people outside of area will still buy up the
properties whether they have to wait to STR or not.
A few talking points you all use that need to be corrected. I know this is not the definition you
use in the ordinance.
“Resort” is a lodging facility that provides onsite amenities and activities, Really a true resort is a selfcontained commercial establishment that tries to provide most of a vacationer's wants, such as
food, drink, lodging, sports, entertainment, and shopping, on the premises.
Northstar is a resort, Palisades is a resort. Most resorts by the lake you keep mentioning are not
resorts in the same way the big ski areas are.
Lastly, please stop mentioning the average revenue of STR owners is over $34K, use the median
number it is more accurate since the average is skewed by big houses and the fact that Property
Management Companies push volume. Most individual condo owners, that do not use property
management companies do not earn over $34k in revenue.
Best,
Robert Wendin

Robert Wendin home: 650-326-3340 cell: 650-575-4390 e-mail:rwendin@yahoo.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

robert wendin
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; ANBrown@placer.ca.gov; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack;
Supervisor Gore; Robert Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie
Holloway; spedretti@placer.ca.gov; Timothy Wegner; Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine
[EXTERNAL] STR limits at Northstar
Tuesday, January 4, 2022 11:35:22 AM

Hello,
I realize that our pleas to have you not limit STR permits for Northstar will be ignored. What I
mean by that is I have yet to hear you explain why a ski resort like Northstar that depends on
STR rentals to exist, and is not by any measure a residential neighborhood should have limits
on STR permits.
We all agree there is a housing crisis, limiting STR permits at Northstar will not help address
the crisis. Sorry Supervisor Gustafson your comment at the end of the last board meeting that
the answer to affordable housing might be someone buying a 1970's condo at Northstar is
blatantly false. You all know that. Why do I say this? Because, when condos for example are
sold at Northstar who is buying them, not locals. Some of that is due to the price point, but it
is mainly due to the fact if you want to live in Tahoe, most people do not want to live full
time in a ski resort like Northstar.
In terms of renting to seasonal workers in winter or summer. For owners that want to use their
condos doing a seasonal lease is not an option. Plus, seasonal workers generally can only
afford the rent for a condo at Northstar if they pile 6 to 8 people in the condo. You tell me
what would you choose, rent to seasonal workers, who will live in condo everyday, more
wear and tear, more trash, more noise or rent to a nice family of 4 that only comes up on
weekends?
Also, note that your stats on how much revenue STR owners make are skewed because of
property management companies. They push volume. My guess is most privately managed
STR's are like me, we try to make enough just to cover costs.
I may be wrong but if you continue to over regulate, punish good operators, many us will do
what I am leaning towards doing which is reduce the times I short term rent, with the goal of
not doing it at all. Which is a lose, lose, lose scenario. I lose income, you lose TOT fees, the
resort loses people spending money at the resort. We all lose, and nothing changes in terms
of the housing crisis.
One final point, I would love for once for you to somehow acknowledge/reward good
operators. A good example is the fire inspections. I did mine last year. why yearly for place
like Gold Bend Northstar? We get our smoke/carbon detectors inspected yearly, alarms are
monitored, HOA requires wood be wrapped by an approved fire retardant trap. If the worry is
after the inspection I will remove the fire extinguishers, add back a BBQ, remove signage, if I
am that type of person, a yearly inspection will not make a difference.
Regards,
Robert Wendin

Robert Wendin home: 650-326-3340 cell: 650-575-4390 e-mail:rwendin@yahoo.com

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:

robert wendin
Placer County Board of Supervisors
Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] Re: STR ordinance--30 day minimum--to strict
Friday, January 21, 2022 10:11:59 AM

Hello,
30 day minimum to keep a STR permit seems too strict. So, if I only rent 20, 25, 29 days you
will revoke my permit? My family has been renting out the condo I own for 45 years ( long
before anyone called renting your condo a STR)
There are many years where we don't STR for 30 days, especially if we don't STR in the
winter
Lets assume I only STR in the summer/fall rental season. Covid has changed things for now as
you are aware so more people go to Tahoe in the summer/fall than pre-covid. Prior to that the
rental season patterns followed the school summer vacation pattern. Few rentals until mid and
late June, few rentals after mid August. Property management companies push the ability to
rent in the shoulder season, not sure what they do or if that is successful, but for us mere
mortals few rentals come in the shoulder season.
Again if you do not STR in the winter ( maybe you lease to local workers), typically pre-covid
people rent condos at Northstar for weekends in the summer, I might get a week rental for
July 4th.
Seems not to be fair if I am in good faith trying to rent the condo, but I fall short for whatever
reason. I am not sitting on the permit. Again you are punishing good operators.
It is ironic, locals are complaining about too many visitors, yet you seem you want to increase
the volume of rentals with your policies.
Thanks,
Robert
Robert Wendin home: 650-326-3340 cell: 650-575-4390 e-mail:rwendin@yahoo.com
On Wednesday, January 19, 2022, 08:29:10 AM PST, robert wendin <rwendin@yahoo.com> wrote:

Dear Board of Supervisors,
I know the definition of insanity it trying the same thing over and over but hoping for different
result. I seem to be making the same arguments to you all yet it never results in any change in
the ordinance to help good operators. So, there is a level of insanity to this effort. It is worth
because I am right whether you agree with me or not.
Two things, I agree there is an affordable housing crisis in Tahoe, I also agree STR's are an
issue in some areas in Tahoe. However, if you really wanted to address the STR problem you
would concentrate your efforts on the areas in Tahoe where people actually live ( should not

be hard to figure out), which is also where most the complaints come from. You could
drastically restrict STR's in those areas which would dramatically reduce or eliminate issues
and might just help with affordable housing.
Instead you treat all areas the same, which makes no sense.Treating Northstar as possible
housing "stock" for seasonal workers or starter homes for locals makes no sense. Do you
really think limiting STR permits for Northstar owners will drive down prices enough so
locals can afford property? Answer is if it does people outside of area will still buy up the
properties whether they have to wait to STR or not.
A few talking points you all use that need to be corrected. I know this is not the definition you
use in the ordinance.
“Resort” is a lodging facility that provides onsite amenities and activities, Really a true resort is a selfcontained commercial establishment that tries to provide most of a vacationer's wants, such as
food, drink, lodging, sports, entertainment, and shopping, on the premises.
Northstar is a resort, Palisades is a resort. Most resorts by the lake you keep mentioning are not
resorts in the same way the big ski areas are.
Lastly, please stop mentioning the average revenue of STR owners is over $34K, use the median
number it is more accurate since the average is skewed by big houses and the fact that Property
Management Companies push volume. Most individual condo owners, that do not use property
management companies do not earn over $34k in revenue.
Best,
Robert Wendin

Robert Wendin home: 650-326-3340 cell: 650-575-4390 e-mail:rwendin@yahoo.com

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Brandt MD, Ryan
Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] short term northstar rental limits
Monday, January 24, 2022 7:13:26 AM

Northstar is a family resort—where families stay and people rent out their homes while not there.
There should be no limits on renting our property. The density is low and in my 25 years there—I
have not noticed any disruption with short term rentals. In fact---it’s nice to see people up in
Northstar supporting the local businesses. Please don’t enact new regulations that are
counterproductive

Ryan Brandt

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Saad Hassan
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Supervisor Gore; Robert
Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie Holloway; Timothy Wegner;
Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine; Jane Christenson
[EXTERNAL] Board of Supervisors meeting Jan 25th public comment
Tuesday, January 25, 2022 10:27:52 AM

Dear Policy Makers,
The positions of Northstar property owners are already well-stated in public letters, so I will
not repeat those, and will instead express a concurrence to the letters you've already received.
I write to offer a unique perspective on why STR regulations in Northstar are bad for locals
and bad for Northern Tahoe.  
I live full time in the Aspen Grove condo complex, and have for almost two years. Until the
snow started falling a month ago, Northstar on a daily basis has been a sad shell of what it
once was pre-covid. My wife and I feel unsafe at times with no other humans on premises for
months on end. Other than Rubicon Pizza's limited hours, no services are running. I invited
friends to the neighborhood to visit, and when they did they complained that this place "was
dead" and that they wouldn't come back. This is despite neighbors offering both STR and
long-term rental options to prospective tenants at below-market rates just to realize some
rental income during a tough time - no one has moved in, not visitors for short term visits, and
not locals for 30+ day leases.
Covid offered us a unique look at what Northstar would look like without STRs available. No
local wants to live here because there are no services (no grocery, no school, etc.) and because
living on a resort does not make sense for a local. No would-be visitors want to visit because
Northstar is a ghost town, and there are better options. Services can't resume function and
grow and thrive because there are insufficient customers to make ends meet.  
This spiral, if allowed to spin over time, will result in Northstar services shuttering at an everfaster clip. Shutting down STRs is lose-lose-lose - property owners will lose value, locals will
lose jobs as businesses suffer in the face of the STR shutdown, and viable housing stock won't
be improved for Truckee residents facing a housing crisis.
Please allow my neighbors to obtain STR permits so that Northstar can once again become the
North Tahoe gem it was and the broader community can better thrive.
Regards,
Saad Hassan

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Leah Rosasco on behalf of Placer County Board of Supervisors
Board Clerk
FW: [EXTERNAL] STR in North Lake Tahoe
Friday, January 21, 2022 4:23:51 PM
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Correspondence re STR below.
Leah Rosasco
Board Outreach Program Manager
Placer County Board of Supervisors Office
530.889.4040 direct | 530.537.7624 mobile | 530.889.4009 fax
Placer.ca.gov

From: Shannon Dillon <sdillon530@gmail.com>
Sent: Friday, January 21, 2022 2:33 PM
To: Placer County Board of Supervisors <BOS@placer.ca.gov>
Subject: [EXTERNAL] STR in North Lake Tahoe

Board of Supervisors,
I am writing to share my concerns regarding short term rentals in the North
Lake Tahoe area.
I was born and raised in Tahoe Vista. After completing my graduate
degree, my husband and I have returned to North Lake Tahoe, in the hopes
of making this our permanent home again, and serving this community’s
huge need for mental health services. Since our return, we have been
unable to purchase a home, due to the hugely inflated prices (on the salary
of two doctors!). This problem has been exacerbated by the business of
short term rentals for major profit by buyers. Even more troubling are the
changes I have observed in our community and the beautiful natural
environment, in large part, due to the influx in tourism, largely facilitated by
the huge number of short term vacation rentals.
I am aware that this has been a tense, and ongoing issue in the community
and I again, am grateful for your work and attention on this.
I would also like to add that I am concerned by the scheduling of the county

meetings, as they often take place during the work day, which excludes
many of us local residents, who have to work to support ourselves.
Conversely, this schedule largely caters to the population who may be
independently wealthy, able to own many properties, and operate them as
businesses.
Our neighborhood in Tahoe Vista has one STR that rents out on Airbnb and
VRBO for $1250.00 per night. The behavior by many renters has been
egregious, and while myself and all the neighbors have submitted
complaints through the appropriate channels (contacting the owner, STR
compliance line, emailing VRBO and AIRBNB), no solutions have resulted.
This has led to increasing hostility and feelings of hopelessness by long
term residents.  Specifically, some of the concerns we have reported
include, increased and mismanaged garbage, blatant littering, noise,
vehicles parked in the street and blocking fire hydrants, fireworks, etc.  
After reading the ordinance, it appears there are no real consequences to
homeowners who run STR’s, with the exception of an ill-defined three
county visits which could result in a loss of permit. Using our neighborhood
as an example, many complaints made by various neighbors over the past
two years have resulted in maybe one county visit, and again no solution to
the issue. This visit seemed random given the number of illegal acts that
had been reported. In fact, it appears the homeowners are financially
rewarded for these poor behaviors by renters, through their ability to fine
the renters and actually make more money, while the neighbors are put into
the awful position of dealing with these issues through the methods listed
above, to no avail. For example, my neighbor (mentioned above) STR fines
renters $500.00 if there is a complaint to Placer Code enforcement. So, in
effect, these people simply pay him extra if they want to violate noise,
parking, trash, or safety regulations and he suffers no penalty while we, the
neighbors lose again. Simply put, the system is failing our community.
Further, when renting or purchasing a home in a residential neighborhood,
we should not be expected to manage a hotel or business.
While my family and I would strongly prefer an altogether ban, and a
reliance on established hotels/motels and condos to manage tourism and
the environmental impact of said tourism (using models from Yountville, CA
for example), it seems that the profiteers from this enterprise will be able to
stave off outright bans (for now). It’s also obvious that the current permitting

and enforcement are failing.  It seems a common-sense approach would be
a similar model to the city of Napa, California, which limits the number of
STR’s in the city and limits the days allowed to utilize these units.
It is also important that STR permits are not simply transferred to a new
owner when the home sells. It should require a “waiting period,” as
mentioned in the past meeting. This will help discourage the use of these
residential homes as businesses. Additionally, this will help facilitate
appropriate and necessary inspections and permitting to be in place before
the first renters arrive.
As you mentioned in the past meeting, I would support the idea that those of
you that STR for less than a few weeks per year, but otherwise live full time
in your home, should have that option. There are much fewer violations
with this model.
As I am certain I have conveyed, the current model for STRs is crumbling
the integrity of this community. My husband and I wish to continue to live
and work in the area, but the changes that we have observed lately really
trouble us and bring this into question. I hope we can make the necessary
changes to protect the community we all love.  
Please feel free to reach out to further discuss. Thank you again for your
work on this matter and for your time.
Best,
Shannon Dillon-Mills
(530) 448-2801

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Srdjan Pantic
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack; Supervisor Gore; Robert
Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie Holloway; Timothy Wegner;
Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine; Jane Christenson
[EXTERNAL] Board of Supervisors meeting Jan 25th public comment
Saturday, January 22, 2022 2:04:41 PM

Dear Placer County Board of Supervisors,
TL;DR
1) Regulate for nuisance and safety but apply across the board to all properties,
there is no logical reason to apply only to short-term residents.
2) Avoid solutions that put more full-time residents in the basin, this increases fire
danger.
3) Remove and do not replace a separate tier for the type of management of STRs.
4) Recognize that many STR’s were purpose-built to provide temporary housing for
visitors to the area.
5) Do not place minimum nights on STR rentals. 6) Do not restrict the number of
short-term rentals
In details:
I strongly object to placing a new burden on STR as it was currently proposed.
It is clear that STR's have become a scapegoat for broader economic pressures,
changes in the community, and failure of adequate planning and
development policies by the county for affordable housing.
Trying to force the conversion of second homes to long-term rentals is a misguided
and useless idea.
During any holiday, winter weekend and the entire summer it becomes clear we
already have too many people, too much traffic, garbage.
Converting short-term rentals to full-time residences will increase that density and
increase risk and make evacuations harder during wildfire season.
The county policies have already overdeveloped the area and some now advocate
for policies converting properties occupied ~30% time as STRs to
full-time occupancy. This would drastically increase the already difficult density
situation.
And it is very unlikely to happen. The majority of second home owners purchased
them to enjoy Tahoe by themself. Some of them are renting
as it was done for decades to offset the extremely high cost of having property in
Tahoe. Nothing new there.

What is new is a misguided effort to try to force owners to rent long-term. Since
that is not compatible with the ability to enjoy the property yourself it is
not going to happen. Targeting homeowners with multiple properties in Placer
County may help. Or not. But targeting all owners is the wrong thing to do.
I was disappointed in what was presented by the "economist" BAE.
Supervisor Gustafson please stop saying people are "making 35 thousand a year".
The failure to distinguish between gross and net revenue is
extremely naive and shows an incredible lack of understanding of the expense
required to provide a short-term rental. It's not true and disturbing
to hear you repeating inaccuracies.
I still need to hear someone that rents a home in Placer County that actually makes
any money from it. Especially if they are paying all taxes dumped
on second property owners in Placer County.
Please do not create a two-tiered system for "professionally managed" places. It
really looks like you trying to provide business to local management companies.
There is no rationale for them. Property either fulfill requirements or not.
There are already ordinances in place to deal with everything that was supposed to
be regulated by new STR regulations.
There was a great document already submitted to board that provides way detail
analysis that I did here
https://www.placer.ca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/57865/2022-012522Correspondence-Item-05A
Thank you for your time.
Srdjan Pantic
Homeowner in Northstar

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Srdjan Pantic
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; ANBrown@placer.ca.gov; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack;
Supervisor Gore; Robert Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes; Stephanie
Holloway; spedretti@placer.ca.gov; Timothy Wegner; Timothy Jaekel; Crystal Jacobsen; Jayme Paine
[EXTERNAL] Town Hall Jan 6th meeting public comment
Monday, January 3, 2022 6:48:31 PM

I own a condo at Northstar. I was reading the county staff proposal for more restrictions to
STR permits. The whole Tahoe area has more second homes by margin then
local owners. The whole area lives from tourists. There are existing laws in place that
should be used to deal with people breaking rules, not keep adding more regulations
and costs.
It feels that for county second homeowners are just a cash cow, with no need to care about
them since they are mostly not local.
I strongly object to further limitations on permits for Northstar. Northstar is a resort, not a
residential neighborhood.
You should not be limiting the number of STR permits for Northstar owners. You will just
drive people to rent without a permit.
I strongly object to the increased fee for privately managed properties. There is clear bias
considering the County’s data suggests that owner-managed properties have fewer
complaints.
It is clear discrimination that looks that is more designed to push jobs to local property
management companies than for anything else.
There were only 5 complaints for Northstar. Property management companies and ownermanaged properties should be penalized for complaints equally. Enforce code compliance
and eliminate the bad actors.

Thank you!
--Srdjan Pantic, 4077 Coyotee Fork, Northstar

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Megan Wood
Megan Wood
FW: [EXTERNAL] Northstar STR Exemption?
Monday, January 24, 2022 10:08:58 AM

From: Steve Hodapp <shodapp@charter.net>
Sent: Monday, January 24, 2022 9:27 AM
To: Supervisor Gustafson <SupervisorGustafson@placer.ca.gov>
Cc: tim@npoa.info; Nancy@npoa.info
Subject: [EXTERNAL] Northstar STR Exemption?
Exempt the Northstar neighborhood because it’s a resort so there can be unlimited STRs? I’m not
against STRs in Northstar, but does exemption also mean they don’t have to comply with nuisance
ordinances? I certainly hope not! My main concern is enforcement of the nuisance ordinances on
these mostly out of town owners. I admit my Northstar property is my primary residence, I retired
here over 10 years ago because it is a resort and have no regrets, but did have repeated noise issues
with a nearby STR that rents to large groups a couple years ago. Those were resolved through
direct contact with the owner who would call the tenants, so they never got reported to the
county. More concerning is I’ve had some run ins with some Northstar STR advocates, who are
pushing you for exemption, who seem to believe it’s OK to have nuisance properties in Northstar
because they believe that’s OK in a resort area. I totally disagree.
The neighborhood surrounding the Northstar Village is a neighborhood that includes full time
residents, second homes, and STRs. The village which is classified as a resort has on site
management whereas the surrounding neighborhood does not. I believe the Northstar neighborhood
should be considered no different than the neighborhoods surrounding Pallisades and other Tahoe
resorts. I believe the neighborhood surrounding the Northstar Village deserves the protections of the
county ordinances for stricter permitting, occupancy limits, trash mitigation and noise control, and
that there should be strong/local management for enforcing those ordinances. Regardless of
whether you are a full time resident, 2nd home owner, or on vacation renting, you should not have
to deal with a nuisance STR or any other occupant. STRs should be allowed to support our
community, but it needs to balanced in order to have a quality of life and experience for all.
Steve Hodapp
Nancy/Tim, Please forward to Mike Plishner
Sent from my iPad

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Susan Safipour
Board Clerk; Placer County Board of Supervisors; ANBrown@placer.ca.gov; Cindy Gustafson; Lindsay Romack;
Supervisor Gore; Robert Weygandt; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne Jones; Robert Weygandt; Teri Ivaldi; Jim Holmes;
Stephanie Holloway
[EXTERNAL] Short Term Rentals - Northstar
Wednesday, January 12, 2022 1:37:28 PM

Dear Supervisors and County Officials,
As a nearly 20-year homeowner in Northstar, I am concerned about the trash and
parking problems created by the over tourism, spurred by the pandemic in Tahoe.
My family lives year-round in our condominium in Indian Hills. We received a notice from
our HOA during the holidays warning that the dumpsters were full and that trash pick-up
would be delayed days - if not weeks! (Holy Moly!) It asked everyone to please take their
trash home. Well, that might work for visitors, but loading up our 1,100-square-foot condo
with garbage wasn’t too appealing. We were asking to take our garbage to the main NPOA
site on Northstar Drive, when my son took our trash there, he told me, “Mom, it looks like a
landfill.”
Of course, there were also plenty of days we unable to park to park in our lot because of all the
visiting cars.
We certainly understand the need for Short Term Rentals in Northstar. But we take
issue with people who say this isn’t a residential community. While full-time residents are in
the minority, we are here! We have monthly book club, weekly bridge club, an occasional
ladies lunch, and summer golf clubs. And our quality of life has greatly - and sadly diminished in the past few years. Quite a few of our neighbors have cashed out and moved
away in the past few years.
We hope you can find a good balance between the needs of STRs in our community,
and those of us who call this wonderful community home. Thank you so much for all your
work on this thorny issue. Best, S-

From:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:
Importance:

John R. Falk
Megan Wood; Supervisor Gustafson; Sophie Fox; Robert Weygandt; Supervisor Gore; Beverly Roberts; Suzanne
Jones
Board Clerk; sue@tahoemls.com; Sam@PaddenProperties.com; John R. Falk; brett@agatebay.com;
bill@tahoerealty.com
[EXTERNAL] Re: Short-Term Rentals Ordinance, County Executive section, Agenda Item number 5 -mRelating to
the Rescission of the active STR Ordinance and Replacement with an alternative structure. To be considered on
Tues. 25 January 2022
Monday, January 24, 2022 8:19:41 PM
TSBOR Correspondence Placer County STR Ord Jan 25 2022.pdf
High

24 January 2022
Dear Chairperson Gustafson & Supervisors:

Please find attached to this e-mail transmission the
four-page commentary TSBOR would like to submit
for your consideration at tomorrow’s Board of
Supervisors meeting. The correspondence is attached
hereto as an Adobe Acrobat PDF file.
Thank you, as always, for providing individuals as well
as large groups such as the one I represent to voice
their opinions, be heard, and when appropriate altering
the course of the BOS actions.

All the best,

     John

John R. Falk
Legislative Advocate

jrfintel@outlook.com
(530) 412-3835

Established in 1958

12315 Deerfield Drive, #1
Truckee, CA 96161

phone: (530) 583-0275
e-mail: jrfintel@outlook.com

24 January 2022
The Honorable Cindy Gustafson, Chairperson
The Board of Supervisors
The County of Placer
County Administrative Center
175 Fulweiler Avenue
Auburn, CA 95603
Delivered Electronically – Time Sensitive, immediate review & consideration requested.

Re: Short-Term Rentals Ordinance, County Executive section, Agenda Item number 5
(A., 1. & 2. Inclusive); Relating to the Rescission of the active STR Ordinance and
Replacement with an alternative structure. To be considered on Tues. 25 January
2022, Time Certain at Noon, during the Board meeting of 25 Jan. 2022.
Policy Stance- Support ONLY IF AMENDED.
Dear Chairperson Gustafson & Supervisors:
This letter is to serve as the formal input and resultant requested amendments prior
to action, from the Tahoe Sierra Board of Realtors® on the matter of regulating ShortTerm Rental activity in Eastern Placer County. Rather than reiterate chapter and verse
from our previous correspondence of 13 December 2021 on the topic under
consideration, this treatment will presume a strong working knowledge of the issues inplay and the impacts for better and for worse that such a proposal would have upon our
community and its economy. To begin with the end in mind, we respectfully request
that you: Accept the rescission of the Temporary Moratorium on the issuance of new
STR permits to operate as is proposed; Approve of the enhanced enforcement of
provisions designed at address nuisance abatement; Acknowledge the value-added that
professional property managers offer, especially in regards to timely response and
redress of complaints, always in pursuit of harmonious relationships with the
neighborhood and community at-large, reflective of a three-year permit renewal cycle;
while rejecting the provision of an artificial cap on the number of permits to be made
available. Repeal the Temporary Moratorium at this time, address the complaints
vigorously, but leave the actual number of STR/TOT permits to be issued to the free
market.
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To expand briefly on these points, the most concerning aspect of the entire framework
that has driven this discussion and debate to-date is fundamentally based upon a false
choice. Namely, the question given serious consideration was not IF the county should
intervene and limit/restrict the number of permits made available, but rather HOW
should the county artificially manipulate the STR marketplace. It is akin to asking, “what
would you rather loose, your pinky finger or your thumb?” How about giving serious
and equal time and consideration to whether the county has any place inserting itself
into a fragile tourism-based outdoor economy without fully fleshing out all the
downstream consequences to property values, tourism desirability, and the fact that
most second homes would not convert to long-term rentals if not afforded an STR
permit; rather, they would sit vacant most of the year, damaging the economy and the
very jobs that the county purports to wish to protect via artificially limiting this activity.
Positioning this permit a limited opportunity creates yet another High Sierra artificial
commodity. Frankly, it furthers the gap between those who can afford to own a second
home up here and who cannot, further “gentrifying” an already problematic situation.
This economic reality extends to the visitor base as well. With supply limited, pricing is
also artificially propped up by governmental intervention, making it difficult-toimpossible for a middle-class family with children to be able to afford to stay in our area
more than a day. As you are well aware, day trips also present a host of unintended
consequences, from traffic to trash, limited spending locally, and the environmental
impacts of encouraging or forcing greater day-use visitors.
Understanding that our rural resort/tourism-based seasonal economy is deeply
dependent upon the availability and affordability of STR offerings to ensure a vigorous
economy. And with the understanding that hotel offerings in Eastern Placer County
have not substantively expanded for decades. Combined with TRPA’s various restrictive
measures and costs associated with project construction, it is, in the aggregate, unlikelyto-impossible to expect the hotel industry to meet this ever-changing need.
Furthermore, in that hotels have many fixed costs, and are primarily/exclusively
operating under a business model; they cannot absorb the major peaks and valleys in
occupancy rates from season to season, and year-to-year, along with economic upturns
and downturns. In contrast, residential properties look to STR activity as an incidental
use from time-to-time, while fully in keeping with the underlying zoning of residentialPage 2 of 5
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type usage, is not as vulnerable to these factors. STRs as a class are not as fragile as
hotels when it relates to the vagaries of our tourism market; for STR folks by-and-large
seek some access to and use of the property they have purchased as a primary
residence or second home. This resiliency, combined with the absolute necessity of the
unfettered inclusion of STRs as an option for the region’s visitors, is essential to not just
for the vitality of region’s economy, but ultimately could significantly influence its
viability! Indeed, when considering the BAE Literature Review, it is critically important
to discern that the vast overwhelming majority of STR and economics studies are based
upon the state-of-affairs in an URBAN area, with a broad-based DIVERSE ECONOMY, and
populated mostly by PRIMARY HOMEOWNERS. Eastern Placer is not urban, its economy
is homogeneous for the most part – outdoor seasonal tourism driven, its housing is a
relatively even and stable balance between second homes and primary homes, and
supports a unique population of families and business interests oftentimes tied to our
narrow economic profile. To create a condition of artificial scarcity, even using permit
numbers currently in-use, is unnecessary, inflexible, and actually promotes the “rush to
obtain a permit” that is so often feared and deployed by activists in seeking restrictive
measures, but rarely if ever is realized. Let the free market play out, supply and demand
will drive STR usage far more efficiently than any arm of government attempting to
project into the future regarding climate, economics, and travel trends. If the free
market, well regulated by STR/TOT permitting and vigorous enforcement of “bad
actors” via nuisance abatement provisions with “teeth” do not adequately address
concerns, then you can always revisit this matter. Because the County has structured
the STR permit as not being vested to the real property itself, and must be renewed
from time-to-time, any truly inappropriate trends can be identified and addressed via
ordinance at that time. Our economy is always somewhat fragile by its narrow nature
(outdoor seasonal recreation visitors), made all the more delicate to protect under the
unforeseeable COVID-19 pandemic; please do not artificially insert county government
into this equation. While actions that can adversely affect the economy are relatively
expeditious to impose, unfortunately once imposed it can take years if not decades to
“undo” the damage wrought by such governmental interventions into the private
sector.
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To end this far too brief treatment of the topic we must return to the motivations for,
and implications of, imposing some form of STR restriction. Ostensibly, this effort is
designed to increase the availability and affordability of housing for our much-needed
workforce. While the goal on its face is laudable, the undercurrents embedded in such a
conceptual approach are troubling. The further erosion of private property rights,
personal freedoms and liberties, and allowing the free-market economy to operate
efficiently and effectively are all touched by such a regulatory/restrictive approach to
the problem at hand. This situation is made all the more frustrating when one considers
that in a resort tourism-based rural economy with a mix of full-time and second-home
owners such as ours, the framework that might have yielded some results as intended
by the ordinance in an urban, diverse, primary-home dominated community are simply
not operational. The desired result is dubious at best, for we are of the opinion that socalled “underutilized homes” (e.g., second homes, part-time seasonal owners inresidence) that choose to STR on occasion are not the cause of nor the solution to the
region’s housing availability or affordability crisis. Even if it were to produce the desired
effect, which again we believe it will not, the focus of such actions by government is an
unstated but obvious attempt to manipulate the value of private property! Should any
arm or level of government seek to impose restrictions and associated measures that
are intended to reduce the rental rates existing owners can secure; or reduce the
underlying value of the home itself? We think not. This is the insidious nature of such
impositions; they slowly erode private property rights, and reduce the value (as
intended by way of the stated reasoning for imposing such restrictive measures –
reduction of for-rent and for-sale homes) of the single largest purchase most families
make over the course of their lifetime. Home ownership is one of the principle ways
families build wealth over time, move up in the market, and pass on this asset to one’s
next-of-kin, creating intergenerational prosperity.
Please limit your actions in this regard to rescinding the present moratorium,
restructuring the permit processing (STR & TOT, multi-year permitting...), and adding
teeth and a commitment to enforce strong nuisance abatement ordinances. A revised
motion seems more than prudent. If you wish to keep tabs on the overall effect of STRs
on the Eastern portion of Placer County, then add a required recurrent status report to
the Supervisors, which addresses the state of the region’s economy, revenues, housing
availability as well cost in both the “for-rent” and “for-sale” segments of the residential
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market. This allows our elected leaders multiple opportunities to look at trends and
reassess what measures might be indicated to foster greater access to the market for
our region’s workforce. In any event, it seems that this housing situation is broad-based
and long-standing; as such, any proposed “solutions” should also reflect the longstanding broad-based nature of the problem. Place the burden when it appropriately
rests, with local government and the community at-large being looked to for solutions
that all participate in implementing. Incentive-based solutions seem to be the obvious
first and best step towards reducing the gap between workforce housing needs and the
lack of available and affordable units.
All the best,
s/ John R. Falk
Legislative Advocate
On behalf of the Tahoe Sierra Board of Realtors®
cc: Placer Supervisors, their field reps, and county staff
TSBOR leadership
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From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Walter Auerbach
Board Clerk
[EXTERNAL] Short Term Rentals
Thursday, January 20, 2022 8:54:13 AM

Honorable Board of Supervisors:
I have lived and worked in the North Tahoe area for 42 years, the last 23 of
which I have owned my own engineering consulting business. Over the years
my staff has fluctuated from a high of 22 to the current 12.
While there has never been a time in my career where I have not been faced
with an employee or co-worker issue due to housing insecurity, these
occurrences have become more frequent and more profound over the past 10
years. Every year in the past 10 years we have been faced with one or more of
the following:
1. Inability to hire a specific individual due to the cost of housing whether it
is rental or purchase.
2. Losing higher-wage professional staff due to the cost of home ownership,
which they all want at some point in their lives. After a time, they
relocate to where housing is affordable.
3. Losing technical and sub-professional staff due to the lack of affordable
rental housing. After several moves due to their rental homes being sold
or converted to vacation rentals, they move away to where housing is
affordable.
While I consider myself fortunate at any given time to have a team that can
perform the work needed, the challenges that the lack of affordable and
available housing present are a constant stressor for my business and the
people I employ.
I believe that the financial attractiveness of converting residential property to
vacation rentals is making it more difficult for my employees or prospective
employees to find housing. By no means is it the only factor, but we have very
few apartments in this region, and we aren’t building more. We aren’t building
starter homes either. We aren’t convincing a significant number of STR owners

to long term rent instead. We aren’t providing loans or grants to a significant
number of people who would otherwise not be able to afford a home. Until we
see real progress on all those fronts, we can’t keep converting the only
residential real estate we have to more short term rentals. And we already
have thousands of short term rentals.
Please put a cap on the number of short term rentals. Please make them nontransferable so they can’t inflate the price of a home. Take any other actions
necessary to stop the erosion of our employee housing stock. Let’s give the
other housing programs time to develop and mature before adding more short
term rentals to the thousands we already have.
Thank you for your time.
Walter R. Auerbach, P.E.
President
Auerbach Engineering Corp.
Ph: (530) 214-3097
C: (530) 448-1231

